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II Abstract • 

Development of a suite of bioinformatics tools for the analysis and prediction 

of membrane protein structure 

by Roberto Togawa 

Abstract 

This thesis describes the development of a novel approach for prediction of 

the three-dimensional structure of transmembrane regions of membrane proteins 

directly from amino acid sequence and basic transmembrane region topology. 

The development rationale employed involved a knowledge-based approach. 

Based on determined membrane protein structures, 20x20 association matrices were 

generated to summarise the distance associations between amino acid side chains on 

different alpha helical transmembrane regions of membrane proteins. Using these 

association matrices, combined with a knowledge-based scale for propensity for 

residue orientation in transmembrane segments (kPROT) (Pilpel et al., 1999), the 

software predicts the optimal orientations and associations of transmembrane regions 

and generates a 3D structural model of a gi ven membrane protein, based on the 

amino acid sequence composition of its transmembrane regions. During the 

development, several structural and biostatistical analyses of determined membrane 

protein structures were undertaken with the aim of ensuring a consistent and reliable 

association matrix upon which to base the predictions. 



Abstract· ill 

Evaluation of the model structures obtained for the protein sequences of a 

dataset of 17 membrane proteins of detennined structure based on cross-validated 

leave-one-out testing revealed generally high accuracy of prediction, with over 80% 

of associations between transmembrane regions being correctly predicted. These 

results provide a promising basis for future development and refinement of the 

algorithm, and to this end, work is underway using evolutionary computing 

approaches. As it stands, the approach gives scope for significant immediate benefit 

to researchers as a valuable starting point in the prediction of structure for membrane 

proteins of hitherto unknown structure. 
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Deal with difficult tasks while they are easy. 

Act on large issues while they are small. 

- Lao Tzu 
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Dedication 


I dedicate the thesis to Leila, 

Andre and filipe. 
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Chapter 1 - Membrane proteins 

1.1. Introduction 

Proteins playa variety of roles in life processes and many different classes of 

proteins are known. There are structural proteins like viral coat proteins; molecules 

of the cytoskeleton, epidermal keratin; catalytic proteins known as enzymes; 

transport and storage proteins like haemoglobin, myoglobin and ferritin; regulatory 

proteins including hormones and many proteins that control genetic transcription; 

proteins of the immune system and the immunoglobulin superfamily, including 

proteins involved in cell-cell recognition and signaling (Lesk, 2001). Several studies 

suggest that around 25% of all protein types in a cell are membrane proteins (Boyd et 

at., 1998; Wallin and von Heijne, 1998; Chen and Rost, 2002). Their importance is 

also highlighted by their likely representation in a high proportion of preferred 

pharmaceutical targets. Some estimates show that 60% of drug targets in the 

pharmaceutical industry are membrane proteins (Yeagle and Lee, 2002). 

Membranes are vital for living cells; they separate the cell from the outer 

world, they also separate compartments inside the cell (organelles) to protect 

important processes and events. These membranes are extremely thin (4.5nm) films 

of lipids and embedded proteins (Branden and Tooze, 1999). The lipid molecules in 
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the cell membranes are amphipathic, i.e., one end is hydrophilic and the other end is 

hydrophobic. The main category of lipid molecules used to build biological 

membrane is the phospholipids. They have a hydrophilic head group and two 

hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails. The tails are usually fatty acids and they can be 

different in length. One tail may have one or more cis-double bonds (unsaturated) 

creating a kink in the tail and the other not (saturated). These differences in the 

length and saturation of the fatty acid tails are important because they influence the 

ability of phospholipid molecules to pack against one another, affecting the fluidity 

of the membrane. The shape and the amphipathic nature of the lipid molecules cause 

the aggregation and hiding of the hydrophobic tails in the interior and exposure of 

the hydrophilic heads to water. They can aggregate in two ways: forming spherical 

vesicles, or they can form bimolecular sheets or bilayers, with the hydrophobic tails 

'sandwiched' between the hydrophilic head groups. One of the most important 

characteristics of the lipid bilayer is the fluidity, which is fundamental to many 

membrane functions (Alberts et al., 2002). 

The first membrane model to be generally accepted was proposed by Danielli 

and Davson in 1935, their model was basically a 'sandwich' of lipids covered on 

both sides with proteins (Danielli and Davson, 1935). This was the basic model for 

membrane structure accepted by biologists for many years until the early 1970s. This 

model was eventually replaced in 1972 by the current model of the membrane, 

known as the 'fluid mosaic model' and was proposed by the biochemists Singer and 

Nicolson (1972). This model retains the basic lipid bilayer structure, but the proteins, 

are thought to be globular and to float within the lipid bilayer rather than form the 

layers of the sandwich-type model. Floating within this bilayer are the proteins, some 
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of which span the entire bilayer and may contain channels or pores to allow passage 

of molecules through the membrane. 

Some protein molecules, known as transmembrane proteins, are embedded in 

this bilayer, crossing it entirely, and they are usually arranged within three distinct 

regions: O ne or more hydrophobic transmembrane (TM) segments (a.-helix or ~-

strands in the inteIior of the membrane) and two hydrophilic loop regions, one at 

each side of the membrane. They serve as highly active mediators between the cell 

and its environment or the inteIior of an organelle and the cytosol. Membrane 

proteins have many functions such as acting as receptors for hormones, pumps for 

transporting mateIials across the membrane, ion channels, adhesion molecules for 

holding cells to the extracellular matIix, and cell recognition antigens among others 

(Chen and Rost, 2002). The following chapter will provide a bIief background to 

membrane proteins . 
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This image was taken from Wikipedia and it is classified as a public domain. 

1.2. Different classes of membrane proteins 

http:HYOROPHOB.rC
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Membrane proteins can be classified into two main categories: integral and 

peripheral. Integral membrane proteins are those whose polypeptide chain traverses 

the membrane at least once. They are difficult to extract and can only be removed 

from the membrane with the use of detergents. This process however can disrupt the 

structure of the protein, making the study of this category of membrane proteins 

more difficult. These proteins possess segments immersed in the non-polar interior of 

the membrane, which mainly have hydrophobic surface residues, while the portions 

that extend into the aqueous environment are by and large sheathed with polar 

residues. The structural conformation of integral membrane proteins enables them to 

completely span the membrane and mediate the flow of nutrients and waste. 

Consequently they are the focus of a continually increasing number of studies 

(Branden and Tooze, 1999). Peripheral membrane proteins are anchored to the 

membrane by non-covalent bonds, and may be attached to integral proteins. They 

can be easily extracted from the membrane for further studies using high salt 

conditions or alkaline pH. This class of membrane proteins will not be discussed 

further in the thesis. 

The integral membrane proteins can be divided in three main types according 

to their transmembrane (TM) regions: (1) Porin class of proteins displaying the 

characteristic ~-barrel structure; (2) those that span the lipid bilayer with one single 

a-helix known as single-span or bitopic; (3) and those that cross the lipid bilayer 

with two or more a-helices known as multi-span or polytopic membrane proteins. 

These last ones will be focused on this thesis. The a-helices run generally 

perpendicular to the membrane plane and connections are formed between 

neighbouring helices, while the ~-barrels contain meandering anti parallel sheets, with 
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topologies merely dependent on the strand number (Schulz, 2000). The membrane 

lipid bilayer reduces the degrees of freedom for a-helices facilitating computational 

methods for the prediction of its secondary and tertiary structure from the primary 

sequence (Chen and Rost, 2002). However, this constraint does not apply to the 

porin-like proteins that form pores by [3-strands barrels. This can be explained by the 

greater stability of the a-helix compared by the [3-strand structure. Due the lack of 

experimental information available on different porin-like membrane protein, it is 

difficult to develop prediction methods and estimate the prediction accuracy for this 

class (Chen and Rost, 2002). 

The most frequently observed secondary structure in integral TM segments is 

the helix bundle conformation, making up about 90% of membrane proteins 

sequences (Jones et ai., 1994), highlighting the importance of the development of 

tools for predicting the associations between TM regions for this class of proteins. 

Figure 1.2 shows mUlti-span integral membrane protein. 
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Figure 1.2 - Integral membrane protein 

Distance 
Calculated 
by RasTop 
program: 
27.5 A 

Membrane 

Multi-span membrane protein (Bacteriorhodopsin with 
seven transmembrane regions - POB code 1 at9); The TM 
regions were coloured using TMCompare program (Togawa 
et al. , 2001). The picture was created by RasTop molecular 
visualization v.2.0.2 (Valadon, 2002). 

1.3. Helix bundle and beta barrel integral membrane proteins 

T he (X-helix was first described in 1951 by Linus Pauling (Branden and 

Tooze, 1999); he made his remarkable prediction on the bas is of accurate 

geometrical parameters that he had derived for the peptide unit from the results of 

crystallographic analyses of the structures of a range of small molecules. 

In the literature are found different fami lies of helix bundles, classified by the 

number of T M regions. In archaea, eubacteria and plants, membrane proteins with 4, 

10 and 12 T M regions are dominant, while 4 and 7 T M regions protein appear to be 

more common in yeas t and in higher eukaryotes (Ubanetxena-Belandia and 

Engelman, 200 1). Studies of functional processes have also revealed tha t the 
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numbers of TM regions are correlated with their functions. Proteins with more than 

seven TM regions are related to transport systems (Paulsen et ai., 2000; Kihara and 

Keneshisa, 2000) and multicellular organisms have a greater proportion of seven TM 

region proteins belonging presumably to the GPCR family (Jones, 1998; Remm and 

Sonnhammer, 2000). 

However, the most studied and best-characterised helix bundle membrane 

protein is bacteriorhodopsin from Halobacterium halobium (Swiss-Prot accession 

code P02945), with 7 TM regions. It consists of 262 amino acid residues, and 

contains one molecule of retinal which is bound deep inside the protein and 

connected to the polypeptide by a lysine residue. This retinal molecule changes its 

conformation when absorbing a photon, resulting in a conformational change of the 

surrounding protein and the proton pumping action. The first structural model of 

bacteriorhodopsin was obtained in 1975 (Henderson and Unwin, 1975) by electron 

microscopy; it gave the first insight as to how membrane proteins are constructed, 

showing that they have a number of TM a-helices. This work had a great impact on 

subsequent theories and experiments on membrane proteins (Branden and Tooze, 

1999). It is also the most studied in terms of 3D structures, with 62 different entries 

found in the PDB. "Bacteriorhodopsin is not only one of the best structurally and 

functionally characterised integral membrane protein, but has also served as the test

bed for the development of both hardware and software for electron crystallography" 

(Von Heijne, 1997). 

Another helix bundle family of great interest to the pharmaceutical companies 

is the G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), also of 7 helix bundles. They present 

novel targets for drugs (Stadel et al., 1997; Wong, 2003). GPCRs, include receptors 
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for honnones, neurotransmitters, growth factors, light and odour-related ligands 

(Dewji and Singler, 1997; Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997; Pierce et ai., 2002). The 

importance of the GPCRs is illustrated by the observation that 30-50% of drugs act 

on GPCRs (Wise et ai., 2004; Dahl and Sylte, 2005; Sarramegna et al., 2006). For 

this family there is only one solved 3D structure with resolution at 2.8 A (Palczewski 

et ai., 2000). In contrast, over 1000 GPCRs amino acid sequences are known due to 

the Human Genome Project and other genome projects (Karchin et ai., 2002), 

showing again the importance of tools for predicting the interactions between TM 

regions and the creation of 3D structures from the primary sequence. The following 

figure shows the structures of different helix bundle integral membrane proteins. 
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Figure 1.3 - Helix bundle membrane proteins 

Crystal structures showing the hel ix bundle membrane proteins. (A) Sovine heart Cytochrome 
C oxidase (POS code: 10CC - Tsukihara et al., 1996». (B) Photosynthetic reaction center from 
T. bacterium, T. tepidum (POB code: 1 EYS - Nogi et al., 2000). (C) Bovine Rhodopsin (POB 
code: 1 U19 - Okada et al., 2004). (0) Light-harvesting protein from Rhodopseudomonas 
acidophila (POS code: 1 NKZ - Papiz et al. , 2003 ). The TM regions were coloured using 
POBTM tool (Tusmidy et al., 2004). 

There are also TM structures based on the ~-strand conformation, mainly for 

the pOlin family of proteins (fi gure 1.4). The porin fami ly is a group of proteins 

consisting of an anti-parallel ~-ball'el that creates the basic pore while an 'eyelet' loop 

of pol ypepti de lin ing the inner ban'el wall defines the characteri stics of the pore, and 

allows the passage of small molecu les across the bilayer (Garavito, 1998). Pori ns are 
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the most abundant membrane proteins in bacteria. To illustrate this abundance, each 

Escherichia coli cell contains about 100,000 copies of porin molecules in its outer 

membrane. Each porin forms an open water-filled channel that allows passive 

diffusion of nutrients and waste elements across the outer membrane (Branden and 

TOOle, 1999). 

Figure 1.4· l3-strands integral membrane protein 

The 13 conformation of the integral membrane protein ompx porin from 
Escherichia coli (POB code 1 QJ8 - Vogt and Schulz 1999). The coloured 
l3-strands are the TM regions and are obtained using TMCompare 
program (Togawa et al., 2001). The image was created using RasTop 
2.0.2 (Valadon, 2002). 

lA. Helix packing 
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An alpha helix is a common element of secondary structure in proteins. The 

amino acids are arranged in a helical structure, and the stability is maintained by the 

hydrogen bonds between the C=O group of amino acid n and the N-H group of 

amino acid n+4. There is a 100° rotation about the ax is from one residue to the next, 

making 3 .6 residues per tum and the distance along the axis from one residue to the 

next is 1.5"\. This is called the rise of the helix. Figure 1.5 shows the a-helix 

structural nature. 

Figure 1.5 - a-helix characteristic 
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A) The rise of the helix by 1.5 A per residue. B) The angle between each amino acid 
residue. The protein a-helix image was created using RasTop 2.2 (Valadon, 2002) and 
the 'angle variation' image was created using Corel Draw software (http://www.corel.com). 

http:http://www.corel.com
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The study of helix packing is important to the stability, folding, and 

associations of membrane proteins. The helix associations occur through a 

combination of hydrogen bonding, electrostatic and van der Waals interactions 

(Eilers et al., 2000). 

The analysis of helix packing has been critical for evaluating structural 

models, designing novel proteins and for the general understanding of how the final 

tertiary structure of proteins is encoded in its primary sequence (Eilers et.al., 2000; 

Russ and Engelman, 2000). The packing arrangements between amino acids on 

adjacent a-helices has revealed very significant patterns of fitting together residues, 

the foremost of which is called the ridge-groove arrangement (Chothia et ai., 1981). 

The arrangement of the side chains in a helical row along the surface of the helix 

results in the formation of ridges separated by shallow grooves on the surface. The 

ridges and the grooves are formed by amino acids that are usually three or four 

residues apart and occur as a packing arrangement between particular amino acids, so 

that their detailed geometry is dependent not only on the geometry of the helix but 

also on the actual amino acid sequence. Russ and Engelman (2000) described that an 

amino acid that has been found to be of great significance in packing TM regions is 

the glycine residue as a single residue and as a part of the GxxxG motif, both of 

which have been highlighted in a number of different studies (Senes et al., 2000). 

Another study about internal packing, by Eilers and colleagues, using the method of 

occluded surfaces that provides a direct measure of molecular packing and allows the 

fractionation of the atomic or molecular surface given by the packing value, revealed 

that the highest packing values in integral membrane proteins originate from small 

hydrophobic (glycine and alanine) and small hydroxyl-containing (serine and 
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threonine) amino acids (Eilers et ai., 2000). This packing involving 'big' and 'small' 

residues was also confirmed by Adamian and Liang: they describe that large residues 

like phenylalanine, tryptophan, and histidine have the highest propensity to be in a 

TM void or a pocket, whereas small residues such as serine, glycine, alanine and 

threonine are least likely to be found in a void or a pocket (Adamian and Liang, 

2001). 

1.5. Helix location and topology predictive tools 

TM <x-helix location can be reliably predicted from amino acid sequences due 

to the fact that membrane-spanning domains structures are generally encoded by 

unusually long hydrophobic stretches of 20-30 residues (Sonnhammer et al., 1998). 

They can be predicted based on the patterns of hydrophobic and polar regions within 

the primary sequence. Each amino acid side chain forming the transmembrane helix 

has a different hydrophobicity. However, to consider all side chains according to 

hydrophobicity and to assign actual numbers that represent their degree of 

hydrophobicity is not trivial. Many different hydrophobicity scales have been 

developed on the basis of solubility measurements of the amino acids in different 

solvents, vapour pressures of side-chain analogues, analysis of side-chain 

distributions within soluble proteins, and theoretical energy calculations (Branden 

and Tooze, 1999). 

A high hydrophobicity value indicates a preference to be in a non-polar 

environment like the interior of the membrane. Kyte and Doolittle (1982) introduced 

the first and most often used hydrophobicity scale to predict TM regions. The 
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following figure shows the hydropathy plot of bacteriorhodopsin using the Kyte and 

Doolittle hydrophobicity scale. 

Figure 1.6 - Hydropathy plot 
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The hydropathy index is plotted against the residue number for bacteriorhodopsin, 

showing the 7 peaks corresponding to the 7 TM regions using the Kyte and Doolittle 

hydropathicity scale (Kyte and Dool ittle, 1982) with window size 9. The plot was 

created using the ProtScale tool from the Expasy web server (Gasteiger et al., 2005). 

The coloured TM regions were adapted from Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry -

Chaoter 11 (Nelson and Cox. 2004), 


Most TM proteins have a specific distribution of positively charged amino 

acids; this rule is know n as the 'positive-inside-rule' and it describes the observation 

that the inter-helix connecting loop regions on the inside of the membrane have more 

positive charges than the loop regions on the outside (von Heijine, 1992). These 

observations have been the mai n basis of a variety of the topology prediction 

methods developed over the last two decades (Chen and Rost, 2002). 

M any different methods to predict TM regions and their topology have been 

developed in the past two decades, and most of them are avai lable on the Internet. 

Some of those methods, use hydropathy analysis (TMpred, Hofmann and Stoffel, 
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1993; SOSUI, Hirokawa et ai., 1998), and others use different approaches such as 

dynamic programming (MEMSAT, Jones et ai., 1994), evolutionary information 

from protein families (PHDhtm, Rost et ai., 1994; DAS, Cserzo et at., 1997) and 

rules reflecting global aspects of membrane region using Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) (TMHMM, Krogh et at., 2001; HMMTOP, Tusnacty and Simon, 1998). 

Table 3.1 in chapter 3 shows a list of the available programs with their respective 

web addresses. 

Significant advances in the area of membrane protein structure have been 

achieved in the last 10 years. The prediction methods are more accurate in terms of 

the correct localisation of the TM segments and topology. These programs are more 

user-friendly showing the results with graphical interfaces, making it easier to 

interpret the output, like SOSUI (Hirokawa et ai., 1998), HMMTOP (Tusnacty and 

Simon, 1998), TMHMM (Krogh et al., 2001) among others. 

In terms of 3D structure determination, new techniques like atomic force 

microscopy and electron microscopy are making an increasing contribution. The first 

structure of aquaporin (AQPl at 3.8 A resolution) was elucidated by electron 

crystallography in 2000 by Murata and colleagues (Murata et ai., 2000). One year 

later the high-resolution structure determined by X-ray analyses at 2.2 A resolution 

was made available (Sui et ai., 2001). The two structures have been assessed and 

found to agree in significant details (de Groot et ai., 2003). This comparison has 

stimulated further efforts into electron crystallography, with the goal of improving 

both data processing technology as well as 2D crystallogenesis (Werten et al., 2002). 
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Chapter 2 - Bioinformatics 

2.1. Introduction 

Over the course of the past decade, the number of sequenced genes has 

increased exponentially, due to the development of new laboratory sequencing 

techniques and driven by the various genome projects. However, the development of 

laboratory techniques for protein sequencing began slowly. The first protein to be 

sequenced was the hormone insulin, in 1955 (Ryle et al., 1955). Five years later, the 

first enzyme was sequenced - ribonuclease (Hirs et al., 1960). By 1965, around 20 

proteins with more than 100 residues were sequenced (Attwood and Parry-Smith, 

1999). The development of new protein sequencing techniques in the following years 

increased this number to about 1,500 sequences in 1980. Today there are more than 

204,000 protein sequences available in the Swiss-Prot repository (Release 48.7 of 20

Dec-200S) (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000). 

The number of DNA sequences, due in large part to the many genome 

projects currently being undertaken worldwide, is even bigger. As a direct 

consequence of the necessity to store, search, compare and analyse the huge amount 

of data created, an increase in the importance of the existing area known as 

computational biology has occurred as well as the creation of a sub-discipline called 
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bioinfonnatics (Gibas and Jambeck, 2001). This chapter will introduce some 

important aspects of bioinfonnatics, focusing mainly on protein structure prediction. 

2.2. DNA sequences 

Protein sequences are mainly obtained from the DNA sequences of the genes 

coding for particular proteins. The gene contains genetic information in the form of a 

linear molecule composed of four types of nucleotide bases (adenine, thymine, 

cytosine, and guanine). The DNA sequences generated by the sequencing projects 

are validated and deposited in the three primary DNA repositories: 

NCBI-GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/Databaselindex.html) 

EMBL (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embllindex.html) 

DDBJ (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac. ipi) 

These institutes form an international collaboration, providing reliable and 

up-to-date DNA sequence databank information to researchers around the world. 

Each of the three institutes collects a portion of the total sequence data reported 

worldwide and all new and updated database entries are exchanged between the 

groups on a daily basis (Stoesser et ai., 2002). These databases are publicly available 

and it is possible to search and retrieve these resources for a particular sequence 

using programs such as BLAST (Altschul et al.> 1990; Altschul et ai., 1997) or fastA 

(Pearson and Lipman, 1988), which perform comparisons between pairs of 

sequences, searching for regions of local similarity. Since these databases are 

publicly available, it is possible to download them to a local computer to be used for 

further investigation. 

http:http://www.ddbj.nig.ac
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embllindex.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/Databaselindex.html
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The growth rates of these databases are impressive. The number of sequences 

in the NCBI-GenBank more than doubled in 2 years, from 14,976,310 different DNA 

entries (December, 2001) to 30,968,418 (December, 2003). The current release and 

numbers of entries for each DNA database are: 

NCBI-GenBank1: 

Release 151 / December, 2005 

52,016,762 entries 

56,037,734,462 nuc1eotides 


EMBL2: 
Release 85 / December, 2005 

52,651,500 entries 

56,476,719,034 nucleotides 


DDBJ3: 

Release 64 / December, 2005 

52,727,669 entries 

56,098,558,378 nuc1eotides 


2.3. Protein sequence 

On the other hand, the numbers of protein sequences are relatively low when 

compared with the number of DNA sequences; in the release 48.7 of 20-Dec-2005: 

there are 204,086 proteins sequences in the Swiss-Prot database. However, there are 

2,506,886 protein sequences in the TrEMBL database (31.7 of 20-Dee-2005). There 

are two primary protein sequence repositories: 

Swiss-Prot (http://www.expasy.ch) 

TrEMBL (http://www.expasy.ch/sprot) 

1 (!p;l/Iotp.nchi.nih.gov/genlla~.!l\! 

2 http;l/wV!.w.cbi ,aqJl<IembllP~l£lill1£!1!'~'<iWL!l.Q\\;~!s;..un:\!J.l.lLr~ln()~5..hlml 

3 ~w.ddbj.nig.ac.iplbrlll\k.clm~Ws/dbgl'Ow\h.r;Jllml 


http://www.expasy.ch/sprot
http:http://www.expasy.ch
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and one repository for the processing and distribution of 3-D biological 


macromolecular structure data: 


PDB (http://www.pdb.org) 


Swiss-Prot is a curated protein sequence database. The aim of this database is 

to provide a high level of annotation (such as the description of the protein function, 

its domain structure, transmembrane regions, variants, etc), a minimal level of 

redundancy and a high level of integration with other databases (Bairoch and 

Apweiler, 2000). TrEMBL is a computer-annotated protein sequence database 

supplementing the Swiss-Prot protein sequence data bank. It contains the protein 

translations of all coding sequences present in the EMBL (The European Molecular 

Biology Laboratory) nucleotide sequence database not yet integrated in Swiss-Prot 

(Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000). The Protein data bank (PDB) is a weekly updated 

archi ve of experimentally determined three-dimensional structures of biological 

macromolecules, serving a global community of researchers, educators, and students. 

The archives contain atomic co-ordinates, bibliographic citations, primary and 

secondary structure information, as well as crystallographic structure factors and 

NMR experimental data (Berman et al., 2000). 

The current release and numbers of entries for each main protein database 

are: 

Swiss-Prot4 : 

48.7 of 20-Dec-2005: 
204,086 entries. 

TrEMBL4: 
31.7 of 20-Dec-2005: 

2,506,886 entries. 


4 htto:l!ca.e1\pasy,Qrglsprotl 

http:http://www.pdb.org
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PDB5 : 

Release 27-Dec-2005: 
34,376 entries. 

2.4. The computational era 

To store and manipulate the huge number of DNA and protein sequences, 

electronic databases were created, providing valid and reliable information for the 

many groups interested in the field. In order to extract information from raw data, 

biologists require new programs and algorithms for investigating sequence homology 

(Altschul et al., 1990; Sanchez et at., 1997), sequence alignment analysis (Thompson 

et al., 1994), protein structural classification (Murzin et al., 1995), protein structure 

modelling (Sali and Blundell, 1993), among others, resulting in the development of a 

new computational biology discipline called Bioinformatics. 

A reasonable definition of bioinformatics is "information technology applied 

to the management and analysis of biological data" (Attwood and Parry-Smith, 

1999). Researchers working in bioinformatics laboratories are mainly either 

biologists learning computer science or programmers learning biology, though there 

are also many physicists, chemists, mathematicians, statisticians and even designers. 

It is indeed a very multidisciplinary area with researchers from many backgrounds 

working toward one goal: to increase understanding about the relationship between 

DNA/protein sequences, structures and functions. 

2.5. Protein structure 

5 hHp:llwww.pdb.org 

http:hHp:llwww.pdb.org
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Protein structure is commonly classified at four levels: primary structure 

consists of a sequence of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds and includes 

any disulphide bonds; secondary structure is the resulting polypeptide coiled into 

regularly occuning structure such as a-helices or p-strands; tertiary structure 

describes the packing of the secondary structure units into one or several compact 

globular units called domains; quaternary structure is used to describe proteins 

composed of multiple subunits (chains). 

The primary structure of a protein can readily be deduced from the nucleotide 

sequence of the corresponding messenger RNA. Based on primary structure, many 

features of secondary structure can be predicted with the aid of computer programs. 

The next goal in the post-genomic era is to understand more about protein structure 

and function, translating all of available sequence data into structural knowledge 

(Maggio and Ramnarayan, 2001). However, information about structure is more 

complex to extract, store and manipulate than the sequence information. Two main 

approaches can be used to determine the three-dimensional structure of 

macromolecules: (1) Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy yields information on 

the structure of proteins in solution, with a size limitation of approximately 30 kD. 

This technique is used for small proteins. (2) X-ray crystallography apparently has no 

size limit for generation of structural data, but it requires purification and 

crystallization of the protein under study. Owing to recent technical advances, X-ray 

crystallography is now the preferred method for precise structural determination of 

proteins (Montelione and Anderson, 1999). 
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2.6. Secondary structure prediction 

One reason for studying and attempting to predict secondary structure is to 

understand better the effects of amino acid substitution in the catalytic and regulatory 

regions of a protein. The first method to predict secondary structure was developed 

by Chou and Fasmam (Chou and Fasman, 1974). This is a one-dimensional 

prediction of the secondary structure of each residue that may be a-helix, 0-sheet, 

tum or coil. Today, many programs that predict secondary structure using different 

methods are available through the Internet and give an average accuracy of 75% (the 

percentage of residues correctly predicted) (Petersen et al., 2000). Using a web 

browser interface, these predictive tools take as input the primary linear sequence, 

execute the algorithm on their servers, returning the result usually by e-mail. This is 

because some methods use intensive computer processing (CPU) and tend to be run 

in a batch queue. The following list shows some of the secondary structure prediction 

programs available on the web and their addresses: 

Program Name: f.t:I.Q 
Descri ption : PHD uses a neural network system (a sequence-to-structure level 

and a structure-structure level) to predict secondary structure. 

PHD focuses on hydrogen bond prediction. The use of 

evolutionary information contained within a multiple sequence 

alignment increases the prediction accuracy. The inputs to the 

neural network are multiple alignments. 

Web Address: http://cu bic. bioc. colu m bia.edyipred iru>J.Qt~iD/submiLJj~ft!J..t.uil 

Reference: Rost and Sanderr 1993 

Program Name: PSIPRED 

Description: This program combines neural network predictions with a multiple 

sequence alignment derived from a PSI-B~ database search. 

Web Address: http://bioinf.cs,ucl,ac~ 

6 See glossary 

http://bioinf.cs,ucl,ac
http://cu
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Reference: 

Program Name: 

Description: 

Web Address: 

Reference: 

Program Name: 

Description: 

Web Address: 

Reference: 

Program Name: 

Descri ption : 

Web Address: 

Reference : 

Jones, 1999a 

J..w:!im 
The program takes a protein sequence or multiple alignment of 

protein sequences and predicts secondary structure using a neural 

network called Jnet. The prediction is the definition of each residue 

into either alpha helix, beta sheet or random coil secondary 

structures. 

httD://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/~www-jpred/ 

Cuff et al., 1998. 

PREDATOR 

PREDATOR combines multiple sequence alignment information 

with the hydrogen bonding characteristics of the amino acids to 

predict the secondary structure. 


http://npsa-pbil.ibcp. fr/cgi
bin/npsa automat.oI 7 page=INPSAlnosa preda.html 

Frishman and Argos, (1995,1996) 


fSA 
PSA is based in the Hidden-Markov Model approach to secondary 

structure prediction. It has a detailed graphical output, which 

represents predicted probabilities of helix, sheet and coil states for 

each position in the protein sequence. 

http://bmerc-www.bu .ed u/psa/ 

Stultz et al., 1993 

The secondary structure predictions provide important information for 3D 

structure prediction. These predictions are widely applicable to the analysis of 

proteins and are a starting point for fold recognition methods for tertiary structure 

prediction. 

2.7. Prediction of 3D structure 

http://bmerc-www
http://npsa-pbil.ibcp
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In order to increase the number of characterised protein structures, many 

bioinformatics laboratories are attempting to predict 3D protein structures in silico. 

The two main approaches are (1) comparative model building methods (homology 

and threading modelling) and (2) knowledge-based prediction methods to deduce 3D 

structure directly from the linear sequence using tables for possible interactions 

between amino acids and specific mathematical models. 

2.7.1. Homology modelling 

Historically, the most successful techniques of protein structure prediction 

have been those based on inference from evolution (homology). "If a sequence can 

be shown to be sufficiently similar to another sequence of known structure, then the 

implied evolutionary relationship will guarantee structural similarity" (Westhead and 

Thornton, 1998). Homology modelling techniques consist of the use of a structural 

template derived from a known structure to build a new 3D model of a protein. After 

finding the homologous structure file(s) (in PDB format) using alignment programs 

like BLAST (Altschul et at., 1990; Altschul et at., 1997) or FastA (Pearson and 

Lipman, 1988), one can start model-building by using some of the free available 

tools for protein modelling such as Modeller (Sali and Blundell, 1993), DeepView 

Swiss Pdb Viewer (Guex and Peitsch, 1997). With these, it is possible to create, 

manipulate, modify, test and evaluate the new predicted 3D structure. It is also 

possible to use some of the available services at the Internet for automatic homology 

modelling like the Swiss-Model server - An Automated Comparative Protein 

Modelling Server - http://www.expasx.orglswissmod/SMTOPPAGE.html(Guex et 

http://www.expasx.orglswissmod/SMTOPPAGE.html(Guex
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al., 1999), where the user can submit a primary sequence or the Swiss-Prot accession 

number and receive a predicted 3D model in PDB format. 

2.7.2. Threading 

The threading technique is most profitably used for fold recognition, rather 

than for model building. The threading approach is designed to assess sequences as 

likely candidates to fit into particular folds, not to build usable models, but it can be 

used as a basis for homology modelling (Gibas and Jambeck, 2001). In threading, a 

new sequence is mounted on a series of known folds with the goal of finding a fold 

that provides the best score (lowest energy). Four key components of a threading 

approach are necessary: a) construction of a structural template library; b) 

development of a scoring function for the threading alignment; c) design of a search 

algorithm for the best threading alignment and d) evaluation of a best-scoring 

threading alignment (Xu and Xu, 2000). Some web servers for fold recognition are 

available, where the user provides the primary sequence and the results are sent by e

mail. Some available threading web based services are: 3D-PSSM (Web-based 

Method for Protein Fold Recognition - http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uI5L::-3dpssm/) 

(Kelley et ai., 2000); PSlRED- GenTHREADER (attempts to make inferences about 

possible evolutionary relationships - http://bioinf.cs.uc;.Lac.uklpsi.nrcUl) (Jones, 

1999b); and UCLAJDOE Fold Server (http://foltJAs:Le-mbi.u(,;!a.~ft~l!.) (Fischer and 

Eisenberg, 1996). 

http://foltJAs:Le-mbi.u(,;!a.~ft~l
http://bioinf.cs.uc;.Lac.uklpsi.nrcUl
http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uI5L::-3dpssm
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2.7.3. Ab initio prediction 

The ab initio prediction methods consist of modelling all the energetics 

involved in the process of protein folding and then finding the structure with lowest 

free energy. This approach is based on the 'thermodynamic hypothesis', which states 

that the native structure of a protein is the one for which the global free energy 

achieves the minimum (Bonneau and Baker, 2001). The ab initio prediction is clearly 

the most difficult one, requiring more computer processing time and more complex 

algorithms. However, it is the ideal method for proteins without similar structures 

available for homology modelling. 

Every two years, structure prediction research groups compete in the 

community wide experiment in the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein 

Structure Prediction (CASP - http://predictioncenter.orgl). According to CASP3 and 

CASP4 (Moult et aI., 2001), Rosetta (Simons et al., 1999) is one of the best current 

methods for structure prediction in the absence of similarity to a known structure 

(Bonneau et at., 2002). The field of ab initio methods is progressing and special 

potential energy functions for folding simulations are under development (Xu et ai., 

1999). Also lattice models and genetic algorithms associated with some modified 

energy functions have been used for protein structure predictions (Villoutreix, 2002). 

2.8. Availability of tools and databases 

Most protein tools can be used through Web servers or downloaded from the 

Internet and used in local computers. Most of the tools are free of charge or with a 

http://predictioncenter.orgl
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minimum cost to academic users, while commercial users sometimes have to pay a 

license fee. An excellent starting point for researchers interested in DNA and protein 

sequences and structures is the SRS system at: http://srs.ebi.ac.uk/srs6bin/cgi

bin/wgetz?-page+databanks+-newld. Another resource for protein modelling is the 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory at hltp://compbio.ornl.gov/structurc/resource/. The 

two databases used extensively in this work were the Swiss-Prot database 

(http://www.expasy.org) containing protein sequences and the PDB database 

(hnp://www.pdb.org) containing 3D protein structures. 

2.9. Experimental and computational data 

Nowadays, in the area of protein science, computational methods and 

experimental approaches are complementary. New experimental techniques rely 

increasingly on computer tools developed for highly specific purposes. Many 

researchers use computational tools routinely to study proteins and it is almost 

impossible to handle the amount of new protein sequences, structures and study their 

functions without using the power of computational processing. One example is 

similarity searching using the BLAST program (Altschul et ai., 1990; Altschul et ai., 

1997). This program is used to compare a test nucleotide or protein sequence against 

other existing nucleotide or protein sequences held in databases. The use of BLAST 

has become a fundamental tool in biology: in the 16 years since its publication, the 

original paper describing BLAST has been cited over 20,000 times (lSI Web of 

Knowledge - http://pgrtal.isiknowledge.com -last accessed 2010512006). 

http:http://pgrtal.isiknowledge.com
http:hnp://www.pdb.org
http:http://www.expasy.org
http://srs.ebi.ac.uk/srs6bin/cgi
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On the other hand, many results from computational tools need to be checked 

experimentally in the laboratory, to provide a high level of quality and confidence in 

the conclusion. For protein secondary and tertiary structure prediction it is usually 

rewarding to try different tools available to obtain a consensus prediction. Consensus 

and variations among different predictions may provide clues as to whether the 

predictions are reliable or not. Whenever any experimental information is available, a 

user should process the information from the available tools or at least use the 

information to verify the output results (Xu et ai., 1999). 
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Chapter 3 - Structural Bioinformatics of Membrane 


Proteins 


Protein modelling tools have achieved substantial advances during the past 

two decades; more reliable predictive software and user-friendly interfaces have been 

developed. Many modelling programs are freely available for academic use and can 

be run on any PC under the Linux operating system. Using the Internet, other 

modelling programs can be accessed by giving as the input the amino acid sequence 

and receiving the output structure as a PDB format file. However, these tools are 

mainly available for the analysis of soluble proteins and are not applicable to 

membrane proteins. Rules and programs that apply to soluble proteins are rarely 

appropriate to study membrane proteins (Villoutreix, 2002), creating the need for the 

development of new algorithms and tools specially designed for this class of 

proteins. Another observation is a very large gap between the number of globular 

protein structures and membrane protein structures: Only about 131 3D structures for 

membrane proteins are available, as shown at the Stephen White Laboratory home 

page (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edul) (release 18-Jan-2004) (White and Win ley, 

1999); against 23,914 3D protein structures of all kinds deposited in the PDB 

database (release 13-Jan-2004). This gap creates many difficulties in the 

development of new homology-based prediction approaches for membrane proteins. 

http://blanco.biomol.uci.edul
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Despite diffi culties in studying the structure of membrane proteins, including 

the intrinsic problems involved in growing crystals, many computational methods to 

identify potential integral membrane proteins and predict their topology from amino 

acid sequence have been developed. The topology of the individual membrane 

helices contributes towards the overa ll topology of the protein (Sonnhammer et at., 

1998). They have improved significantly in quality, providing more reli able results in 

terms of accurately determining TM regions (Moller, et at. , 2001). 

Table 3.1 (taken from Chen and Rost , 2002) shows the available 

transmembrane region prediction programs and their respective web sites . 

T bl 31 Ta e - opo ogy pred' .Ictlve 005 

Helical 
membran Web server address Reference 
e p roteins 
ALOM bttQ: LLQsort . n ibb. ac. iQLForm. Il tm I Nakai and Horton , 

1999 . 
DAS http ://www.sbc.su .se/~mlklos/DAS Cserzb et al. 1997. 
HMMTOP httQ:LLwww.enzlm.hwLI]mmtoQ Tusnady and Simon, 

1998. 
MEMSAT http ://www .psiprfiQ ·net McGuffin et al. 2000 . 
KD httQ : Wasta. biQ(;;h, virg inia .eduLfastaLg rfiass: .h trn Kyte and Dool ittle, 

1982 . 
PHDhtm .b..t.tQ;iftu I;J ie. bioc. col u m bia .edu/predictorotei n Rost et al. 1996 . 
SOSU1 httQ :LLsosu I . Qroteome . b iQ. t!.!&!t. ac. iQLsosu Irra m~QE, html Hirokawa et al., 

1998. 
TMAP httQ :LLwww . mbb.ki .seLlmaQLmgs:x. html Persson and Argos, 

1994 . 
TMHMM htto: / /www .cbs .dtu .dk/ser~s/TMH M M -2.0 Krogh et al. 2001. 
Tmpred hUQ: LLwww .ch .em!;lo s:t·QrgLsoftwa reLTMPRED form.html Hofmann and Stoffel 

1993. 
TopPred2 httQ :LLbioweb. Q!';!steur. frLsegana lLl nterf!,;!(;;s:sLtOQQred. html Claros and von 

Heijne 1994 
MPEx httQ: LLblanco. blomQI. uCI.eduLmQexL Jaysinghe et al., 

2000 . 
(J-sheet 

membran 
e prote ins 

f3 -strand Ilttl2:LLwww .bio~omQ . u DlbQ.it (upon request) Martelli et al., 2002. 
predictor 

All the listed predictive web sites use different methods and create an output 

In different formats . Some results are shown as text containing the predicted TM 

regions and their topology, like ALOM, TopPRED2, HMMTOP and MEMSAT 

programs. TMHMM, KD and PHDHtm give a graphical output, using a plot 
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representation to show the predicted TM regions. The SOSUI prediction program 

gives a comprehensive graphical output. It shows the TM region as a diagram with 

the topology and the amino acids represented as circles placed into the 

membrane/extra-membrane space; and also an additional helix wheel representation 

for each TM region is shown. 

All the predictive tools are designed to identify potential TM regions and 

several programs can also predict the overall in-out topology of the protein in the 

membrane using different methods. Some methods like TMHMM and HMMTOP 

use a hidden Markov model to describe the architecture of an integral membrane 

protein. PHDHtm is based on a neural network predictor; MEMSA T uses dynamic 

programming to optimally thread a polypeptide chain through a set of topology 

models. TOPPRED identifies putative TM a-helices from a standard hydrophobicity 

plot and then chooses the most likely topology based on the positive inside rule (von 

Heijne, 1992). SOSUI, SPLIT and TMPRED use various different propensity scales 

(Tusnady and Simom, 2001). 

The early prediction methods were based on the amino acids' hydrophobicity 

determined by various physicochemical measurements. However, looking from the 

point of view of protein structure formation, parameters obtained by statistical 

analysis of protein sequence databases are perhaps more reliable than parameters 

based on hydrophobicity measures only (Tusmidy and Simon, 2001). Moller and 

colleagues (2001), presented an evaluation of the currently best known and most 

widely used methods for the prediction of membrane spanning regions, TMHMM 

(based on the Hidden Markov Models in all its tl:tree versions) was found to be by far 

the best in this comparison, followed by MEMSAT. 
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These predictive tools are fundamental to the study of membrane proteins in 

terms of finding the TM region and their topology. Nevertheless, there is a great lack 

of tools capable of predicting the 3D structure of membrane proteins (Chen and Rost, 

2002), not only to predict the 3D co-ordinates of individual amino acids, but even to 

predict the general associations between TM regions from which a predicted 

structure of a membrane protein can be generated. 

One of the few predictive tools that identify the angular orientation of the TM 

segment is called kPROT ("knowledge-based scale for propensities residue 

orientation in transmembrane segments", Pilpel, et ai., 1999). Using the kPROT web 

site (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/kPROT/), the user can submit the protein 

sequence(s) of a previously identified TM segment and the server predicts the 

rotational orientation of the helical segment as would be expected if it was embedded 

in a helical bundle within the membrane; i.e. lipid-exposed vs. protein-buried faces 

of a-helices. The helical orientation predictions are done using the kPROT 

(knowledge-based Propensities for Residue Orientation in TM segments) energy-like 

scale. The kPROT scale gi ves the propensities for residue orientation (in tenus of the 

likelihood of being buried or exposed) in transmembrane segments, giving one value 

for each residue. It was derived from more than 5000 non-redundant Swiss-Prot 

membrane protein sequences. "The kPROT value for each residue is defined as the 

logarithm of the ratio of its proportions in single and multiple TM spans" (Pilpel, et 

ai., 1999). 

The post-genomic era will demand more tools to be able to predict 3D 

structures from the primary sequence of :trli¢mbrane pro~ns, due in l.arge part to the 

interest of researchers and phannaceutical companies in de~~.(),ping new drugs. This 

http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/kPROT
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thesis describes the development of software designed to predict the TM region 

association and 3D structure of membrane proteins starting only from sequence 

information. 
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Chapter 4 - Objectives of the Project 

In the light of all the difficulties related to the determination of new 

membrane protein structures, the objectives of this project are: (1) to create a 

visualisation and analysis tool specifically designed for membrane proteins, and (2) 

to develop a computer program (algorithm and interface) to predict 3D structures of 

membrane proteins from primary sequences using an association score method. 

The project was divided in two distinct phases. The first one was to collect all 

the relevant data from PDB and Swiss-Prot files in terms of TM regions from the 

Swiss-Prot database and PDB a-helix 3D co-ordinates. This sets up the foundation to 

the knowledge-based algorithm, creating a 20x20 amino acids association matrix, 

derived from known membrane protein PDB files. From this, it was possible predict 

inter-helical associations. Two software interfaces were developed for this phase: 

TMCompare (Togawa et al., 2001) and TMDistance, which creates and evaluates the 

20x20 association matrix, providing a statistical "signature" of membrane protein 

structure(s). 

The second phase involves the prediction of inter-helical associations. This 

considers detailed inter-helical associations taking into account helix periodicity and 

the end-on orientation of individual helices. For this phase, TMRelate was developed. 

This piece of software reads as an input the 20x20 association matrix and the 
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membrane protein sequence file in Swiss-Prot format. The algorithm then calculates 

the association score between TM regions, producing as an output a graphical 2D 

end-on view with the associations between TM regions. TMRelate also rotates each 

TM region to find the arrangement with the best score in terms of helical periodicity. 

To achieve the final stage of this project several different versions of the 

predictive software were developed. Versions for 12 TM regions, versions using 

different scales like kPROT, versions integrating the kPROT scale and the 

association matrix, all focussed on predicting associations between TM regions from 

the primary sequence. This project is in the vein of the words of Gibas and J ambeck 

(2001) who gave a good definition of what many researchers working in 

bioinformatics are seeking: "The ultimate goal of analytical bioinformaticians is to 

develop predictive methods that allow scientists to model the function and phenotype 

of an organism based only on its genome sequence. This is a grand goal, and one that 

will be approached only in small steps, by many scientists working together". 

The following chapters will describe in detail the development of a suite of 

bioinformatics tools for the analysis and prediction of membrane protein structure. 
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Chapter 5 - Material and Methods 

The software development is based on a PC platform running Microsoft 

Windows. All the programs use a graphical interface and are user-friendly. The 

development environment was Borland Delphi 5.0, an object-oriented language 

based on the Pascal programming language. 

Borland Delphi is an object-oriented, visual programming environment for 

rapid application development. It is used for developing all kinds of applications and 

uses sophisticated data access programs. Delphi allows the creation of highly 

efficient applications, using a comprehensive library of reusable components and a 

suite of RAD design tools, including application and form templates. These tools 

simplify application prototyping and development and shorten development time. 

Another advantage using the Delphi development environment is the incorporation 

of Windows components into the user interface, allowing, for example, an Internet 

explorer web browser to be used with the CHIME plugin (MDL Information 

Systems, Inc. - http://www.mdli.com/chimel) embedded into the predictive program. 

It allows the displaying of protein 3D structure, without the need to use an external 

3D rendering program such as Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995), Pymol 

(DeLano, 2002) or Deep View Swiss-Pdb Viewer (Guex and Peitsch, 1997). 

http://www.mdli.com/chimel
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All developed programs were tested in the following versions of Microsoft 

Windows: 95, 98, 98SE, NT, 2000 and XP. The programs can be compiled using any 

version of Windows operational system; and the created executable program can also 

be run in any version of Windows. Due to the recent development of Kylix, a Delphi 

environment for Linux, in the future all the predictive tools developed will be 

suitable for the Linux platform as well. 

The following sections describe hardware, software, databases and tables 

used during the project development. 

5.1. Hardware 

For the development of the programs two machines were used: (1) A Pentium 

II - MMX 450 MHz with 64Mb of memory located at Rothamsted Research and (2) 

a Pentium III 450 MHz with 64Mb located at University of Luton - UK. For the 

benchmarks, three other machines were used: (1) A Pentium ill 600 MHz, with 

256Mb of memory, (2) a Pentium Celeron 450 MHz with 128Mb of memory both 

located at University of Luton - UK and (3) A dual Pentium XEON 1.7Ghz with 2Gb 

of memory located at Embrapa - Genetic Resources and Biotechnology (Brasilia

Brazil). 

5.2. Software 

The operating systems used for the software development were Microsoft 

Windows XP; Microsoft Windows NT workstation service pack 5; Windows NT 
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server service pack 5; Windows 98SE and Windows 95. For the development of a 

web-based version of TMCompare a Microsoft PWS 4.0 was used and for the web 

server Microsoft IIS 4.0 was used. For the mark-up language HTML and ASP was 

used. The programming environment/language was the Borland Delphi 5. The 3D 

structure rendering was made by CHIME plugin version 2.6. For the scripting 

language, Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) commands were used. The Web 

Browsers used during the development and testing were Netscape 4.7.x, Microsoft 

Internet Explorer 5 and Opera 6.05. 

5.3. Databases 

Swiss-Prot (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000). The last audit version of was 

release 48.7 of 20-Dec-2005 with 204,086 entries. The programs developed in this 

project use the following Swiss-Prot annotations: 

ID Contains a brief description 
AC Contains Swiss-Prot accession code 
DT Contains the release information 
DE Contains the protein descrlmion 
FT Contains many annotat~ons including 'TRANSMEM' tag which define 

the transmembrane regions. At the prediction pipeline the 
transmembrane regions are obtained using HMMTOP a.lgorithm and 
the predicted transmembrane regions a're placed at the FT 
TRANSMEM tag. 

SQ Contains the protein sequence in one letter code 

PDB (Berman et al., 2000). The last audit version Qf PDB was from 27-Dec-2005 

with 34,376 stlUctures. The programs devyloped in tpis~rojiect use the following 

PDB annotations: 
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HEADER Contains an orqanism name 
TITLE Contains a brief description 
DBREF Contains an equivalence 

sequence databases 
between the PDB file and protein 

HELIX Contains an a-helix region. This is generated automatically by 
PDB site using the DSSP algorithm (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) 
although they may be provided by the depositor instead. The a-
helix region is also visually checked after running a local DSSP 
program. In the matrix generating algorithm, this statement is 
overwritten with the residue details of the TRANSMEM statement 
from the appropriate Swiss-Prot file. 
Contains information about each residue in the structure in three-

ATOM letter code, and contains the 
XYZ co-ordinates. 

atom name, residue number, and 

Figure 5.1 - Sample of PDB and Swiss-Prot files 

Swiss-Prot file sample 
ID BACR_HALHA STANDARD; PRT; 262 M. 

AC P02945; 

DT 21-JUL-1986 (ReI. 01, Created) 

DT 01-MAR-1989 (ReI. 10, Last sequence update) 

DT 15-JUN-2002 (ReI. 41, Last annotation update) 

DE Bacteriorhodopsin. 


ffi} 

FT TRANSMEM ~ HELIX A. 
FT TRANSMEM 57 75 HELIX B. 

SQ SEQUENCE 262 M; 28256 MVJ; 38AC8A364C8C7F21 CRC64; 
MLELLPTAVE GVSQAQITGR PEWIWLALGT ALMGLGTLYF LVKGMGVSDP DAKKFYAITT 
LVPAIAFTMY LSMLLGYGLT MVPF .. 

poe file sample 
HEADER PHOTORECEPTOR 20-AUG-97 1AT9 
TITLE STRUCTURE OF BACTERIORHODOPSIN AT 3.0 ANGSTROM DETERMINED 
TITLE 2 BY ELECTRON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

Position 2 In poe file corresj2onds to I2Qsltlon 15 In Swiss-Prot file 

DBREF P02945 BACR_HALHA 15 244 
!ID 1AT9~S 

!9 
A 

HELIX 1 {A GLU 9 GLY\ 31 1 
HELIX 2 B PRO 37 LEU 62 1 
HELIX 3 C TRP 80 LEU 100 1 

X, V, Z co-ordinates 

A. 
ATOM 20 CG1 ILE 4 t;.9.601 -12.298 -15.012' 1. 00 15.00 
ATOM 21 CG2 ILE 4 21.789 -11 .438 -14.199 1. 00 15.00 
ATOM 22 CDI ILE 4 19.308 -13. 7 40 -14.693 1. 00 15.00 
ATOM 23 N THR 5 22.735 -10.069 -18.084 1. 00 15.00 
ATOM 24 CA THR 5 24.048 -9 . 719 -18.609 1. 00 15.00 
ATOM 25 C THR 5 23.959 -8 .328 -19.236 1. 00 15.00 

This figure shows the POB (code 1 AT9) and Swiss-Prot (accession number P02945) files 
for bacteriorhodopsin. (A) - Swiss-Prot TM regions (begin and end). (8) - OBREF tag 
The PDB code: 1AT9 corresponds to the Sw iss-Prot file with accession number P02945. 
(C) - POB a-helix definitions (beginning and end) 
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5.4. Amino acid colour code 

The project adopts a colour code for each residue. The residues are defi ned 

according to physical and chemical characteristics; charge (acidic, basic), polarity, 

hydrophobicity and variphobicity. The amino acid properties were obtained fr m 

examination of a number of scales, including the polarity scales of Zi mmerman 

(Zimmerman et ai., 1968), and those of Grantham (1974), and the hydrophobicity 

scales of Kyte and Doolittle (1982), and those of Eisenberg (Eisenberg et ai., 1984). 

The colour code is used to show the amino acids type used to examine amino 

acids at similar membrane depth (±1.5 A.) on different TM regions by alignment 

(figure A.6) and in the helix wheel representation (figure 8.1). T he colours used in 

the project are defined in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 - Colours used to display ph ysical and chemical characteristics of amino 
acids 


,~S~ r.- /~sDarti~ ac1d ,c\:::idic 8?:< 

...... , ..
' -, ~;ut2mic acid /~cidic". 

ASN N .,., .«\sparagine Polar White 
GLN Q : Glutamine ---...l Polar White 
GLY G , Glycine Polar White 
SER S Serine Polar White 
CYS C Cysteine I Hydrophobic LightGray 
ALA A i Alanine ! Hydrophobic I LightGray 
PRO P Proline Hydrophobic ! LightGray 
THR T Threonine Hydrophobic LightGray 
TYR Y Tyrosine Hydrophobic LightGray 
PHE F Ph~nylalanine . HYclrophobic DarkGray 
ILE I Isoleucine .... T Hydrop~()bic DarkGray 
LEU L rLeucine : Hydr()phobic DarkGr"y 
MET M I Methionine . l:iydrophoi)ic DarkGray 
TRP W ..,Tryptophan l Hydroph()bic DarkGray

....... 
I IVAL V Valine Hydrophobic DarkGray 
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5.5. Knowledge based approaches 

5.5.1. Association matrix 

For the prediction of the TM regions, the project uses a 20x20 association 

matrix. This matrix was built testing all the potential associations between the TM 

regions of the examined integral membrane proteins, based on the information 

available from known 3D protein structures contained in the PDB databank 

repository. The association matrix was created by a module called TMDistance 

(complete description in the chapter 7), which reads the PDB file entries and 

calculates the distance between residues using their side chain atomic co-ordinates 

with the closest distance located in different TM regions. Distances less than or equal 

to a user-selected one are displayed on the matrix counter, so that pairs of residues 

within the set limit are available for later analysis. 

The following criteria were considered in selecting the PDB files used to 

create the matrix: 

1) alpha-helical mUlti-spanning membrane protein; 

2) membrane protein structures derived from X-ray crystal experimental 

data with resolution of better than -2.sA; 

3) If there is more than one PDB file from the same family, the one with 

the best resolution was selected. Also the B-factor and the missing 

residues were considered at this stage. 

The following membrane protein PDB files composed the final selected 

group for the matrix creation: 

rj
t 

II 
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Bacterial Rhodopsins 
PDB 
code 

Description Experiment! 
Resolution 

Swiss-Prot 
code 

N. of TM 
reqions 

1C3W BacteriorhodopSi n 
H. salinarum 

x-rax 
1.55 

P02945 7 

1E12 Halorhodopsi n (HR) 
H. salina rum 

x-rax 
1.8 

P16102 7 

1H2S Sensory Rhodopsin II with Transducer -
N. Pharaonis 

x-rax 
1.94 

P42196 7 

G Protein -Coupled Receptors 
1U19 Rhodopsin : Bovine Rod Outer Segment 

B. taurus 
x-rax 
2.2 

P02699 7 

Other Channels 
1YMG Aquaporin water channel: Bovine lens 

B. taurus 
x-rax 
2.2 

P06624 6 

1FX8 GlpF glycerol fa ci litator channel 
E. coli 

x-rax 
2.2 

P11244 8 

1U7G AmtB ammonia channel (mutant) 
E. coli 

x-rax 
1.35 

P37905 11 

Photosynthetic Reaction Centers 
1EYS T. tepidum x-rax 

2.2 
P51 762 5 

lDXR R. viridis x-rax 
2.0 

P06009 5 

1RZH R. sphaeroides x-rax 
1.8 

P02954 5 

Photosystems 
UBO Photosystem I: 

S. elonqatus 
x-rax 
2.5 

P25896 11 

ATPase 
1T5S E1 state with bound calcium and AMPPC P-type 

O. cuniculus 
x-rax 
2.6 

P04191 10 

2BL2 Rotor of V-type Na+-ATPase 
E. hirae 

x-rax 
2.1 

P43457 4 

Respiratory Proteins 
1QLA Fumarate Reductase Complex 

W. succinoqenes 
x-rax 
2.2 

P17413 5 

1KQF Formate dehydrogenase- N 
E. Coli 

x-rax 
1.6 

P24185 4 

lOKC Mitochondr ial ADP!ATP Carrier: Bovine heart 
mitochondria 
B. Taurus 

x-rax 
2.2 

P02722 6 

Oxidases 
1XME Cytochrome C Oxidase, ba3 

T. Thermophilus 
x-rax 
2.3 

Q5SJ79 13 

References : 
1C3W (Luecke et al. , 1999), 1E12 (kolbe et al., 2000), 1H2S (gordeliy et al., 2002), 1U19 (okada et 
al., 2004), 1YMG (Harries et al., 2004), 1FX8 (Fu et al., 2000), 1U 7G (khademl et al., 2004), 1EYS 
(Nogi et al., 2000) , 1DXR (Lancaster et al., 2000), 1RZH (Xu et al., 2004), U80 (Nield et al., 2003), 
1T5S (Sorensen et al., 2004), 2BL2 (Murata et al., 2005), 1QLA (Lancaster et al. , 1999), 1KQF 
(Jormakka et al. 2002) 10KC (Pebay-Peyroula et al. 2003) 1XME (Hunsicker-Wang et al. 2005) 

For each protein in the test set, 4 matlices were created using diffe rent 

distance limits (3.0 A, 3.5 A, 4.0 A. and 4.5 A.), excluding the protein being tested on 

a one-out basis. 

The following is an example of the association matrix generated In the 

examination of lC3W (Bacteriorhodopsin) using a distance cut-off of 3.5 A: 
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ALA ARG ASN ASP CYS GLN GLU GLY HIS ILE LEU LYS MET PHE PRO SER THR TRP TYR VAL 
ALA 42 2 9 4 8 ) 0 21 4 10 31 0 16 37 5 46 )0 14 21 7 
ARG 2 3 4 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 1 1 0 3 2 1 
ASN 9 2 3 3 10 0 5 1 1 10 2 12 6 
ASP 4 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 
CYS 8 0 3 1 0 0 5 1 2 
GLN 3 1 1 22 1 1 0 4 38 4 ) 4 1 
GLU 0 3 a 1 2 2 5 0 0 3 11 0 11 
GLY 21 10 2 22 2 60 4 7 27 5 32 37 16 II 25 
HIS 0 3 ) 4 32 6 7 6 3 9 6 
ILE 10 5 3 1 7 6 14 26 5 14 14 4 7 10 
LEU 31 1 1 27 7 26 22 2 11 48 14 6 12 20 
LYS 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 1 0 4 
MET 16 1 10 a 5 6 11 0 8 9 5 8 
PHE 37 4 32 ) 14 4B 3 9 18 15 7 9 18 13 
PRO 5 5 1 3 8 0 1 1 0 2 4 21 3 2 4 1 
SER 46 12 1 38 3 37 9 14 H 2 5 15 21 16 21 8 5 12 
THR 30 7 5 11 16 9 4 6 1 3 7 3 21 2 10 22 8 
TRP 14 2 5 0 0 11 6 7 12 0 8 9 2 8 10 2 1) 
TYR 21 7 7 1 11 25 10 20 7 18 5 22 13 8 
VAL 1 6 13 12 8 5 8 12 

5.5.2. Variability between datasets used m the generation of the 

association matrices 

The variability analyses were carried out in order to gain a better statistical 

understanding of the composition of the association matrices. These matrices were 

analysed by eXaIIlining the percentage of associations between each pair of amino 

acids. The expectation in comparing one structure or a group of structures, with 

another is that the higher the variance the greater the differences between the 

structures will be. The main test was carried out using bacteriorhodopsin, for the 

reason that there are more 3D structures in the PDB repository with different 

experimental resolutions. The graphs shown in figure 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate that the 

experimental resolution is an important issue in selecting the PDB files to build the 

dataset. The following sections discuss different tests undertaken using different 

datasets. 

5.5.2.1. Bacteriorhodopsin structures 
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To examine the variability between datasets, eleven structures of 

bacteriorhodopsin, obtained from different types of experiment and with different 

resolutions, were selected. The bacteriorhodopsin protein was used for the reason 

that it is the singly most characterized and most abundant membrane protein in terms 

of solved structures. The structures were divided by resolution into 2 groups: high (h) 

and medium (m) as shown in table 5.2. 

T I ab e 5.2 Bacteriorhodo~sin protein divided by resolution 
PDB code Experiment resolution 

lP8H (h) X-ray 1.52 'A 
lC3W_(h) X-ray 1.55 'A 
lF50 (h) X-ray 1.7A 
lCSR (h) X-ray 1.SA 
lQHJ (h) X-ray 1.9 'A 
1QKP (m) X-ra'{ 2.1 'A 
lBRX (m) X-ray 2.3 A 
lBRR (m) 
lAT9 (m) 

X-ray 
Electron Crystallography 

2.9 _A 
3.0 A 

lBMl (m) X-ray 3.5 'A 
2BRD (mL Electron diffraction 3.5 A 

For each protein , the associations between amino acids in different 

transmembrane alpha-helices were counted and grouped (high and medium). From 

the 210 possible residue pair associations, no associations were found for 103 of the 

pairs and were excluded from the analysis. An excel spreadsheet was used to tabulate 

the data and the variability of each of the 107 pair associations was calculated and 

plotted as shown in the figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

Figure 5.2 - Bacteriorhodopsin variability: High resolution dataset 

Vanabllity - High resolution dataset 

J!..mino acids associations 
__ __ __ ___ _ _ J

'--------- - ----- --- - - - ---- --
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Figure 5.3 - Bacteriorhodopsin variability: Medium resolution dataset 

Variability - Medium resolution dataset 

The results show generally low variability, indicating the conserved nature of 

the associations between amino acids that compose the TM regions from different 

experiments and resolutions. Comparing the two graphs , the variability of the high 

resolution group is lower than the medium resolution, indicating the importance of 

the resolution for selection of the dataset to be used to create the association matrix. 

A further analysis was can-ied out, counting all the inter-helical associations 

involving each of the 20 amino acids in different bacteriorhodopsin structures, 

applying a cut-off distance of 4.5 A. The values for each amino acid was converted 

into a percentage of the overall number of associations and plotted as shown in the 

figure 5.4. The different structures share almost identical distribution in terms of 

number of associations for each amino acid . 

Figure 5.4 - Bacteriorhodo sin variability: Inter-helical associations 
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5.5 .2.2. All 7 TM protein structures 

From the routinely used dataset of 17 proteins, four proteins with seven TM 

regions were used for this analysis as shown in table 5.3 : 

Table 53 - Protems Wit. h S even TM regions 
PDB code Protein / Experiment resolution 
1C3W BacteriorhodoPsin / X-ray 1.55 'A 
1E12 Halorhodopsin / X-ray 1.80 'A 
1H2S Sensory Rhodopsin II / X-ray 1.94 A 
1U19 Rhodopsin: Bovine rod outer / X-ray 2.20 A 

The same analysis was callied out as previously for bacteriorhodopsin and 

the results are shown in figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.5 - seven TM membrane protein variability 

Variability - 7 TMs 
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Amino acids associations 

Despite their structural similarity in all being 7 helix bundles, some 

differences in certain peaks are observed, probably because of differences in their 

sequences as shown in the following multiple alignment. 

CLUSTAL'IV (1.82) mul ti p l e seque nce a lignment 

1C3W_ A - - - - - -- - - -- - ---- --- - - - --- - - - - - --- ---- - - -TGRPEWIWLALGTAL~lG LGTL 21 
l E12 _A --- -- -- - - - - - ------ - - - - --- - ---- ---- AVRENALLSSSL~~ALAGIAIL 24 
IH 2S_ A ---- -- --- ----- - --- -- - - - - - - - ---- -- - - - MVGLTTLFl'iLGAIGMLVGTL 20 
lU19_ A XMNGTEG PNFYVP FSNKTGVVRSPFEAPQYYLAEPWQFSMLAAY MFLLI MLGFPINFLTL 60 

lC3v'CA YFLVKGMGVSDPDAKKFYA ITTLVPAI AFTMYLSMLLGYG LTMV PFGG -- ---- EQN PI Y 75 
l E12 _A VFVYMGRT I RPGRPRLIWGATLM IPLVS I SSYLGL LSG LTVG MTEMPAGHALAG EMVRSQ 84 
I H2S_A AFAWAGRDAGSGE RRYYVTLVGI SG AAVAYVVMA LGVGWV PVAERT------ - - - VF 69 
lU19_A YVTVQHKKLRT PLNY I LLNLA VAD LFMVFGGF'r TTLYTS LHGYFVFG PTGCNLEGFFATL 1 2 0 

1C3lrC A WARYADlrvLFTTPLLLLDLA LLVDADQG'r 1 LA- - LVGADG IM IGTGLVGA LTK- VYSYR FV 13 2 
1 E1 2_ A WGRYLTWALSTPM ILLALGLLADVDLGSLFT Vl AADI GMCVTGLAAAMTTSALLF RWA 1 42 
I H2S_A APRYTDWILTTPLI VYFLGLLAGLDSREFG I - -VITLNTVVM LAGFAGAMVP- -G IERYA 1 25 
lU19_A GGEIALWSLWLAIERYVWCKPMSNFRFGENHAIMGVAFTWVMA LACAAP PLVGlvSRYI 1 80 
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1C 3W_A WWA I ST - - -------- ----- AAM LYI LYvLF - - - --------- ---------- f'Gf' 1 5 2 
1E12_ A FYAI SC-- - ----------- ----AFFVVVLSALV- ---- ------ -----------TDW 1 62 
1H2S_A LFGMGA-- --- - -- - -- - VAFLGLVYYLV----- -- ---- -- - ------ -- GPM 14 5 
lU1 9_A PEGMQCSCGIDYYTPHEETNNESFVI YMFVVH FIIPLIVIFFCYGQLVFTVKEAAAQQQE 240 

1C3W_A SMRP - --EVASTFKVLRNVTVVLWSAYP--VVWLI GS EG-- --------AGI VP-LNI 1 9 4 
1E1 2_A AASAS - -SAGTAE IFDTLRVLTVVLWLGY p -- I~vAVGVEG ----- ---- - LALVQSVGA 208 
IH 2S_A TESASQRSSGIKSLYVRLRNLTVILWAI YP - - FIWLLGPPG-- -- - - --- - VA LLT-PTV 1 9 2 
1U1 9_A SATTQKAEKEVTRMVI I MVIAF LI CWLPYAGVAFYIFTHQGSDFGP I FMTIPAF FAKTSA 300 

1C3\tCA ETLLFMVLDVSAKVGFGL1 LLRSRAI FG----- -------- ------ -- 222 
1 E12_A TSWAYSVLDVFAKYVFAFI LLRWVANNE TVAVAGQTLGTMSSDD --- - 25 3 
1H 2S_A DVALI VY LD LVTKVGFGFIALDAAATLRAEHGE ------------- - - - 22 5 
lU19_A VYNPVIY I MMNKQ FRNCMVTTLCCGKNPLGDDEASTTVSKTETSQVAPA 349 

5.5.2.3. Eukaryotic vs. prokaryotic 

The 17 proteins were di vided into 2 groups (eukaryotic and prokaryotic). 

4660 associations were observed between amino acids in different transmembrane 

regions. 950 associations were found for the eukaryote structures and 3799 for the 

prokaryote structures. The variability analysis was carried out and the results are 

shown in figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.6 - Variability - Eukaryotic vs. prokaryoti c 

Variability - EukaryoUc vs. Prokaryotic 
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The variability between these groups is re lati ve ly high, with greater 

differences observed than for any other comparison undertaken . 

5.5.2.4. Photosynthetic reaction centres 


Three structures were analysed as show in table 5.4: 
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T bl 54 Ph h .a e - otosynt etlc reactions centres 
PDB code Protein / Experiment resolution 
lEYS T. tepidum / X-ray 2. 2 'A 
lDXR R. viridis / X-ray 2.0 'A 
lRZH R. Sphaeroides / X-ray 1.8 'A 

The results are shown in figure 5.7 

Figure 5.7 - Variability - Photosynthetic reaction centres 

Variability - Photosynthet ic Reaction Centers 

Amino acids associations 

The results show low variability for the most part, with minor di fferences in 

certain peaks probably due to sequence differences. 

5.5.2.5. High resolution vs. medium resolution 

The resolution is measured in A(angstrom) units; the smaller this number is, 

the higher the resolution and therefore the greater the amount of detail that can be 

seen (Branden and Tooze, 1999). 

The group of 17 proteins used to create the association matrix was divided 

into 2 groups by the resolution of the crystal structures. The high resolution group 

was composed of those with resolution equal to or better than 2.0 A, and those lower 

than 2.0 Awere considered to be of medium resolution. 

The resolution groupings are: 
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- 'd d ' t h' h d d' It"Table 5 5 The group 0 f17 proteins d'IVI e InO Igi an me lum reso u Ion 
Experiment/ 

PDB Descri ption Resolution 
code 

High resolution 
1C3W Bacteriorhodopsi n x-rax 

(P) H, salinarum 1.55 
1E12 Halorhodopsin (HR) x-rax 
(P) H. salinarum 1.8 

1U7G AmtB ammonia channel (mutant) x-rax 
(P) E. coli 1.35 

1RZH R. sphaeroides x-rax 
(P) 1.8 

1KQF Formate dehydrogenase-N x-rax 
(P) E. Coli 1.6 

1H2S Sensory Rhodopsin II with Transducer - N. Pharaonis x-rax 
(P) 1.94 

lDXR R. viridis x-rax 
(P) 2.0 

Medium resolution 
1U19 Rhodopsin: Bovine Rod Outer Segment x-rax 
(E) B. Taurus 2.2 

10KC 
ill 

Mitochondrial ADP/ATP Carrier: Bovine heart mitochondria 
B. Taurus 

x-rax 
2.2 

1ffiG Aquaporin water channel: Bovine lens 
B. Taurus 

x-rax 
2.2 

2BL2 Rotor of V-type Na+-ATPase x-rax 
(Pl E. hirae 2.1 

1FX8 GlpF glycerol facilitator channel x -rax 
( P) E. coli 2.2 

1QLA Fumarate Reductase Complex x-rax 
(P) W. succinogenes 2.2 

1EYS T. tepidum x-rax 
(P) 2.2 

1XME Cytochrome C Oxidase, ba3 x-rax 
(P) T. Thermophilus 2.3 

UBO Photosystem I: x-rax 
(Pl S. elongates 2.5 

1T5S 
eE) 

E1 state with bound calcium and AMPPC P-type 
O. cuniculus 

x-rax 
2.6 

The variability analysis of high vs. medium resolution shown in figure 5.8, 

showed generally low variability between the two groups, though some differences 

were observed. The low variability is an indication of consistent distance 

associations between particular pairs of residues in reliable structures. Another 

analysis of the variability between high resolution structures and a further group of 

significantly lower resolution structures showed higher variability , shown in figure 

5.9, indicating less consistent distance associations between these groups. For this 

group, the following proteins were selected: 
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aT bl e 5 .6 - significantly lower resolution structures 
Experiment/ 

PDB Description Resolution 
code 

1S5L Photosystem II from thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts  X-ray / 3.5 A 
Synechococcus elongates 

1FFT Cytochrome c oxidase - Escherichia coli X-ray / 3.5 'A 
lIWO Calcium ATPase - Oryctolagus cuniculus X-ray /3.1 A 
1LOV Fumarate reductase - Escherichia coli X-ray /3.3 'A 
IPV7 Transport protein - Escherichia coli X-ray / 3.6 'A 
1Q90 B6F complex - Chlamydomonas reinhardtii X-ray / 3 .1A 
1BL8 Potassium channel - Streptomyces lividans X-ray / 3.2 'A 
1UAZ Ion-translocatinq microbial rhodopsin - Halobacterium SQ. X-ray13.4 ~ 
1PW4 Glycerol-3-phosphate transporter - Escherichia coli X-ray / 3.3 'A 
lIJD Light-harvesting complexes from cytoplasmic membranes of bacteria  X-ray /3.0 A 

RhodoQ?eudomonas acido~hila 
References: 

1S5L (Ferreira et al., 2004), 1FFT (Abramson et al., 2000), lIWO (Toyoshima and Nomura , 2002), 

1l0V (Mignon et al., 2002), 1PV7 (Abramson et al., 2003), 1Q90 Stroebel tal., 2003), 1Bl8 (Doyle 

et al. 1998) lUAZ (Enami et al. 2003) 1PW4 (Huanq et al. 2003) lIJD (Mcluskey et al. 2001). 


Figure 5.S - Variability - high vs. medium 
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Figure 5.9 - Variability - high vs. low 
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These analyses suggest that the resolution of membrane protein stJUctures is 

an important consideration in the selection of structures for incorporation in the 

standard datasets, but that structures with resolution up to 3.0 A. are generally re liable 

in possessing consistent inter-helical associations. 
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5.5.3. kPROT scale 

The "knowledge-based scale for propensities residue orientation In 

transmembrane segments (kPROT)" was used in the development of TMRelate_K 

(chapter 8). The kPROT scale IS available at 

ht lp:llh ioinf"ormallcs .wcizrnann.ac. il/kPROT/kPROTSca les and uses the know ledge-

based propensities for residue orientation in TM segments derived from infonnation 

on all a-helical TM protein sequences in the Swiss-Prot database. It gives a value fo r 

each amino acid (table 5.7). The kPROT scale is based on the idea that a higher 

abundance of a residue in the TM segments of mUlti-span proteins indicates an 

enhanced propensity to face the protein's interior. In contrast, a hi gher abundance of 

a residue in the TM segments of single-span proteins indicates that it has a higher 

tendency to be exposed to the lipid phase. In the kPROT scale, the transmembrane 

helix orientation propensity of each residue is related to the ratio of the two 

abundances. The kPROT value for residue i is defined as: 

kPROTi = In 1/i ] .[' . 1m 
Where f land f lare the abundances of the residue in the total set of TM segments 

s m 

of proteins with single and multiple spans, respectively (Pilpel et al., 1999). 

Table 5 7 - The used kPROT scale 
kPROT Scale 

Residue Value 
A 0.0193 
C 0.2672 
D -0.8658 
E -0.8551 
F -0.1126 
G -0.1247 
H "0.3423 
I 0.1248 



s 
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5.6. Distances and angles used in the project 

During the project development, several different distances between residues 

were applied. To calculate the distance between inter helical residues, using their 

side chain co-ordinates, as part of the process of creating the association matrix the 

user can select from 3.0 A to 5.0 A, with 0.5 Aincrements. These distances were 

chosen on the basis of the types of interactions between amino acid residues and the 

forces controlling the protein structure. 

Another distance used was the rise along the a-helix for each amino acid that 

is 1.5 A(Branden and Tooze, 1999). Using this distance, the algorithm calculates the 

membrane thickness, by multiplying the number of amino acids in the shortest TM 

region by 1.5 A. The predictive program also considers the intra-membrane amino 

acid depth (more details in Chapter 8 - TMRelate). For each pair of amino acids in 

different TM regions, if the designated depth values for the amino acids are less than 

1.5 A apart, the program takes the appropriate value from the 20x20 matrix, and an 

accumulative score is calculated for the predicted association between each pair of 

TM regions. 
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100

For the rotational score the predictive tool considers the angle range between 

the 2 residues. This angle is used to simulate the TM region rotation. For each 

residue an angle value is given. This angle corresponds to the rotational position in 

the a-helix. When proteins of known three-dimensional structure are examined, it is 

found that sequences that form helices tend to have, on average, a strong periodicity 

of 3.6 residues, the period of the alpha helix, making 1000 the difference between 

each amino acid (Eisenberg et al., 1984). The angle zero is given to the first residue 

in each a-helix and an increment of 1000 is added for the next residue position. 

Starting from one side of the membrane, the angle is increased by 1000 for each 

subsequent amino acid, and starting from the other side, the angle is decreased by 

0 • During the calculation of the rotational score the program simulates the 

rotation of each TM region using the given positional angle for each amino acid. If 

the angle range between the 2 residues on different helices undergoing simulated 

rotation are equal or less than 600 apart, a score for these two residues is added. The 

detailed explanation of how these angles are used for the predictive tool is in the 

section describing TMRelate (chapter 8). 

5.7. Cartesian mathematics 

Cartesian coordinates are rectilinear two or three-dimensional coordinates. 

The two dimension Cartesian coordinate system is commonly defined by two axes, at 

right angles to each other, forming a plane (an xy-plane). The horizontal axis is 

labelled x, and the vertical axis is labelled y. In a three dimensional coordinate 

system, another axis, nonnally labelled z, is addec4 providing a third dimension of 

;) 
jI 
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space measurement. The axes are commonly defi ned as mutually orthogonal to each 

other. 

T he diagram below shows a two-dimensional Cartesian graph (on the left) 

and a three-dimensional Cartesian graph (on the right): 

\ ' 

:2 -I () 

-I 

-) 

Where: 

• 

.' 
1/ 

x 

,. 
2 

p=(-1,2), 
q =0.5,2), 
r = (1.5,-1.5) and 
s =(-1,-1.5) 

a =(0,0,2), 
b = (0,2.5,2), 
c =(1.5,2 .5,2), 
d = (1.5,0,2), 
e =(0,0,0), 
f =(0,2. 5,0), 
g = (1 .5 ,2.5,0) and 
h =(1 .5,0,0) 

5.7.1 . The use of Cartesian mathematics 

In the development of a piece of software that predicts the 3D structures fo r 

membrane proteins based on a-helical secondary structure, the fo llowing principles 

were considered: (1 ) For an a-helix, the angle of rotation around the N-Ca bond is 

termed phi (<I» and is -60°, while the angle of rotation around the CCt.-C' bond is 

termed psi (ljf) and is characteristically -50°. (Ramachandran et al., 1963). (2) An a
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helix has 3.6 amino acids and a rise of 5.4 Aper tum, giving a rise along the helix of 

1.5 A for each amino acid. This arrangement gives a 100° difference between each 

amino acid, facilitating 2D representation. The basic 3.6-amino-acid-per-tum motif 

and the right-handedness of each individual <x-helix in membrane proteins are 

consistently maintained (Popot and Engelman, 2000). With the number of 3.6 amino 

acids per tum the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates were used to build the helix 

wheel output and the predicted end-on configuration. The helix wheel representation 

is useful in terms of visualising the relative positions of particular amino acids, and if 

a combined representation for more than one TM region may be generated, then this 

provides a graphical representation of putative side chain interactions between TM 

regions. 

The three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates were used in order to build the 

a-helix (TM region) 3D structure compatible with the PDB file format. Principles 1 

and 2 were used to build the 3D model. 

5.8. Permutation process 

A permutation of objects is an arrangement of those objects in different order; 

one object is placed in the first position, another in the second position, and so on, 

until all objects have been placed in all positions. The number of permutations of a 

set of n elements is denoted n! (n factorial). Thus n! is the number of ways to count a 

set of n elements. For example, for the set of elements {I ,2,3} there are just six ways 

to count these three elements: (3! = 6) 

{1,2,3} {1,3,2} {2,l,3} {2,3,1} {3,1,2} {3,2,1}. 
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The use of permutation is one of the strengths of this project. It was applied 

to place all TM regions in all the pre-determined positions. Therefore, by checking 

all permutations we are able to test every single possibility and obtain the best score 

based on the 20x20-association matrix. 

In the programming process, a string of 10 digits (predict up to 10 TM 

regions) was used to create the permutations. The string {1234567---} is an example 

of 7 TM regions using 10 different positions. To predict 11 and 12 TM regions 

another group of string was used: {123456789ABC}. The letters 'A', 'B' and 'C' 

represent the TM regions 10, 11 and 12. These letters, which are the same as used in 

the hexadecimal representation, facilitate the programming task in terms of string 

manipulation and speeding up the processing time. 

To run the predictive tool, the developed software uses a textual file 

containing all non-repeated permutations. The use of such files (one different for 

each number of TM regions) prevents the creation of all permutations discarding the 

repeated positions every time the program runs. For example, looking at the string: 

{123--4765-}, changing the 4th and 5th positions results in the same string. In this 

case one of the repeated string needs to be discarded. 

To create the permutation files a PERL program (Christiansen and 

Torkington, 1997) under the UNIX environment was used. After creating the file 

with all permutations, the next step was to discard the repeated ones. For this step a 

UNIX sort command with a '-u' (unique) parameter was used and the final 

permutation file was ready ,to be used in the TMRelate program. Table A.3 shows 

some examples of the permutation file and table A.4 shows the used permutation file 

names and its statistics. 
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Chapter 6 - TMCompare 

6.1. Introduction 

The development of this project required manipulation and understanding of 

information related to membrane proteins in tenns of protein sequence stored in the 

Swiss-Prot database (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) and protein 3D structures stored 

in the PDB data bank (Berman et al., 2000). From the outset, it was necessary to 

know how sequence and structure are related. 

Different pieces of infonnation can be extracted from the available PDB files. 

However, for researchers working in the membrane protein area, there is no 

information in PDB files relating to where transmembrane (TM) regions begin and 

end. 

From the Swiss-Prot file, required infonnation relating to membrane proteins 

are found at the TRAMSMEM tag. The definition of the TM region(s) is obtained 

from laboratory experimentation or computer based prediction methods. But, no 

information relating to both 3D spatial co-ordinates and transmembrane regions can 

be obtained from a single source. 

So, there was a need to integrate the contents of Swiss-Prot and PDB files in 

order to study and understand the relationship between membrane protein sequence 
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and structure, showing the correct position of the TM region in the 3D structure. The 

Swiss-Prot and PDB files are cross-referenced making it possible to use the 

information contained to examine the relationship between the sequence and 

structure of membrane proteins. 

TMCompare (Togawa et ai., 2001) is a Windows based program and was 

created to examine PDB and Swiss-Prot TM information in an automated and highly 

visual way in terms of comparing sequence alignments and 3D structures. A web

based version of TMCompare has been developed and is available on the Internet at 

the address: hllp://membraneproteins.swan.ac.uk/tmcompare/. 

6.2. Description 

TMCompare allows visual comparison for individual proteins of the 

annotations of the PDB database (definitions of helical regions) and the Swiss-Prot 

database (definitions of transmembrane regions). 

TMCompare shows the sequence and structure information In 2 separate 

frames. 

The upper frame (figure 6.1) is the 3D view of the protein shown by the 

CHIME plugin, with all the usual functions for molecule rotation, slab plane, zoom 

and other rendering. Added to the CHIME 3D viewer frame are three buttons. The 

left most button may be used to colour the molecular structure according to the 

schemes for annotated PDB helices, the middle button colours the Swiss-Prot TM 

regions based on the TRANSMEM tag found of the Swiss-Prot files and the right 

one displays only TM regions. This colour scheme matches the determined order of 
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colours used in the PDB / Swiss-Prot alignment graphic in the lower frame. The 

following figure shows the 3D-structure frame and its functi onality. 

Figure 6.1 - TMCompare: Structure frame 

This figure shows the three different selections (by each button) in the structure frame. 1) 
Colouring the selection of the poe definition using "Helix" tag. 2) Colouring the selection of 
the TM region as defined in Swiss-Prot file using the "TRAMSMEM" tag . 3) Same as (2) but 
displaying only the TM regions. The structure shown is a Bacteriorhodopsin with poe code 
1 AP9 and Swiss-Prot accession number P02945. 

The lower frame (figure 6.2) displays the sequence coverage of the PDB and 

Swiss-Prot files sequences being compared. The sequence corresponding to regions 

of the protein covered by PDB co-ordinates is shown on the top line, while the 

sequence contained in the corresponding Swiss-Prot sequence file is shown below. 

The amino acid residues identical in both aligned sequences are coloured yellow, 

while dots are used to indicate gaps in coverage, usually in the PDB file. A series of 

colours (up to 35 different ones) are used in a determined order to indicate regions 

annotated as a helical structures (HELIX tag) in PDB files and regions annotated as 

T M regions (TRANSMEM tag) in Swiss-Prot files. Moving the cursor over the 

sequence displays the residue number. There is an additional option that allows 

viewing of the text content of the loaded Swiss-Prot and PDB files. 
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Figure 6.2 - TMCompare: Sequence frame details 

POB Cod~ Swiss Prot Cede 

POB alph" H~lix region
Differences between lal)9.))db and P02945 

POB on~ I~tter se,quence ", IL : C1r 
I pDB RPEWIWLALGTALMGLGTLYFLVKGM 

Swiss: MLELLPT AVEGVSQAQI~__________ / w,r'WLALGT ALlvIGLGTLYFLVKGM 

SVli~,sProt on.; letter &cqucnc:e ~_...---...---_/'---

Alig"ed regie'I-' Swic.sProt trcu1smembran~ region 

Residue number 

This figure illustrates the sequence fram e created by TMCompare 

6.3. The algorithm 

See complete algorithm description at the appendix II-I. 

6.4. Software development 

For the generation of the TMCompare output, Delphi uses a HTML 

component, introducing a web page into the user interface. It also facilitated the 

development of a web-based version of TMCompare, which IS available at the 

address: h up://mcm brancprotei n s.s Wi.! n .ac . U k/tmcorn parc/ . 

The following figures (6.3 and 6.4) show the TMCompare stand-alone and 

web version running. 
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ure 6.3 - Stand-alone version of 

Differences between lap9 .pdb and P02945 

PDB RPEW IW1A L cr T ALMGL G T LYf" L V KGMGV SDP D AKKFYAlT T L VP A 

Swiss lull E LL P T A V EGV S Q AQIT ORP E\I1 I W lAi (;1 Ai W CiL GTL YFL VKGMGV SDPDAKKFYAI T T1 VPA 

Upper color Imes = PDB Alpha. Helix 

Lower color Lines = SlVJ5JPrOt Transmembrane Region 

This figure shows the stand-alone TMCompare program running. It is 
working with the Bacteriorhodopsin) with PDB code 1AP9 and Swiss-Prot 
accession number P02945. 

Figure 6.4 - Web version of TMCompare 

Differences between.1.J.D.2 and ~ 

POB R II' E \'\1 J VII l A l 0 ! A l MO L G IL y r l v t( 0 1-1 0 V S Q , 0 A I( f,. r ~ A 

Swiss'" l E L L PT A V E G v 0;. A a I T (; R .. e Yt I lito' L A L G J A L '01 (, L O T l r r ~ v K G J.\ G 'J s oP 0 A )( K r , .:. 

~coIorli(ru . P08AJpIr~..H.li)( 

Li:JtWlrcoJorUn.$ • SwiuPfOt T~UII.lttlu~(I~ Reglo(1 

This figure shows the web version of TMCompare running using the 
CHIME plugin to render the 3D structure. It is working with the same 
Bacteriorhodopsin with PDB code 1 AP9 and Swiss-Prot accession number 
P02945. The web address of TMCompare is: 
http://membraneproteins.swan.ac.ukitmcompare/. 

http://membraneproteins.swan.ac.ukitmcompare
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6.5. Discussion 

The outcome of the described development of TMCompare facilitates a better 

understanding of the relationship between Swiss-Prot protein sequence and PDB 

protein structure files. The acquired information was very useful in the subsequent 

development of TMDistance module (that creates the association matrix - chapter 7). 

A paper desclibing TMCompare was published in the December/200l issue of 

Bioinformatics journal and the web version of the software is available through the 

web at the address: hLLP://mcmbrancproleins.swan ."lc.ukltmco rnpare/ . 

This module provided a very good foundation to the project and it formed the 

basis for the next module (TMDistance) that creates the association matrices . 

In terms of its' scientific contlibution, TMCompare can be used to observe 

and evaluate PDB and Swiss-Prot annotations. Other researchers working in the 

membrane protein area can use the web version of TMCompare to observe and 

compare the relationships between TM regions and a-helices. For example, in testing 

TMCompare, an interesting observation was made: executing it with the PDB code 

lAP9 and Swiss-Prot accession number P02945 (for the Bacteriorhodopsin) Swiss-

Prot version 38, a misalignment was observed in TM regions 3 and 6. However, 

using the P02945 file from the next release of Swiss-Prot (version 40), the 2 TM 

misalignments had been corrected. The latest version has correct TM region 

annotation as shown in the following: 

(reI. 38, Last annotation update) 
OJ-JUN- 1999 

(ReI. 40 , Last annota tion update) 
J6-0 CT-200 1 

F'J' 
FT 
PT 
PT 
FT 
FT 
f'T 

TRANSMEM 23 42 HELIX A. 
TRANSMEM 57 76 HELIX B. 
TRANSMEM 95 114 HELIX C . 
TRANSMEM l 2 1 140 HELI X D. 
TRANSMEM 14 8 167 !-fELIX E. 
TRANSMEM 191 210 HELIX r' 
TRANSMEM 2 1 7 23 6 HELI X G. 

FT 
FT 
FT 
FT 
FT 
FT 
PT 

TRANSMEM 24 42 HE:LIX A. 
TRANSMEM 57 75 HELIX B. 
TRANSMEM 92 1 0 9 HELIX C. 
TRANSMEM 121 140 HELIX D. 
TRANSMEM 148 167 HELIX E. 
TRANSMEM 186 2 0 4 HELIX F. 
TRANSMEM 217 236 HELIX G. 
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TMCompare can be used to illustrate the variability in the annotations of the 

Swiss-Prot and PDB databases, and also indicates the potential functionality of 

TMCompare as a useful tool for examining membrane protein sequences and 

structures (see figure 6.5). TMCompare is also useful for identifying any kind of 

annotation error or omission, like with the PDB "DB REF" tag and the Swiss-Pro t 

'TRANSMEM" tag that defines the T M region. 

Figure 6.5 - TMCompare running with different versions of Swiss-Prot file 

The left image shows TMCompare running using Swiss-Prot accession number P02945 
(Bacteriorhodopsin) Swiss-Prot version 38 and is observed a misalignment in the TM 
regions 3 and 6 (blue and yellow). The right image is using version 40 of the same 
accession number, and is observed the correction in the TRANSM EM annotation. 

The development of a second version of TMCompare has been started. T his 

new version will show the usual differences between the Swiss-Prot and PDB files 

but also the calculated position of the two faces of the membrane. The "limits" of the 

membrane are calculated using the last and first (X-carbon atomic co-ordinate from 

each end of the TM regions as defined by the Swiss-Prot database. Using these co

ordinates, a central point for the each side of the membrane is calculated. From this 

central point a circle is radially projected. The program creates a PDB file with added 
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object co-ordinates that correspond to the series of radials surrounding the central 

point. 

6.5.1. TMLimits algorithm 

See complete algorithm description at the appendix II-2 
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Chapter 7 - TMDistance 

7.1. Introduction 

In this project, PDB files are used in association with information from the 

related Swiss-Prot file. The TMDistance module uses sequence and structural 

information from amino acids in TM regions of membrane proteins, to create a 

20x20 amino acid association matrix based on the determined membrane protein 

structures. The created association matrix may be used as a basis to predicting likely 

associations in membrane proteins of undetennined structure, directly from the 

primary sequence. 

The developed software interface called TMDistance uses the information 

available from known 3D structures available in the PDB databank repository 

(http://www.pdb.org). TMDistance creates a 20x20-association matrix by reading the 

PDB file entries (atomic co-ordinates) and calculating the distance between two 

residues in different TM regions. If this distance is less than a given (user-selected) 

distance, then each pair of residues is added to the matrix counter for later analysis. 

This matrix fOIms the basis of the asgociation score method described in the next 

chapter. The TMCompare program (Chapter 6) was uS6dt~ v~rlfy TM region 

http:http://www.pdb.org
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coverage In PDB and Swiss-Prot files. This chapter will describe the way that the 

association matrix is constructed. 

7.2. Description 

To use TMDistance, the user chooses one or more PDB fil es, and then 

initi ates the calculation. 

The output consists of a matrix contain ing the numbers of associations 

between the 20 different amino acids In different TM regions (figure 7.1 ). Only the 

closest pair of atoms IS considered for the purpose of counting the number of 

associations within a given distance range , each associ ation within range adding one 

to the appropriate residue pair score in the matrix. 

Figure 7.1 - 20x20 association matrix with the number of associations withi n given distance 
range 

TMD..tance - DIstance 5tatJotlCliletwern _ItHetce. 

51. Qptions About 


Select Distance (At 1m~ 


n IDisc&.nceScac VL2 

Dl.st anee:: 4.5 AngscroUl.s 

C&lCulscing l :kzu. pclh I I 6 Helices entry 

Calculacing lap9.pdb il 7 Hell.ces enc t"y 

Calculscl.ng Ibok.pdb II 7 Hell.ce s: encry 

Celculscl.ng Idop _pdb I I 10 Hell.c es entry 


ALA ARC ASH ASP CYS CLN GLU CLY HIS ILE LEU LYS Her PHE PRO SER THO TRP TYR VAL 

ALA 18 0 2 2 3 2 5 H 10 8 3 7 5 


ARC 0 0 

ASU 

A SP 


CYS 


CLN 0 0 0 


CLU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


e LY 0 8 7 1 3 2 8 S 


IUS 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 


fLE 0 1 10 1 5 5 10 


L BU H 0 0 0 1 5 26 0 1 6 3 1 2 7 15 

•

• 
LYS 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 

MET 10 0 6 7 


PHE 8 16 7 16 11 
 8 

PRO 3 3 2 0 3 

SBR • 
THR 12 11 


TRP 3 

TYR 
 • 
VAL 10 15 10 

.=.J 

This figure shows a 20x20 association matrix generated by TMDistance, the chosen 
distance was 4.5 A. This matrix was created based on 4 poe files with different numbers of 
TM regions. 

http:Celculscl.ng
http:Calculscl.ng
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The user can also display the 20x20 associ ation matri x as a hi stogram to 

examine the number of proximities between each amino acid residue type, and atom 

type (figure 7.2). This histogram may be used to indicate the most li kely ami no acid 

residues to be associated in different TM regions , and the frequency of each ami no 

acid residue association. 

Figure 7.2 - Number of association histogram 

Statistic from Transmembrane HeliJ.:es using: I h2s pdb. I c3w pdb. Idxr. pdb. Ie 12 pdb. I eys pdb. Ifx8 pdb files 

c 
> 

This figure shows a sample histogram produced by TMDis tance. It shows the number of 
associations between glycine and the 20 different amino acids with a distance less than 4.5 A. 

By groupmg the membrane proteins by specific family of known 3D 

structure, like the rhodopsin family, cytochrome oxidase, e tc, it is possible to create a 

family-specific association matrix , providing the basis for better quality prediction of 

associations for related proteins. 

A list of all associations is also available as an option in the TMDistance as 

shown in figure 7.3 . T his list gives complete informati on about the associations: the 

residue name, the residue number, the sub-unit (chai n) ID, the atom name, the 

number of the TM region and the distance between the atoms. 
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Figure 7.3 - Atom list with distances between interacting amino acids from different TM region 

PDS code 

TM region number [ 1 ] Atom name [ 1 ] 


Res idue name [ 1 ] 

Atom name [ 2 ] 
Residue number [ 1 ] 


Sub unit [1 ] 
 Distance between a-he lices in A 

T 
dQJ29

"----~ -== 
, 

[lkzu)[ 1] ( ALA 3 3: A ) II I 3] ( LEU 3 5 : DI CB CD2 4. 15 6 . ' -( lkzu)[ 1]( H E 16: AI II [ 2 ] 1 VAL 15: BI CDI eG2 4 .20 2 
[lkzu)[ 1]( ILE 26: AI II [ 3 ]1 ILE 28: DI e GI CDI 4 . 113 
( lkzu)[ 1 ]( ILL 26:Ai II [ 3 J i TIlR 24: DI CDI CG2 3 . 811 
[lkzu)[ 1]( LEU 19: AI II [ 2 1, VAL 15: BI CD2 CG l 4 .2 29 
[lkzu)[ 1]( LEU 29: AI II [ 3 J ( ILE 28: DI CDI CG23.894 
[lkzu )[ 1]( VAL 23: AI II [ 2] ( PIlE 22: BI CGl C23.834 
[lkzu)[ 2] ( PIlE 22: BI II [ 1 ] ( VAL 23: AI C2 CGl 3. 63 4 
[lkzu )[ 2] ( VAL 15: BI II [ l J \ ILE 16:A) CG2 CD14.2 0 2 
[lkzu)[ 2] ( VAL 15: B) II [ III LEU 19:A) CGl eD2 4. 2 2 9 
[lkzu)[ 3] ( ALA 33: D) 1/ [ 5H LEU 35: GI CB CD2 4. 155 
[lkzu)[ 3 J ( ILE 16: D) II [ 4 H VAL 15: E) CDI CG2 4 .201 
[lkzu)[ 3] ( ILE 26: D) /1 [ 5 J ( ILE 28: G) CGl CDI 4 . 11 2 
[lkzu)[ 3 J ( ILE 26: D) II [ 5J(TIlR 24: G) CDI CG2 3 . 8 11 
[lkzu )[ 3] ( ILE 28: DI II [ 1) ( ILE 26:AI CDI CG 1 4 . 1I3 
[ lkzu][ 3) ( ILE 28: DI II [ 1]( LEU 29: AI CG2 CD1 3 . 894 
[lkzu][ 3] ( LEU 19:DI II [ 4) ( VAL 15: EI CD2 e Gl 4.229 
[lkzu][ 3) ( LEU 29: D) II [ 5) ( ILE 28: G) CDl eG2 3.895 
[lkou)[ 3) ( LEU 35:DI II [ 1)( ALA 33: AI CD2 CB 4.156 
[lkzu)[ 3 J ( TIlR 24: DI II [ 1]( ILE 26: AI CG2 CD13 . 8 11 
[lkzu][ 3 J ( VAL 23: DI II [ 4J ( PIlE 22:EI CGl ez 3 . 83 4 
[ lkzu)[ 4] ( PIlE 22: EI II [ 3] ( VAL 23: DI CZ CG l 3 . 834 
[ lkzu)[ 4] ( VAL 15:EI II [ 3) ( ILE 16: DI CG2 COl 4.20 1 
[ lkzu][ 4) ( VAL 15: EI II [ 3] ( LEU 19: D1 CGl CD2 4.229 
[ lkzu][ 5] ( ILE 16: GI II [ 6] ( VAL 15:H) CDI eG2 4 . 20 2 
[lkzu)[ 5) ( ILE 28: GI 1/ [ 3) ( ILE 26: DI CDl e Gl 4 .11 2 
[lkzu][ 5] ( ILE 28: GI II [ 3) ( LEU 29: DI [G2 CD I 3 .895 
[lkzu][ 5] ( LEU 19: Gi Ii [ 6 J ( VAL 15: HI CD2 CG l 4.229 
[lkzu][ 5] ( LEU 35: GI II [ 3 J ( ALA 33: D) CD2 CB 4. I SS 
r lkzu H 51 ( TIlR 24: G) II r 3 1( ILE 26:D ) CG2 CDI J . 8 11 ~ 

I --=-111 
Sub unit [2]

• Residue num ber [ 2 ] 
Residue name [ 2] 

TM region number [ 2 J " 
This figure shows the complete list with the information relating to amino acid proximities. 
The numbers in brackets represents the TM regions involved in the association. 

7.3. The algorithm 

See the complete algorithm description at the appendix 11-3. 

7.4. Software development 

Using object oriented programmIng the software runmng ti me has bee n 

constantly improving by optimisation of the code organisation, resulting In a more 

robust and reliable program. 
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To routinely evaluate the reliability of the program, a list of all associati ons 

(figure 7 .3) was used. Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-W hite, 1995) scripts are used to 

select the specific associations between residues on different TM regions and to 

create a visual confirmation of the associations (see figure 7.4) . 

Figure 7.4 - A screen shot showing the 3D confirmation of distance associations. 

.!.l 

[lkzu][ 
[ lkzu] [ 

This figure shows the confirmation of distance between 2 residues in 
different TM regions using the Rasmol program to render 3D structure and 
calculate the distance. The selection was made using the residue number 
(33:A and 35:0) generated by TMDistance program. 

7.5. Results 

The association matrix generated by the TMDistance module prov ides the 

basis for the substanti ve predictive tool described in this thesis. 

Analysis of different membrane protein structures aimed at assess Ing the 

vatiability between datasets, suggests that crystallographic resolution is an important 

consideration in the selection of structures for incorporation in the standard datasets. 

See detailed descliption at Chapter 5 (section 5.5 .2). 
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Following the original version of TMDistance, many features were 

subsequently added. The atom list was added to the latest version to check all 

associations between TM regions and it was also important in the debugging phase. 

This list is very useful to provide a confirmation of the residue distances in different 

TM regions, which may also be enhanced visually using molecular viewers 

packages. 

TMDistance has been used by other members of the group to develop a 

database to analyse the packing of GxxxG groove arrangements with branched chain 

and aromatic amino acids in the TM regions of integral membrane proteins. 

7.6. Brief discussion 

By developing the association matrix module, the understanding of 

associations and possible interactions between residues in different TM regions 

becomes clearer. It is possible to look for patterns of data, facilitating the statistical 

study of the associations between large and small residues (ridge/groove 

arrangements) like the branched chain amino acids (isoleucine, leucine and valine) or 

aromatic residues (phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine and histidine) on one hand, 

and glycine on the other. Many studies involving the interactions between large and 

small residues in different TM regions in membrane proteins have been undertaken 

(Senes et al., 2000; Russ and Engelman, 2000) giving a strong motivation for the 

new development involving patterns of associations. 
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Using the generated association matrix and the graphics of statistical data 

obtained in the matrix it became possible to infer which amino acid is more likely to 

be associated with another. 

By generating Rasmol script commands with the created associations and 

distance list, it is possible to create a graphical representation. This manual script 

execution may be automated in the next version of TMDistance. It win be a useful 

tool to be combined with statistical and visual approaches. The user may select, for 

instance, a glycine residue, and the program will give all the associated residues 

within the selected distance in different TM regions and at the same depth giving a 

breakdown of possible associations between glycine and all residues in the TM 

regions of the protein being tested. This procedure is different from simply loading a 

PDB file into the Rasmol program because TMDistance is working on the TM 

regions as defined in the Swiss-Prot file, rather than on any part of the protein or just 

those regions defined as alpha helix in the PDB file. Moreover, TMDistance provides 

a structural "signature" of the packing of TM regions in membrane proteins on an 

individual or family basis, which may be used as a basis to predicting associations 

between TM regions of unknown structure. 
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Chapter 8 - TMRelate 

8.1. Introduction 

Due to the known difficulties of obtaining the 3D structures of membrane 

proteins from experimental data, many different computational methods of predicting 

the 3D structure from primary sequence have been instigated in the last decade. 

Many efficient methods are available to predict 2D topology and the transmembrane 

(TM) regions from the primary sequence as summarised in table 3.1, and lead to the 

annotations in protein sequence databases like GenBank and Swiss-Prot. 

Due to genome projects, more and more sequences from different organisms 

are elucidated and catalogued every day. Using the predictive tools, the TM regions 

are easily predicted. Laboratory methods are also used to confirm TM regions and 

the resulting TM region annotations are deposited in the protein sequence repository 

for public scientific use. 

Following the prediction of general topology of TM regions, prediction of 

their general positions with respect to each other in terms of an end on configuration 

is the next problem to be solved. In solving this problem, the possible helix packing 

involved in assembly of the membrane protein 3t> structure must be considered. 
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Helix-helix packing plays a critical role in maintaining the tertiary structures of 

helical membrane proteins (Adami an and Liang, 2001). 

Using the association matrix described in chapter 7, an ab initio method for 

prediction of the associations between TM regions is presented in this Chapter. This 

method results in a prediction of the general configuration and packing directly from 

the primary sequence. Also in this Chapter, the rotational method used to predict the 

most likely angular position for each TM region and its 3D structure is described. 

8.2. Description 

This is the main module for the predictive tool developed in this thesis. 

TMRelate predicts the 3D structure of membrane proteins from their primary 

sequence (Swiss-Prot format) using a 20x20 association matrix based on a number of 

determined membrane proteins structures, as described in Chapter 7. 

TMRelate is loaded with the primary sequence of a chosen membrane protein 

and, using the 20x20 association matrix, predicts the overall configuration (stage 1). 

This stage assumes the most compact helix-helix packing possible. It can be 

summarised by one TM region being surrounded by a maximum of six others 

(depending on the chosen configuration). In Teal structures this fonn of compact 

packing can be observed inmernbrane prQt.ein~ witll higbernumbers of TM regions 

found, in terms oJascor$1,~()1;Jfhe~op~jfD~pa{.;k,.initrMR~e rotat~. each helix to 
j_ ,,,'~ "_%> "~ C"/ ~ '" ":: "'c,:" ," ," :' ,;'! :', '. 

find the optimal score in t~s ~of capaoitty for .ooiati® betwean TM regions. Then 
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the final 2D prediction is shown as an integrated he1ix wheel di agram (figure 8.1) 

(stage 2). Using the information portrayed in the helix wheel representation, the 

program then calculates the 3D CA (Carbon Alpha) co-ordinates for the predicted 

membrane protein structure and displays it usi ng the backbone presentation (stage 3). 

In the algOlithm used to build the 3D structure has a fixed inter-helical distance of 

8.0 A is applied. This distance was fixed based on the statistic obtained by the 

average distance between the associations of adjacent alpha carbon backbones. This 

statistic uses the same data set (PDB files ) described on C hapter 5, giving a total of 

27 ,868 associations and the average distance of 8.2 A. If the s ide chain is considered 

instead of the alpha carbon backbones, the totals of associations are 188,028 with the 

average distance of 7.9 A. 

Figure 8.1 - TMRelate: Helix wheel representation 

This figure shows the predicted 20 model in the form of a helix wheel 
representation. The yellow dot of each wheel represents the first residue 
of each TM region. The rotational orientation is anti-clockwise, rotating 
60° each ti me. 
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TMRelate uses the process of pennutation. It places eac h TM regi on in every 

possible position in the pattern pre-defined by the users overall configuration. T he 

top 50 configurations are shown in the output , along with their scores . 

For the TM region rotation stage, TMRelate works in the same fashion as a 

car odometer, fixing all but one TM region and rotating one T M region anti-

clockwise by 60° each time. After this first TM region has been rotated through a 

complete 360° rotation, the next TM region is rotated 60°, and so on until the last 

TM region has undergone a complete rotation. For each anangement, a score is 

calculated, and at the end the highest score is taken as the best-predicted 2D model. 

The graphical output is shown as a helix wheel representation . 

In the final stage, a 3D model is generated, and displayed using the CHIME 

plugin (figure 8.2). This 3D model is calculated based on the helix wheel rotational 

position. 

Figure 8.2 - TMRelate: Predicted 3D model 

This figure shows the pred icted 3D model (using the Chime plugin) of the photosynthetic 
reaction centre protein, L chain - Swiss-Prot code: P02954. A shows the end on view. §. 
shows the lateral view. The algorithm calculates the 3D co-ordinates to build the a-helix 
based on their a-carbon atoms. The grey sphere indicates the first residue of each a-helix. 
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8.3. The algorithm 

The complete description of the algori thm can be found in appendi x U-4. 

8.4. The software development 

In the final stage of the development of TMRelale, many different pro blems 

were addressed. In the early stages of the development, the outputs of TMRelate were 

only textual. The obtained results were reasonable, but it was difficult to analyse the 

information in textual form. It was necessary to convert the textual information in to a 

user-friendly graphical interface, which could be also util ised as a stage in the 

development of 3D prediction . 

The first step was to convey the obtained association between TM regions as 

a result of optimally placing each TM region by permuting all possible positi ons. T he 

very first attempt involved using a 5x5 grid and pl acing each TM region in an 

appropriate cell. The greatest problem encountered usi ng the 5x5 grid, was the huge 

number of permutations (1.55* 1025
) required to test all possible interactions between 

the TM regions. 

Figure 8.3 • The original 5x5 grid 

TMl - - - TM6 
(1 , 1 ) (1,2) (1 ,3) (1, 4) (1, 5) 

- - TM7 - -

(2, 1 ) ( 2,2) (2 , 3 ) (2 , 4) (2 ,5 ) 

- TM4 TMS -
(3 , 1 ) (3 , 2 ) ( 3 ,3 ) ( 3, 4) (3,5) 

TM2 - - TM3 -
(4, 1) (4 ,2) (4,3) ( 4 . 4 ) ( 4 .5) 

- - -
( 5 . 1) ( 5 . 2) ( 5 . 3 ) ( 5 . 4 ) ( 5 , 5 ) 

TM4 - > assoc iatio ns with TM5 (3,3) TM2( 4 , 1) a nd TM7 ( 2 , 3) 
TM5 - > assoc iation s with TM4 (3,2 ) TM7(2,3 ) TM3( 4 , 4 ) 

This figure shows the first attempt to position each TM region into the 
grid. The first idea was to use a 5x5 grid, and was discarded due to the 
huge number of permutations. 
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Considering the high CPU time required for processing a SxS grid for a single 

prediction, a 3x3 grid was employed as shown in the fo llowing figure: 

Figure 8.4 • Transforming the grid into linear form 
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TM6 
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TM2 
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TM3 
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6 

-
7 

TM4 
8 

-
9 

'I'Ml - - 'I'M2 'I'M3 'I'M7 'I' 6 'I'M4 TM5 
Or 

1 - - 2 3 7 645 

'I'Ml - 'I'M3 'I'M 2 - 'I'M7 'I'M6 'I'M4 TM5 
Or 

1 - 3 2 - 7 645 

'fMl TM6 'I'M5 TM2 'I'M3 'I'M7 - 'I'M4 
~ Or 

7 ~ 1 6 5 2 3 7 - 4 

This figure shows how the numerical representation was created from the initial 

grid. Looking at the grid, the numbers represents the grid position and the TMn 

represents the TM region number. The circles represent the end on view for 9 TM 

regions. The sequence on right is the corresponding numerical representation. 


The program was designed to provi de the output with the "ci rcles" 

configuration shown above. The algorithm makes use of the neighbour table, wh ich 

indicates which TM region makes contact with which other TM regions (table A.S). 

To increase the number of associations between TM regions and mimic more 

closely how TM regions are packed in reality, the tenth position was introduced, 

resulting in an end on vi ew configuration as shown in figure 8.5: 

Figure 8.5· The end on configu ration for up to 10 TM regions 

A) 


This figure shows the basic configuration for the end 
on view. A) The first configuration used in the 
development, and is suitable for 1 to 9 TM regions. B) 
The final configuration using 10 positions and can 
work on 1 to 10 TM regions. 
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T he required changes in the algorithm were si mple, showing the flexibility of 

the programming code. The changes in the code were an adjustment in the neigh bour 

table and modification of the drawing position table. 

A version of TMRelate was al so created to work with 11 and 12 T M regions. 

This was called TMRelate_12 . It works in the same way as TMRelate, but uses a 

different end on configuration . In the version for 12 TM' s there is no need to have a 

permutation fi Ie because there are no repeated di gi ts. For the case of 11 and 12 TM' s 

the algorithm works by using the fo llowing digits and letters to make the 

permutation : 

123 4 5 6 78 9 AS - (11 TM' s ) 
123456 789ASC (12 TM' s) 

For 	I I TM ' s For 12 TM's 

The required changes in the TMRelate_12 version were: 

a. 	 The neighbour contact ta ble, which defines the different in teraction s 

between TM regions. It changes because the end on confi guration is 

different for 12 TM' s compared with 10 TM' s. 

b. 	 Changes to the intelllal graphical positioning table used to generate the 

2D end on confi guration . 

8.4.1. TMRelate K 

A complementary development aimed at impro ving the quality of res ul ting 

predictions in terms of which TM region should be buried or faci ng out was made. 

T his development resulted in the TMRelate_K version. This vers ion differs in terms 
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of the indices used to determine the predicted packing of TM regions and the angular 

orientations of TM regions with respect of the other TM regions. To this end, a 

knowledge-based scale called kPROT (Pilpel, et al., 1999) was used. 

Using this scale, TMRelate_K calculates and predicts which TM regions are 

buried and which ones are facing out toward the lipid bilayer. Adding the amino acid 

score for each residue (Table 5.7) that composes the TM region, a final value is 

calculated for the TM region, and an overall score for each possible configuration of 

the whole protein is calculated. In the kPROT scale, the lower the score, the more 

buried the TM region is. 

For the helix wheel rotation, after the optimal configuration has been 

obtained, TMRelate_K also uses the 20x20-association matrix. The algorithm is the 

same as in the original TMRelate that scores all possible rotations and stores the 

arrangements with the highest values. 

8.4.2. The algorithm 

The complete description of the algorithm is given in appendix II-S. 

8.5. Results 

The results obtained from the program were promising. By running 

TMRelate, using sequences of proteins of determined 3D structure as "controls" the 

quality of the predictions was assessed. The evaluation process involves counting the 

number of associations (transmembrane region adjacencies) in the native structure 
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and comparing this configuration with the numbers of coincident associations in the 

predicted arrangement, calculating this value as a percentage of correctly predicted 

adjacencies. For bacteriorhodopsin, the percentage of correctly predicted associations 

between TM regions is 68.4%, for reaction centre protein L chain (photosynthetic 

reaction centre L subunit) the percentage of correctly predicted associations is 75%. 

The results vary depending on the initial overall template configuration selected by 

the user into which the predicted configuration is fitted. 

A test was carried out in order to evaluate how well randomly generated 

configurations would perform. 1000 randomly generated configurations were 

evaluated and gave an average percentage of about 41 %, which remained at that 

level across different numbers of TM regions. 
,\'l 

Using TMRelate_K, which applies the kPROT scale (Pilpel, et al., 1999), the I 
results are even more promising. The percentage of correctly predicted associations I 
using the same Bacteriorhodopsin protein sequence and the same configuration is K~ 

I 
96.6% (compared with 68.49% with TMRelate program) and for the photosynthetic 

I 
reaction centre is 100% (compared with 75.00% with TMRelate program). ~ 

To make the evaluation, a program called TMEvaluation was created. The i 
input for this program is the actual configuration; comparisons are made with the 50 

highest scoring predicted arrangements. The following figure shows the 

TMEvaluation program running: 
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Figure 8.6 - TMEvaluation user interface 

, , ., , , . ,' . _ .. . .. ...JQJ~ 

Choo.elhe rn:rber. a 1M ', IIllD.III!l ::J ( a ) 
Tl'PO the Conf9-'&iOI1 1237654--- (b)

(0 be "".lu.oIed 


Q,;gno/ cerllQU41lOn Pre<icted ~.''''n 


~ ~ 
(C)~ ~ 

CXXJ CXXJ 

1521076--- 5 18/ 22 81 82~ ::J {e } 

..!.IConfiguration: 
Helix Associations 

1 2 7 6 ( 3 ) 
2 5 1 3 7 ( 3 ) 
3 5 2 ~ 7 ( 3)
4 5 3 ( 2)
5 2 4 3 ( 3)
6 1 7 ( 2) 
7 2 1 3 6 ( 2)
8 ( 0) 
9 ( 0) 

10 ( 0) 
Coincident 18 81 82% 

Number of adj,~cencies : 5 
(f)Configuration: 4765321-

Helix Associations 
1 6 2 ( 2)
2 7 6 3 1 ( 3)
3 4 7 5 2 ( 3)
4 7 5 3 ( 2) 
5 4 3 ( 2)
6 7 2 1 ( 3) -.J 
7 4 6 3 2 ( 1 ) 
8 ( 0) 
9 ( 0)

10 ( 0) 
Coincident : 16 72 . 73% 

Number of adjacencies : 5 
~ 

P4~1" thfo obI~ re~l,frt 

Show predicted percentage
4371256--- ..!.I 


4361275-- About 
4351276--
4326571--- E><it 
4215376--
2761 354--- I
2751 346--
2571346-- I 
2461375---


Cle., input dola

2371546--( d >d I 


Cleo! .11 


Original Configuration 1237654 ..: 

Configuration Adj Count Perc 

7426531--- 6 14/22 63.64~ 

7326541--- 6 14/22 63.64% 

6725431--- 6 12/ 22 54 55% 

5426731--- 6 12/22 54 . 55% 

5416732--- 6 12/22 54 . 55% 

2761345--- 6 12/22 54 . 55% 

2471356- - - 6 14/2 2 63 . 64% I

245137 6--- 6 12/22 54 55% 

2371456--- 6 14/22 63 64 % 
 I 
1452376--- 6 12 / 22 54 . 55% " 7526431--- 5 14/22 63 . 64% 
7456321--- 5 12/ 22 54 . 55% 
7451236--- 5 14/22 63 . 64% (g)
7361245--- 5 12/22 54 . 55% -7351246--- 5 14/22 63 . 64 % 
73H521--- 5 14/22 63.64% 
7341256- -- 5 16/ 22 72 . 73% 
7326451--- 5 14/22 63 . 64 % 
7216345--- 5 10/ 22 45 . 45 % 
6751234--- 5 16/ 22 72 73 % 
6741235--- 5 16/ 22 72 73% 
6724531--- 5 12/ 22 54 . 55% 
6425731--- 5 10/ 22 45 . 45% 
63754 21--- 5 12/ 22 54 . 55% 
6345721--- 5 10/ 22 45 45% 
6325741--- 5 10/ 22 45 45 % 
6325471--- 5 12/22 54 . 55% 

r 1 'l ....r-., r ~ ., "' , r ~ , 0 .., ..... ... ~ 


This is the TMEvaluation user interface running, a) The user chooses from 2 to 12 TM's. b) 
The user types in the configuration. c) The end on view ; on the left the nat ive configuration 
and on the right the predicted configuration (e). d) The user "pastes" the output from 
TMRelate program. e) The drop down list with the analyzed results (is the same as the list 
produced in (g). f) The detailed list with the actual and predicted associations for each TM 
region. g) Full listi llg of compared arrangements. 

8.6. Brief discussion 

During the development peri od, 3 updates occ un'ed to the Swiss-Prot 

database which due to this being the primary input, impacted upon the results 

obtained for particular proteins. For example, accession number P0294S 

(8acteriorhodopsin), was updated from version 38 (01 -Jun- 1999) to 40 (16-0ct

2001) and then in version 41 (lS-Jun-2002). The major change was in annotations 

fi elds such as new bibliography references and new 3D structure cross-references. 

For our purposes, the most signi ficant change observed from versi on 38 to 40, was in 
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tenns of differences in the TRANSMEM annotations off TM regIons. R unni ng 

TMRelate and TMRelate_K, for the 2 different versions of Swiss-Prot f ile, the results 

are different, showing the sensitivity of the algorithm. T o the composition of a 

Swiss-Prot file the basic changes in the TM Regi on between versions 38 and 40 are 

as shown below: 

(reI. 38. Last anno tation update) 
Ol-JUN-1999 

(Re I. 40, Last annotatiun update) 
16-0 T-200 1 

F'I' 
FT 
FT 
!''l' 
1'1' 
FT 

1''1' 

TRANSMEM 23 42 ffELI X A. 
TRANSMEI'! 57 76 HEL! X B . 
TRANSMEM 95 11 4 HELIX C . 
'I'RANSMEJ.! 121 140 HELI X D. 
TRANSME~l 148 16 7 RELI X E . 
TRANSMEM 191 21 0 HELIX F 
TRANSMEM 217 236 HELIX G. 

FT 
FT 
1''1' 
FT 
1''1' 
FT 
fT 

TRANSMEM :/ 4 4 2 HELIX 
TRANSMEM 57 75 HELIX 
TRANSMEM 92 1 09 HEL!X 
TRANSMEM 121 140 HELIX 
TRANSMEM 148 167 HEL:X 
TRANSMEM 1 86 204 BEL:X 
TRANSMEM 217 236 HELIX 

A 
6. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 

Bacteriorhodopsin Sequence (Swiss-Prot accession number: P02945) : 

MLELLPTAVEGVSQAQITGRPE\~I WLALGTALMGLGTLY F LVKGMGVSDPDAKKFYAI 'J'TLVPA IAF'T'MY LSMLLG YGLTI1V PFG 

GEQNPI YWAR YADV"LFTT P LLLLDLA LLVDADQG T I LALVGADG I MI GTG LVGALTKVY SY RFVWWAI S'J'AANL Y I LYVLFFGF'r 
SKAESMRPEVAST F KVLRNVTWLWSAY PVVWLI GSEG AG IVPLNIETLLFMVLDVSAKVGFG LILLR S RAIFGE AEAPEPSAGD 
GAAATSD 

Version 38 (V38) and version 40 (V40) alignment: Differences in the TM regions between versions 
38 and 40 of the Swiss-Prot databank: 

l'~4~~~9~OI~'45~789 1. 14567~91. _~~~ ~ ~ .' . 1 J~~) 6'D90 .'34J . )0 .3~56~d90:~34567g90 ~3~SE 
v 38 - MLELLPTAVEGVS AQI'I'G R PEhhhbhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh KGMGVSD PDAKK FYhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhh YGLT~!V PFGG 
V 40 - t1LELLP'l' A VEGV SQA I TG RPEI,/hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhKGMGVSDPDAK K I'YhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhGYG L 'I'MV PFGG 

90 10(1 110 1 C 30 5; 60 171 
78901~J45678q0121~~6789012J~Sfi'890_~j~~6'A90121156'8Q 11J14~67B9rl:] 4 5 '89012J4~6 ! B1Jl _ 

V3 8 - EQN PI YWAfi h hh h Fihll DADQGTh lhhhhhhhhhh lhhhhhhhTKVY SYRhhhhh 1 h GFTSK 
V40-EQNPlhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh LA ~LVDADQGThhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhTKVYSYRhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhGFTSK 

'i6 ': 190 :0' 2.., :4~, L ~A ~JC 

l4 S67B9 I J4% 890 ':34~67BJO'd4~f ', ', ' - ,1,;'6 89 ' J ' j456'1~O ,.3·:~"'H9:JJ23,1~"llj"J, ",45'~ 

v 38- AESMR PEVASTI'KV LRNVhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh hl VPLNl hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh LRSRAI FGEAEAPEPSAGDGAA 
V40 - AES MRPEVASTFKhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhGS EGAGI VPLNl hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh LRSRA l f GEA EAPEPS AGDG AA 

:'fiC 
901: 

V38 ATS D 
V40 - ATS D 

The major observed difference was in TM region 3 and TM region 6 , where 

the version 40 has the more correct TM region annotat ion in relation to a con si tent 

membrane plane. 

As a consequence of the TRANSMEM annotations of Swiss-Prot files 

varying between updated verSIOns, the atoms extracted from the PDB file are 

different. As shown in the sequence above, an annotation move of 5 amino aCIds, 
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changes 25% of the atoms used by TMDistance and subsequently by TMRelate at 

either end of the TM. This significant change In annotation IS why these particular 

results are affected so much. 

Figure 8.7 - Differences in results obtained with TMRelate_ K due to changes between Swiss
Prot versions. 

- TMRel.,e_1I: . Find Ihe bell ove,a! conIOI....,lOn 10' .~mbren~ poolew.I"om rhe 5",..1"0' lequ""C. uring lI:Ptot2 •.,. V1 .511210812. .. II~EI 
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C1V2D GJ2fZ{J
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ID BACR_HAiHA STAHDARD; 

PRJ. 262 AA 

AC PD2945 

DT 21-JUL-1986 (REl. 0.1. 

CREATED)

DT D1-MAR-1989 (REl. 10.. LAST 

SEQUENCE UPDATE)

DT D1-JUN-1999 (REl. 38 . LAST 

ANNOTATION UPDATE )
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(BR) . 


KProt total for TM a 0.18 
KProt total for TI! -0. 0.23 
KProt total for TI! - 0. 0.32 
KProt total for Tf! -0. 0.0.8 
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KProt total for TI; -0. 0.54 
KProt total for TM -0. 0.36 
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The first image (a) shows the output for Swiss-Prot version 38 for Bacteriorhodopsin 
(accession number P02945); the most buried TM region is TM6. For the version 40 file (image 
b), the most buried TM regions is TM3. 
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The algorithm allows the testing of the 50 highest scoring arrangements. As 

expected, minor differences in definitions of TM region composition result in 

significant changes in predicted arrangements. The problem with this approach for 

12 TM proteins was the high CPU processing time required to execute all 

permutations. During the development, some improvements have been made in the 

code. To illustrate this, the processing time for 12 TM regions (Cytochrome C 

Oxidase polypeptide I-Beta - Swiss-Prot code: P98002) was 100:00 hours (using a 

Pentium III 600 KHz machine). After changes in the code the running time dropped 

to 4:30 hours. The main change in this case was to the neighbour contact table, 

avoiding the need for calls to the subroutine to manipulate this table. 

Using the kPROT scale in the development of another version of TMRelate 

called TMRelate_K proved to be very beneficial. This version seems more accurate 

in terms of predicting the correct TM associations between TM regions. Maybe in 

the future this version will be the primary version to be used for predicting the 

associations between TM regions. 

The developed software represents an advance to the field of structural 

prediction for membrane proteins. With the described approach and pieces of 

software, the user can predict with reasonable accuracy the relative positions of TM 

regions from the primary sequence of a membrane protein. The user can also obtain a 

helix wheel prediction of TM region orientation, and from this, a prediction of the 

3D structure. This piece of software can be further improved in terms of giving better 

quality 3D structural predictions. 

In the next version, the module for building the 3D structure will use a 

database containing the sequences, breaks in the a.-helical structure, kinks and tilts of 
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the TM regions of all the determined membrane protein structures, gathered using 

TMAlpha (Sarakinou et al., 2001). The module will predict helix breaks, kinks and 

extent of tilt brought about by specific sequences according to the information stored 

in this database. 

Another future implementation of the described software is alongside the use 

of a genetic algorithm (Noushin Minaji et al., unpublished) to evaluate and improve 

the energetic stability of predicted structures. Noushin Minaji is developing a piece 

of software that calculates the free energy of a specific predicted membrane protein 

structure and applies a Genetic algorithm (GA) to manipulate inter-helical distances 

and orientations and to select candidate structures with the lowest free energy by 

means of an evolutionary approach. 
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Chapter 09 - Evaluation 

9.1. Associations between TM regions - end on view 

To evaluate the developed predictive tools, TMRelate and TMRelate_K, 

seventeen membrane proteins in Swiss-Prot format with corresponding PDB files 

were used. The evaluation process involved obtaining the percentage of predicted 

associations between TM regions, compared with the actual determined 3D structure. 

The seventeen Swiss-Prot files selected and their corresponding PDB files 

were as shown in the following list: 

PDS code 

1 P02945 x 1C3W 7 
2 P16102 x 1E12 7 
3 P42196 x 1H2S 7 
4 P02699 x 1U19 7 
5 P06624 x 1YMG 6 
6 Pl1244 x 1FXS S 
7 P37905 x 1U7G 11 
8 P51762 x 1EYS 5 
9 P06009 x 1DXR 5 
10 P02954 x 1RZH 5 
11 P25S96 x 1]BO 
12) P04191 x 1T5S 10 

13 4 
14 5 
15 4 
16 
17 i3 
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9.2. End on view evaluation 

The testing of each protein produces four di fferent results based on the four 

matrices generated with different distance cut-offs, excluding the protein undergoing 

testing (see Chapter 5). 

A program was developed to calculate the percentage of correctly predicted 

associations between TM regions and this was called TMEvaluation. It reads the 

output from TMRelate / TMRelate_K and counts the associations for each TM region 

for the native and predicted configuration calculating the percentage of correct ly 

predicted associations. Figure 9.1 shows the TMEvaluation program running. 

Figure 9.1 - TMEvaluation user interface 

".1. .. -' ~. , . . . 
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8 ( 0) 
9 ( 0) 

10 ( 0) 
Coincident : 12 

-d 

54.55% 

=~--

PM'. the obI.ined 'owl.... I 
Show ptedicled percentage 

7546123--- ~ I
4573216-- - , About 
7543126-- b 
4576213--- _ Exit 
7456123--
5473216--
7426153--
2473516--
5243176--
4256713--- Cloor input dele 
4526713--

~ cl....n 

:J Original Configuration : 2341765- - ' 

Configuration Adj Count Perc 

~~ 

.!: 

7546123--- 5 12/22 54 . 55% C 
4573216--- 5 12/2 2 54 . 55% -
7543126--- 2 10/22 45 . 45% 

4576213--- 2 10/ 22 45 . 45% 

7456123--- 4 10/22 45.45% 

5473216--- 4 10 / 22 45 .4 5% 

7426153--- 3 8/ 22 36.36% 

2473516--- 3 8/22 36 . 36% 

5243176--- 2 10 / 22 45.45% 

4256713--- 2 10/22 45 . 45% 

4526713--- 4 12/22 54.55% 

2543176--- 4 12/22 54 . 55% 

7156423--- 3 10/22 45 . 45% 

5173246--- 3 10/22 45 . 45% 

7246153--- 4 12/22 54 . 55% 

4273516--- 4 12/22 54 . 55% 

5743126--- 1 8 /22 36 . 36% 

4756213--- 1 8 /22 36 . 36% 

6247153--- 4 10/22 45.45% 

4263517--- 4 10/ 22 45.45% 

752614 3--- 4 10/22 45.45% 

2573416--- 4 10/ 22 45.45% 

6743152--- 2 8/ 22 36.36% 

4762513--- 2 8/22 36.36% 

6457123--- 4 12/22 54.55% 

5463217--- 4 12/2 2 54 . 55% ~~ 

The user pastes the obtained resu lts from TMRelatenMRelate_K module (.Q) and the program 
calculates the percentage of correctly predicted associations based on the original 
configuration @.). The given results are: the configuration, number of adjacencies, number of 
coincident associations and the calculated percentage (f). Using the drop-down option (g), the 
user can select one specific configuration and the detailed statistics (Q) are shown with the 
corresponding end on view (!). 

L 
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To obtai n the end-on view struc tural associations, the TMCompare program 

was used, by loading the corresponding PDB file and viewing on ly the TM regions, 

visualised end-on (with different colours for each TM region) . This process 

facilitates the recording of overall structural positions (fjgure 92) Then each TM 

region is annotated in the 2D end-on representation in the following way: e 
The 2D end-on view is converted to the linear format , i.e.: [2341 765---] that 

is used in the TMEvaluation program as the input in the field : "configuration to be 

evaluated" (figure 9.1 - item ~). 

Some predicted configurations are different from the actual end on view of 

the structure, but the percentage may still be high , as the evaluation program 

compares the associations between all TM regions, not matching the end on view per 

se . 

Figure 9.2 - Recording the TM region position using TMCompare 

TM(ompar~ - EMamin~ diff~r"nces between PDB.nd StIInPftit 
Qptions 8.bout t!eip Ell. 

~ 
~ 
20 end-on 

Diffl'l'l'Ufl'S betw.... u ht9.(l(lb ;nul !'O29":; 

A Q I T GRP EWIWlA l a T Al Mal G Tl YFl V KGM GV S D P D AKKFY AI TTL V PAIAF T M Y l S Mll GY al T M V : 

Swiss : Ml ElLP T AVEGVS QAQIT GRPEWIW l AL G T AlMGL G Tl YFl V KGMGVSD PDAKKFYAIT TL V PAIAF TMY L SMl 1 OYGl T M V: 

[lpper color line. = PDB Alpha-Helix 

Lower color Lin.. = Swi •• Prot Tral1sm.mbral1o fOzgiol1 


TMCompare was used to record the relative position of each TM region to form the 20 end-on 
view. The process links the 30 structure of the TM regions with the 20 end-on view formed in the 
helix wheel reoresentation_ 
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There are two sets of evaluations: One using the 20x20 association matrix 

(TMRelate program) and another using the kPROT scale (TMRelate_K program). For 

the TMRelate program, the evaluation is based on four different matrices with 

different distance cut-offs: 3.0 A, 3.5 A, 4.0 Aand 4.5 A. These matrices are created 

using the PDB files described in Chapter 5 (materials and methods). Proteins were 

tested on a one-out basis 

For both sets of evaluations, three different configurations were chosen to 

execute TMRelate and TMRelate_K as shown below: 

1) Horse shoe: 

1 

2) Rosette I # I cB
j # 

3) Unspecified: 

The character '#' represents locations occupied by a TM region. The 

character '-' (dash) represents an empty space. The unspecified one leaves the 

algorithm to find the configuration with the highest association score. It takes more 

time for the execution, because all possible TM region positions are tested. 

For the evaluation of 12 TM regions, two different configurations with slight 

differences were used instead of the three configurations used for membrane proteins 

with 1.1 or less TM regions. 
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Table 9.1 and 9.2 show comparative results with the best-predicted 

percentage, the average percentage and the overall percentage obtained by TMRelate 

and TMRelate_K programs. For the detailed evaluation results see appendix III. 
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Table 9.1 - Evaluation of TMRelate by assessment of the percentage of correctly predicted associations between TM regions (see complete evaluation at 
.. ,... .... _ •• _._ III 

Protein 
# of 
TM 

regions 

Best percentage of correctly predicted 
associations obtained using TMRelate 
wit h different distance matrices and 

configurations 

Average percentage using TMRelate 

3.oA 3.sA 4.oA 4.sA 3.oA 3.sA 4.oA 4.sA 
BacteriorhodopSin (P02945 x 1C3W) 7 72.73% 72 .73% 75.00% 72.73% 70.69% 63.13% 74 .24% 65.91% 
Rhodopsin (P02699 x 1U19) 7 63.64% 63.64% 63.64% 63.64% 60.10% 57.32% 60.10% 60.10% 
Sensory Rhodopsin II (HR) ( P42196 x 1H2S) 7 72.73% 75.00% 66.67% 75 .00% 63.13 % 71.21% 65.66% 68.18% 
Halorhodopsi n ( P16102 x 1E12) 
Aquapon n ( P06624 x 1 YMG) 

7 
6 

66.67% 
80.00% 

66.67% 
100.00% 

63.64% 
80.00% 

58.33% 
80.00% 

59 .85% 
70.00% 

65.66% 
93.33% 

60.01% 
75.55% 

57. 07% 
75.55% 

Glycerol uptake faCi litator protein (Aq uag lyceroponn) 
(P11 244 x 1FX8t 

8 69.23% 61.54% 6 1.54% 69.23% 64.10% 58.97% 56.41% 64.10% 

Photosynthetic React ion Center 
Thermochromatium teoidum (P51762 x 1EYS) 

5 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75 .00% 

Photosynthetic Reaction Cente r 
Rhodooseudomonas viridis ( P06009 x 1DRX) 

5 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 66. 67% 75.00% 66.67% 

Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides ( P02954 x 1RZH) 

5 75 .00% 75.00% 75.00% 75.00% 75 .00% 66.67% 66.67% 66.67% I 

P-tvpe ATPase (P04191 x IT5S) 10 63.16% 52.63% 52.63% 52.63% 54.38% 49.1 2% 50.87% 50.87% 
Respiratory proteins - Mitochondria l ADP/ADP carrier 
( P02 722 x 10KC) 

6 66.67% 55.56% 66.67% 77.78% 55.55% 46.29% 50.00% 53.70% 

Respi ratory proteins - Fumarate Reductase 
complex ( Woline lla succinoqenes)(P17413 x 1QLA) 

5 71.43% 71.43% 71.43% 71.43% 66.67% 71.43% 66.67 % 71.43% 

V-type ATPase (P43457 x 2BL2) 4 80.00% 80.00% 100.00% 100.00% 70. 00% 70.00% 93.33% 93 .33 % 
Formate dehydrogenase-N : Escherichia coli 
(P241 85 x 1KQF) 

4 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80 .00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 

Photosystem J - Thermosynechococcus elontatus 
(P25896 x UBO) 

11 68.42% 68.24% 73.68% 68.42% 65.79% 65.79% 68. 42% 65.79% 

AmtB ammonia channel (mutant): E. coli 
(P37905 x 1U7G) 

11 57.14% 76 .19% 7 1.43% 61.90% 57.14% 76.19% 7 1.43% 61.90% 

Cytochrome c ox idase, ba3: T. Thermophilus 
(Q5SJ79 x lXME) 

13 63.64% 60.87% 54.55% 54.55% 62.25% 59.98% 53.36% 53.36% 

Overall percentage 70.61 % 71. 14% 70.93 % 71.2 1% 66.15% .66 .86% 67.21% _ 66.44% i 
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_ ........ _ ........ __ ............rr._ ....... _ r. --- --- -- --- ..
...-,- _.- - . - -- - - - - - -.---- --- -- .• .... . ... 1:1' •• -~ -

Best percentage Average 
Protein # ofTM of corrected percentage using 

regions pred icted THReli!.te K 
associations 

using l HRglate K 

100.00%7 96 .67% 
Rhodopsin (P02699 x lU19) 
BacteriorhodOPSin (P02945 x 1C3W) 

7 72.73% 68.69% 
Sensory RhodoPsin II (HR) (P42 196 x 1H2S) 7 75.00% 68.68% 
Halorhodops in (P1 6 102 x lE12 ) 7 68.94% 

Aquaporin (P06624 x 1 YMG) 

81 .82% 
6 83.33% 81.11% 

Glycerol uptake facilitator protein (Aouaqlyceroporin) (P1l 24 4 x IFX8) 76.92%8 74.35% 
Photosynthet ic Reaction Center Thermochromatium teoidum (P51762 x 1 EY5) 100.00% 100.00% 
Photosy nthetic Reaction Center Rhodooseudomonas viridis (P06009 x 1 DRX) 

5 
5 100.00% 100.00% 

Photosynthet ic Reaction Center Rhodobacter sphaeroides (P02954 x lRZH) 5 100.00% 100.00% 

P-type ATPase (P04191 x 1T55) 73.68%10 66.67% 
Respiratory proteins - Mitochondrial ADP/ADP carrier (P02722 x l OKC) 6 100.00% 96.29% 
Respiratory proteins - Fumarate Reductase complex (Wolinella suCcinoqenesY(PI7413 x iOLA) 5 100.00% 100.00% 
V-type ATPase (P43457 x 2BL2) 4 100.00% 100.00% ! 

Formate dehydroqenase-N: Escherichia coli CP2418 5 x 1 KQF) 4 100.00% 100.00% 
Photosystem I - Thermosynechococcus elontatus (P25896 x UBO) 57.89% 57.89% 
AmtB ammonia channel (mu ta nt) : E. coli (P37905 x lU7G) 

11 
47.62% 45.24% 

Cytochrome c oxidase ba3 : T. Thermophilus (Q55J79 x l XME) 
11 

56.52% 50.00% 

Overall percentaqe 
13 

80.85%83.88% -

http:THReli!.te
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9.3. Relationship between the number of proteins used to build the 

matrix and the percentage of correctly predicted TM region adjacencies 

An additional evaluation was undertaken to correlate the number of 

proteins used to build the association matrix with the percentage of correctly 

predicted inter-helical associations. This evaluation used the bootstrap method (see 

glossary). 

For this evaluation, from 1 to 17 high resolution membrane protein 

structures were used to build the association matrix and subsequently predict the TM 

region adjacency for the 17 proteins, and the accuracy of those predictions was 

measured. The following steps were used to implement the test: 

I. 	perform steps a, b, c, and d with a number varying from 1 to 17 proteins: 

a. 	 Pick at random a protein from the 17 proteins and create an 

association matrix (internal random routine implemented at the 

pipeline); 

b. 	 With the created matrix, run TMRelate for the 17 proteins; 

c. 	 Evaluate the percentage of correctly predicted associations for the 

TMRelate results; 

d. 	 Do steps a, band c a 100 times. 

As a result for each step I, 1700 predictions/evaluations were carried out, 

and the average percentage is shown in figure 9.3. 
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FIgure 9.3 - Relationship between the number ot proteins used to build the association matrix 
and the average percentage ot correctly predicted TM region adjacencies 

._- ----- - 
Relationship between the average percentage of correctly predicted TM region 

adjacencies and the number of proteins used to build the assoc ia tion matrix 

~: 64.5 

~g 64 +------- --- -------------------------- 
q ~ 

SO!. 63.5 r-- "'-g 63 _-.L 

II ~ 62.5 I-~------------- -
~i 	 62 ·r-~~-----------------------------------------------
8}-- .---
8, ~ 61.5 +------------- .--------- -- --------------- 
i~ 61 r--------------------------------------------- 
.. 5. 60.5 -,----,----r----r---,------, 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Number ot proteins used to build the association matrix 

The trend observed is that the more proteins that are used in the generation of 

the association matrix, the higher the percentage of cOlTectly predicted TM region 

adjacency. 

Another evaluation (figure 9.4) using 26 proteins (see table 5.5 and 5.6) was 

made to show the increase in the percentage of cOlTectly predicted TM region 

adjacencies. The result is about 0.5% higher than using the 17 proteins, showing a 

small but steady improvement in the accuracy of the predictions with increas in gly 

popul ated matrices . 

Figure 9.4 - Relationship between the number of proteins used to build the association matrix 
and the average percentage of correctly predicted TM region adjacencies using up to 26 
proteins to build the matrix 

Relationship between th e average percentage of correctly predicted TM region 
adjacencies and the number of proteins used to build the association matrix 

65 -

64.5 


64 1

63.5 1---r--------- --------- --------------------

63 +--------------- 

62.5 1---------------- 

62 	+-.--.-.-,--,--.-,--,-,- ,-,-,--,-.-,--,-.-,--.-,--,-.-.--.-.-. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2021 22 232425 26 

Number of proteins used to build the association matrix 

------...... , '---",j'-
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A final bootstrap evaluation using only the 7 helix bundle proteins (lC3W, 

IEI2, IH2S, 1 U19, 1 UAZ) was carried out, and the results (figure 9.5 ) show an 

increase of 2-3% in correctly predicted TM region adjacencies. Thi s test in vestigates 

the potential advantage of applying mattices specific to a gi ven family of proteins. 

Compared with the other results it gives higher accuracy, and suggests that a pri or 

step of querying test sequences for their number of TM regions, and then applying a 

matrix constructed only from proteins with that number of TM regions may be 

advantageous. 

Figure 9.5 - Relationship between the number of proteins used to build the association matrix 
and the average percentage of correctly predicted TM region adjacencies using only 7 helix 
bundle proteins 

Relationship between the average percentage of correctly predicted TM region 
adjacencies and the number of proteins used to build the associa tion matrix using the 7 

helix bundle proteins 

68 
~ . -----
~~67 ~--=~~------------~=-~~~-----------

~!66 - ~ --~~---------- ~~------- --------------
&~ /

~t65 / 
~ ~ 
~~64 +-----~-----------------------------------------------------
g,j 

~~63 +---------------------------
< 15. 

62 +-----------~----------~-----------.-----------.-----------. 

2 3 4 5 
Numbel 01 pro leinsused to build the a6S0clation malrl x 

Figure 9.6 shows the companson between the three bootstrap tests. The 

results from the best score selected by TMRelate (yellow line) seems to give the best 

results in terms of overall performance. T his score, is based on only the fi rst 

predicted top-sco rin g confi guration on the TMRelate output list, rather than an 

average of the top 50. 
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Figure 9.6 - Comparison of the 3 bootstrap analyses 

Relationship between the average percentage of correctly predicted TM region 
adjacencies and the number of prote ins used to build the association matrix 

66 
comparison of results 
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9.4. 3D model evaluation 

For the evaluation of the 3D structural predictions, many different approac hes 

were used without gaining a satisfac tory picture of the accurac y of the obtained 

model. The first evaluation was using RMSD (Root mean square deviation). As the 

built model was a perfect heli x without considering any breaks or tilt the expected 

RMSD value was high (between 8-10 A). This can be partly explained by the 

algorithm used to build the 3D struc ture, where the distance be tween the 

transmembrane regions has a fixed value of 8.0 A. T he expectation is that the 

ulgorithm can be improved and thi s value will decrease . At thi s stage, we are 

consideling the associations between amino acids in different transmembrane 

regions. T he RMSD value does not give an evaluati on in terms of correc t 

associations, but only a global value. For the RMSD calcu lation, th e Swiss-PDB 

Viewer program was used (Guex and Peitsch, 1997) . 
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Another approach taken was to develop a program based on the elastic 

similarity score algorithm developed by Holm and Sander (1993). But again, the 

obtained similarity index does not give a percentage of associations between amino 

acids in different transmembrane region that were correctly predicted. And so, using 

only this index, it was difficult to evaluate the model. 

A more meaningful approach was to develop a program to calculate the 3D 

similarity in terms of recorded distance associations between residue pairs compared 

to the native 3D structure based on the distance table. The program was named 

TMEvaluation_3D and the input is the distance table created by TMDistance. 

TMEvaluation_3D compares the common structural associations (native and 

predicted) giving a percentage of coincident associations. 

9.5. The 3D evaluation pipeline using TMEvaluation 3D 

TMRelate creates a 3D a-helical structure in PDB format based on starting 

coordinates provided by the rotated helix wheel. The created model contains only the 

a-helix backbone information (C alpha atom) in the PDB file format. The side chains 

are created using the Maxsprout program that is a database based algorithm for 

generating protein backbone and side chain co-ordinates from a C alpha coordinates 

(Holm and Sander, 1991). The backbone is assembled from fragments taken from 

known structures. Side chain conformations are optimised in rotamer space using a 

rough potential energy function to avoid clashes. The Maxsprout service is available 

at the address: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/maxsproutJindex.html. where the user inputs the 

C alpha coordinates and the output is a PDB file with calculated side chains. 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/maxsproutJindex.html
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The appropri ate native structure (PDB file) for each predicted protein was 

used for the evaluation. O nly the TM regions of th ese PDB structures were used. 

These regions were identified following the analysis of the respective PDB file using 

the TMCompare program. The file generated by this process was the PDB fi le, but 

only with the C alpha coordinates . The reason for subsequently creating the si de 

chains for the stripped native structure using the M axsprout algorithm was that the 

same evaluation method could be applied as for the predicted structure. 

TMDistance reads the PDB file created by the Maxspro ut program and 

produces an output of the distances between the amino acids in different 

transmembrane regions as shown in the following figure. 

Figure 9.7 - TMDistance results with distances between residues in different TM regions 

15 1 Amino acid residue number and name 12", Am;no add res;du. numb.r and name 

~ ~ 
2 TRP 1/ : 3 6 MET 1/ [ 1 ) 2 ) 4. 0 1 
2 TRP II : 3 9 TYR 1/ [ 1 J 31 4. 355 
2 TRP 1/ : 11 7 TH R II [ 1 1 7 J 3 . 1 54 
2 TR P 1/ : I 1 B LEU 1/ [ 11 7 J 3 . 057 
2 TR P 1/ : 121 MET 1/ [ 1 J 7) 3. 568 
3 LEU I I 3 3 TYR I I [ J 2 J 4. 36 3 
3 LEU 1/ : 3 6 MET 1/ [ 1 J 2 J 4. 71 8 
3 LEU 1/ : 3 7 LEU 1/ [ I I 2 J 2 . 713 
3 LEU 1/ : 1 21 MET 1/ I 1 ) 71 4. 8 6 5 
4 ALA 1/ : 37 LEU II I I I 2 ) 4 . 815 
6 GLY 1/ : 33 TY 1/ [ 1 1 2 I 4. 874 
6 GLY 1/ : 1 21 MET 1/ [ 1 1 7J 4. 13 4 
6 GLY II :1 25 VAL 1/ [ J 71 4. 96 
7 THR II 33 TYR 1/ [ 11 2 ) 4. 32 0 

1" TM reg;on number +-J 
2nd TM region number 

Distance between amino 

acid residues 


This is the output created by the TMDistance program for the 3D evaluation. Using this 
distance table, TMEvaluation_3D creates a coincident percentage between the 
modeled and native structures. 
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Figure 9.8 - 3D evaluation pipeline using TMEvaluation_3D program 

Primary 
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This flowchart shows the 3D evaluation process using the TMEvaluation_3D program. The 
left side shows steps for the predicted structure and the right side for the native structure 
steps. In the middle are the common tasks and the comparison to find the correct percentage 
of predicted associations between amino acid residues in different transmembrane regions. 
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9.6. Structural evaluation 

The tables on appendix IV show the evaluation of predicted 3D structures. 

They show the percentage of correctly predicted associations generated by the 

TMEvaluation_3D program. 

For each protein, a cut-off distance of 5.0 Aand 8.0 A. was used to create the 

distance list. The distances are calculated based on 2 different parameters; one 

considering all the atoms from each amino acid residue present in the a-helix and 

another considering only the C(alpha) atom. 

The "#" column represents the number of associations between amino acids 

in different a-helices of the TM regions. The "%" column contains the percentage of 

coincident associations (using side-chain atomic co-ordinates with the closest 

distance) between the native structure and the predicted one. For the detailed 

evaluation results see appendix IV. 

9.7. Test for sensory rhodopsin against a matrix of bacterial rhodopsin 

The results shown in table 9.3 are those for the test of sensory rhodopsin 

using a matrix created from the bacterial rhodopsins. Two other matrices are used for 

the comparison: one based on the group of 17 proteins routinely used to build the 

association matrix for the test set (see Chapter 5 - material and methods) and another 

generated with the 17 protein group excluding the sensory rhodopsin structure. The 

three matrices are named: 'B Rhodopsin' (only bacterial rhodopsin), 'All set' (the 

17 proteins) and 'No SR' (the 17 proteins minus sensory rhodopsin). Three 
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configurations are used for the test (horse shoe, rosette and unspecified). T he table of 

results is divided into five columns, fo ur givi ng the correc tly predicted percentage of 

helical associations using three different matrices generated with different distance 

cut-offs and the final column with the average prediction accuracy. T he best result 

was observed with the unspecified configuration. 

As expected, the results show that the percentages of cOlTectly predicted 

associations between TM regions using the matrix created only with the more closely 

related bacterial rhodopsin are higher than those attained using all the 17 structures . 

A lower percentage accuracy was obtained using the matrix that excluded sensory 

rhodopsin. However, even in this group the results attains a reasonable prediction 

accuracy of around 60%, which was on average within 10% of the accuracy attained 

using all the available structures. 

T ble 93 Test for sensory r 0 dOpSin agalns fbac erl·aIhd0a - h . t a rnat·rlX 0 t r OpSin. 

Horse shoe 

Matrix 3.0 A 3.5 A 4.0 A 4.5 A Average 
B Rhodopsin 64.73% 52.72% 54.18% 52.00% 55.90% 
All set 57.09% 49.09% 49.09% 46.54% 50.45% 
No SR 57.09% 48.72% 48.72% 42.54% 49.26% 

Rosette 

Matrix 3.0 A 3.5 A 4.0 A 4.5 A Average 
B Rhodopsin 82.66% 72.66% 64.33% 64.66% 71. on 
All set 52.00% 64.33% 56.33% 64.33% 59 . 25% 
No SR 52.33% 66.33% 56.33% 66.33% 60 . 33% 

Unspecified 

Matrix 3.0 A 3.5 A 4.0 A 4.5 A Average 
B Rhodopsin 78.99% 70.99% 70.33% 66.67% 71. 7 4% 
All set 53.98% 66.66% 61.99% 70 .33% 63.24% 
No SR 50.33% 70 . 33% 61.99% 62 . 99% 61. 41% 
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Chapter 10 - Discussion 

10.1. The developed software 

I 

I 

The central question addressed in the thesis is whether and how a method 

could be developed to reliably predict the 3D structure of membrane proteins directly 

from primary sequence. This question has been answered by the development of the 

software that records and predicts associations between TM regions, testing every 

possible arrangement within a pattern selected by the users on a permutational basis. 

In addition, the TM regions can be "rotated" in order to find the best rotational 

orientation based on the created 20x20 association matrix score. This rotational 

process is a simple high scoring method, where the best prediction is the highest 

scored configuration. The next stage of the development will adopt a method similar 

in ways to that of Engelman and Brunger (Treutlein et al., 1992) making a series of 

energy minimizations to confirm the lowest energy configuration. The major 

difference between this approach and previous ones is that in this approach the helix 

structures are being fitted according to propensity for residue pair formation and the 

known likelihood of a transmembrane region residue for being buried or exposed. 

The permutation approach allows the identification of the optima.l arrangement 
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according to these physicochemical and biostatistical properties and requires no 

previous knowledge of the structure of a given protein. 

The a-helical 3D structure of a membrane protein is then created in atomic 

coordinate form, and the models derived in this way for proteins of determined 

structure have been observed to possess interactions between amino acids that are 

found in reality in those proteins. However, the predicted structures are still far from 

depicting correct structures. The improvement of the 3D models will be the focus of 

the next modules to be developed in the project. It will use information based on the 

helix kink, helix tilt databases and genetic algorithms to determine optimal helix

helix packing evaluated by free energy (force field) calculations. 

In this project, all the developed modules are fully integrated. Each module 

was designed to be complementary to the others but at the same time is able to work 

as an individual program. 

10.1.1. TMCompare 

The first developed module was TMCompare, which provides a clear visual 

representation of the way specific PDB and Swiss-Prot files are related. TMCompare 

was originally developed for the purpose of verification of PDB and Swiss-Prot files 

used in the generation of 20x20 association matrices. A paper describing 

TMCompare was submitted and published in the Biomfonnatics journal (Togawa et 

al., 2001). TMCompare is in keeping with other protein analysis tools available on 

the Internet. Similar available tools such as GRASS (Nayal et al., 1999), STING 
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(Neshich et ai., 2003), PDBSum (Laskowski et ai., 1997), Protein Explorer (Martz, 

2002) among others, also have a user-friendly interface with many embedded scripts 

that allows the manipulation of the protein 3D structure being studied. 

The development of TMCompare provided a good foundation for the rest of 

the project. It was fundamental to the understanding of the methodology, specific file 

formats and the basis of inter-helical associations. 

10.1.2. TMDistance 

The next developed module was TMDistance. It reads the known membrane 

proteins structure file(s) and creates a 20x20-association matrix based on the 

proximity of the amino acids that make up the TM regions. It is a knowledge-based 

process, similar to other available tools for the prediction of TM helix localisation 

and topology prediction. One example is MEMSAT (Jones et ai., 1994) that uses 

statistical tables (log likelihoods) compiled from well-characterised membrane 

proteins and dynamic programming algorithm, to recognise membrane topology 

models by expectation maximisation. PHDhtm (Rost et ai., 1994), uses information 

from proteins families and a neural network and DAS (Cserzo et aI., 1997) is based 

on the RreM scoring matrix originally introduced to improve alignments for G

protein coupled receptors. 

In the final version, the program development evolved from the 

linear/procedural programming design to object oriented programming, improving 

the processing time and increasing the reliability and robustness. For its 
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development, the basic Swiss-Prot and PDB 'classes' were created. These 'classes' 

manipulate the information contained in the PDB and Swiss-Prot files creating an 

'object' for different purposes. Since these created 'classes' are reusable, they were 

integrated into the TMRelate module. 

Additionally, TMDistance allows the searching for patterns of information in 

terms of ridge and groove arrangements, by looking for the interactions between 

glycine and aromatic (phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine, histidine) or aliphatic 

(isoleucine, leucine, valine) amino acids at the same depth. The significance of being 

able to identify such associations between the TM regions of membrane proteins, 

especially in terms of particular motifs formed by these amino acids when located 

four or three residues apart (formation of ridges and grooves), but also in terms of 

associations between single residues (associations possibly equivalent to partial 

ridge-groove arrangements), led to the further development of this module to a 

computational tool to allow more detailed analysis of these arrangements (see section 

10.3). 

An important aspect when testing TMDistance was the selection of the known 

membrane protein structures to generate the association matrix. Comparative 

analysis of the existing membrane protein structures has revealed that the 

crystallographic resolution of the structures is an important issue for the selection of 

the proteins for the formation of the dataset. The criteria set to choose the proteins 

were fundamental to the quality and subsequent predictive value of the generated 

matrix. 
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10.1.3. TMRelate 

The central module was TMRelate. This program represents an advance in the 

field of prediction of membrane protein 3D structure. No other piece of software has 

been developed using the same strategy to successfully predict associations between 

TM regions. From the membrane protein primary sequence, TMRelate predicts the 

associations between whole TM regions using a knowledge-based association matrix 

and the kPROT scale (Pilpel et. al., 1999). It uses a permutation algorithm to test all 

possible positions (end-on view) in order to find the arrangement with the best 

association score. Additionally, TMRelate predicts the associations between 

individual amino acids by rotating all the TM regions and predicting the angular 

orientation of each TM segment, i.e. to determine which residues are optimally 

exposed to the lipid phase and which are buried in the interior of the TM bundle. For 

this process, the algorithm scores every possible association between pairs of amino 

acids on adjacent TM regions using the created 20x20 association matrix, after 

considering the buried angle and the calculated depth between each amino acid in 

different TM segments. 

The generated output is given as a helix wheel representation with the highest 

scoring end-on arrangement rotated angle. Using this angle for each TM region, a 

3D-structure co-ordinate with a-carbon backbone is created. The created 3D 

structure is far from the ideal model, but it gives a good starting point to 3D 

structural prediction, and it can be evaluated by formulating benchmark results, as 

described in Chapter 9 (Evaluation). 
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An evaluation of the accuracy of the developed piece of software has been 

made using a set of 17 different membrane proteins with a differing number of TM 

regions, as assigned in their Swiss-Prot files. To obtain the percentage of correctly 

predicted associations, the corresponding known high-resolution 3D structures were 

used (corresponding PDB files with the best resolution) for comparison. For this 

process, an additional program called TMEvaluation was created, while the modules 

TMCompare and TMDistance were also used in order to prepare the dataset. 

TMCompare was used to select the PDB files with corresponding Swiss-Prot 

files and also to find the correct arrangement associations between TM regions. 

TMCompare was used to visualize and analyse the TM regions in the real structure, 

which was essential in the analysis of structures like Photosystem I (PDB code 

DBO) with 11 TM regions. Analysis of such structures using a molecular rendering 

program such as Rasmol and CHIME is a difficult task due to the nature of the 

structure i.e., 13 different sub-units and no visual information as to where the TM 

region starts and where it ends. TMCompare facilitates this analysis by reading the 

annotation of the TM regions from Swiss-Prot file and applying it to those amino 

acids in the structure, selecting and showing only the TM regions. 

TMDistance was used to create the association matrix used for the predictions 

where a dataset of 17 known high-resolution structures of membrane proteins has 

been used (Chapter 5). The final selection of the proteins of determined structure 

used to create the dataset gives a good general association matrix, because it is 

derived from a mixture of known structures of high resolution of membrane proteins 

that belong to different structural families. Using the association matrix, TMRelate 

was executed loading the membrane protein sequence in Swiss-Prot format, and the 
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number 

Average Average 
Protein # Of percentage percentage 

TM using using 
regions TMRe/ate TMRe/ate K 

Bacteriorhodo~sin (p02945 x 1C3W) 7 73.30% 96 .67% 
Rhodopsin (P02699 x 1U19) 7 63 .64% 68.69% 
Sensory Rhodopsin II (HR) (P42196 x 1H2S) 7 72.35% 68.68% 
Halorhodopsin (P16102 x 1E12) 7 63.83% 68.94% 
Aquaporin (P06624 x 1 YMG) 6 85.00% 81.11% 
Glycerol uptake facilitator protein 
iAguaglycero~orin lP11244 x 1FX8) 8 65.39% 74.35% 
Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Thermochromatium tepidum (P51762 x 1 EYS) 5 75.00% 100.00% 
Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Rhodopseudomonas viridis (P06009 x lDRX) 5 75.00% 100.00% 
Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (P02954 x 1 RZH ) 5 75.00% 100.00% 
P-type ATPase (P04191 x 1T5S) 10 55.26% 66.67% 
Respiratory proteins - Mitochondrial ADP/ADP 
carrier (P02722 x 10KC) 6 66.67% 96.29% 
Respiratory proteins - Fumarate Reductase 
complex (Wolinel/a succmogenes) 
P17413 x 1QLA 5 71.43% 100.00% 
V-ty~e ATPase (p43457 x 2BL2) 4 90.00% 100.00% 
Formate dehydrogenase-N: Escherichia coli 
(P24185 x 1KQF) 4 80.00% 100.00% 
Photosystem I - Thermosynechococcus 
elontatus ( P25896 x UBO) 11 69.69% 57 .89% 
AmtB ammonia channel (mutant): E. coli 
(P37905 x 1U7G) 11 66.67% 45.24% 
Cytochrome c oxidase, ba3: T. Thermophilus 
(Q5SJ79 x 1XME) 13 58.40% 50.00% 
Overall percentaqe 70.98% 80 .85% 
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results were compared with the corresponding known structure. T his process res ul ted 

percentage of correct associations between TM regions, calculated in an 

automated way by TMEvaluation. 

TMEvaluation reads the output arrangement from TMRelate, counts the 

of associations between each TM region and compares it with the 

con'espondent native structure (known 3D structure), calculating the percentage of 

correctly predicted associations between TM regions. The comparative res ults from 

mnning TMRelate and the TMRelate_K program are listed in the evaluation section 

(Chapter 9). A summary of the evaluation results is shown in table 10. 1: 

Table 10.1 - The eva uatlon of the prediction of TM region associations by TMR I eate 

After analysing the results from TMRelate, an average of higher than 70% of 

correct predicted associations between TM regions was observed, giving promising 
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indications for the approach. Furthennore, the execution of the version of TMRelate 

that uses the kPROT scale (TMRelate_l0 resulted in an even better average of 80% 

correctly predicted associations. The use of the kPROT scale made the software more 

accurate in tenns of predicting correct associations between TM regions. It predicts 

the buried and exposed sides of each TM region with better accuracy, which is 

fundamental to the algorithm that identifies the most associated (nonnally the most 

buried) TM region, making the prediction more precise than using the association 

matrix alone. 

Considering the obtained results, TMRelate can be developed further before it 

becomes available. The findings from using its two different versions suggest that the 

final version has to be based on that uses the kPROT scale in order to find the 

associations between TM regions. The association matrix is useful in the predicting 

the optimum rotational arrangement i.e. angle, for each TM region (see appendix ll

4). 

10.2. Advances to the field 

There are two important aspects to the approach and developed pieces of 

software: the use of a knowledge-based approach, based on real infonnation to 

predict the best associations between TM regions in order to build predicted 3D 

structure; and the optimisation strategy of testing all the possible arrangements and 

associations by pennutation. 

TMRelate uses statistical infonnation based on the associations between TM 

regions from known membrane protein structures (the association matrix). 
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• 

Statistically, the more structures with high resolution of membrane proteins that 

become available, the better the prediction will become, since the matrices created 

will be more populated giving better basis to the ab initio prediction. 

TMReiate_K incorporates another knowledge-based scale, the kPROT scale 

(Pilpel et ai., 1999) that is derived from more than 5000 known membrane protein 

sequences deposited in the Swiss-Prot databank (Bairoch & Apweiler, 2000). The 

use of this scale in addition to the developed algorithm provides a useful approach 

for identifying TM regions, by identifying which are likely to be buried, and those 

that are likely to be toward the outside, making the prediction more accurate. This 

algorithm is unique in terms of combining knowledge-based approaches with 

statistics and mathematics for the prediction of membrane protein associations and 

the a-carbon backbone 3D structure. The incorporation of the kPROT scale 

combined with the algorithm using the buried angle table (table A.7) is clearly 

advantageous, giving very accurate results in terms of prediction of the most buried 

TM region, and as shown in table 10.1 the average percentage of corrected predicted 

association between TM regions are about 10% higher. 

Furthermore, the use of a permutation approach gives confidence in arriving 

at optimised arrangements where all TM regions have been placed in all possible 

positions for a chosen configuration. However, with this approach, there is a 

disadvantage in terms of processing time, particularly when the number of TM 

regions is higher than 12. This is due to the fact that the permutation is based on a 

factorial and for every additional TM region, there is a many fold increase in the 

number of calculations needed. Nevertheless, considering the number of TM regions 

as defined in table 10.2, the associations of a large proportion of membrane proteins 
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(membrane proteins with less than 13 TM regi ons) can be p redic ted in a reasonable 

time using the developed permutation method. 

Table 10.2 - The number of membrane proteins classified by TM reg ions in the Swiss-Prot 
database. 

Number of Number of Swiss- Prot Number of Swiss - Prot 
TM regions entries with TRANSMEM tag. entries with TRANSMEM tag . 

Version 15-Nov-2002 Vers i on 08 -Nov- 2 005 
1 5672 (34.41% ) 9328 (3 4.10 %) 
2 1701 (10.32%) 2593 ( 9.48%) 
3 926 (5.61%) 1380 ( 5. 04%) 
4 14 27 (8.65%) 2504 ( 9 .15 %) 
5 666 (4 .04% ) 1203 ( 4.40%) 
6 1077 (6.53%) 1 852 ( 6.77%) 
7 19 88 (12.06%) 3501 (1 2 .8 0%) 
8 501 (3 . 03% ) 7 93 ( 2 .90 %) 
9 25 1 ( l.52 %) 383 ( l.40% ) 

10 572 (3.47%) 1079 ( 3.94 %) 
11 436 (2 .64 %) 712 ( 2.60%) 
12 868 (5.26%) 1376 ( 5.03%) 
13 142 (0.86%) 219 ( 0 . 80%) 
14 1 07 (0. 64%) 1 63 ( 0 .59 %) 
15 29 (0 . 17%) 57 ( 0.21%) 
16 17 (0.10%) 30 ( 0.11%) 
17 35 (0.2 1% ) 59 ( 0.21%) 
18 3 (0 . 02%) 13 ( 0.05% ) 
19 3 (0 .0 2%) 9 ( 0. 03%) 
20 1 (0 . 01%) 4 ( 0.01%) 
21 8 ( 0.03%) 
22 1 (0.01%) 15 ( 0.05%) 
23 1 (0.01%) 3 ( 0.01%) 
24 57 (0 . 34% ) 66 ( 0.24%) 
30 2 (0 .02 % ) 2 ( 0 . 01%) 
41 1 ( 0.00 4%) 

Total 1 6483 27353 

The table was derived from the analysis of two different versions of the Swiss-Prot database 
search ing for the keyword "TRANSMEM". The first version is f rom 15-November-2002 and 
contained 16483 entries. The second version is from 08-Nov-2005 and contained 27353 entries. 
The number of t ransmembrane proteins deposited in the Swiss-Prot database has increased 
about 65% in three years, but the percentage distribution of the number of TM regions is similar 
between the two vers ions. 

The helix wheel representation created by TMRelate gives a graphical output, 

showing the rotational angle and a position for each amino acid that allows detailed 

structural scrutiny. The only similar output is found in SOSUI (H irokawa et. al., 

1998) a secondary structure prediction tool available on the Internet 

( hllp : //sosui . prOlcol11e . blO . tual.ac . ip/s(~ uirramcOE.html ). This tool gIves the 

predicted TM region in a helix wheel representati on but without any re lational 
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associations between the predicted TM segments, showing only a representation of 

the unrelated individual helix wheels side by side. 

The optimal rotational angle is another feature advanced in the developed 

piece of software. The method developed by Pilpel and colleagues (1999) for 

automatic helix orientation prediction using the kPROT scale 

(http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.illkPROT), gives a predicted angle for each TM region. 

In their study, it was observed that using the kPROT scale to predict the angular 

orientation of each TM segment is better than hydrophobic moments (Eisenberg et 

al., 1982, 1984; Rees et al., 1989) and methods based on the statistics of known 

high-resolution structures of integral membrane proteins to derive lipid exposure 

III propensities of the different residues (Cronet et al., 1993; Donnelly et al., 1993). , 
However, the kPROT system does not predict the associations between TM regions; I 
rather it builds the rotational angle for each TM region considering the known I 
general configuration like for the bacteriorhodopsin and glycophorin family. By 

contrast, TMRelate uses two stages to obtain a full structural prediction; the optimal 

(highest scoring) configuration based on the association score between TM regions, 

and the optimal rotational angle for each TM region in relation to all other TM 

regions based on propensity for being buried or exposed, building a 3D structure (J.

carbon backbone for each TM region. 

10.3. Future work 

http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.illkPROT
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10.3.1. Improvements to the developed software 

When considering the many solved high resolution proteins, it is observed 

that a-helices are not ideal cylinders fixed by linear hydrogen bonds, but up to 60% 

are curved or even sharply kinked (Barlow and Thornton, 1998) and 90% of the 

hydrogen bonds are bifurcated (Preissner et al., 1999). The next step of the 

development is to improve the 3D model using a helix kink database of helix breaks 

and kinks developed by a colleague, Dina Sarakinou (Sarakinou et aI., 2001) using a 

program called TMAlpha. This piece of software may be used to confirm alpha and 

beta structure, quantifying percentage alpha composition of individual TM regions 

and for all those in a given protein. It also calculates helix tilt, including 3D tilt with 

respect to particular axes, as well as precisely locating points of helix breakage, 

amino acids located in non-helical regions and the changes in helix tilt and 

orientation (kinking) that occur at given helix breaks. The resulting information is 

being used for the construction of a database of series of amino acids involved in 

helix breaks and the extent and nature of kinking brought about. This database will 

be used to create the tilt and the bend of a given a-helix to be constructed, based on 

the specific sequence of the TM region. 

Another approach being used to refine predicted models is the use of a GA 

(Genetic Algorithm). The research carried out by Noushin Minaji-Moghaddam 

(Minaji-Moghaddam et ai., unpub) uses predicted 3D models as a starting point and 

applies a GA to create new generations of structures. In the GA, a. population of 

current solutions is maintained. The solutions evolve by mutations and crossovers. In 

computational terms, the operation consists of exchanging parts of strings between 
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pairs of solutions, so as to produce new solutions. Through such interactions, good 

features from one solution can be transferred to the others and further evolved. The 

solutions are evaluated by calculation of energy, by the force-field approach. The 

results appear promising, with populations of 3D structures showing gradual 

improvement by selection. 

10.3.2. Software availability 

TMRelate will be available soon on the research group web site 

(http://membrancproleins.swan.ac.uk), providing researchers with an important tool 

for predicting the associations between TM regions of membrane proteins. The user 

will submit a sequence in the Swiss-Prot format or a raw sequence in PASTA format, 

and obtain a representation with the optimal configuration based on the kPROT scale 

and association matrix. It will run as a batch file returning the prediction bye-mail or 

by accessing a given temporary web address with the result. 

http:http://membrancproleins.swan.ac.uk
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion 


Knowledge of membrane protein folding is stiIl rudimentary and the numbers 

of 3D structures are small in comparison with the soluble proteins. However, in the 

past 5 years, the number of new unique helix bundle structures has increased to 38 

(Bowie, 2005). These new structures will help the researchers working in the 

membrane proteins area in many ways, but especially the people working in 

computational prediction methods, for validating and improving existing structural 

prediction methods and to understand more about how primary sequence, 

associations between amino acids, and secondary structure are related to tertiary 

structure, allowing the development of new predictive methods. The reliable 

prediction of the basis of membrane protein 3D structure, namely the adjacencies and 

orientations of TM regions directly from amino acid sequence will represent a 

significant advance for this field. 

The software tools developed here have made good ground with respect to 

predicting the general arrangement of TM regions, but have also provided insight 

into how difficult it is to develop reliable in silico methods to predict membrane 

protein 3D structure from the primary sequence. For the first stage, dealing with 

inter-helical associations, the predictive tool is useful for casting light the 

relationship between the general arrangements of amino acids that compose the TM 
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I 

regions, and may be used for focusing laboratory experiments to specific residues or 

regions of a protein. At this stage, the generated 3D structures are highly 

approximate cylindrical structures, but they may however provide some reasonable 

I ideas about general structure and serve as a baseline for laboratory structural 

elucidation and investigation of structure/function relationships. The created 

i 
association matrix can be used as a statistical representation of the associations 

I 
[' between amino acids that form the TM region, providing strong motivation for the 

development of further tools involving patterns of associations. This approach can 

also further understanding about the determinants of helix assembly of membrane 

proteins and helix packing. 

Considering future development, it is an exciting time. After analysing the 

results obtained, it is clear that the work carried out in the project can be improved in 

many ways. Several modules will be incorporated in the very near future, such as 

evolutionary computing approaches using a genetic algorithm to refine predicted 

structures based on iterative evaluation of calculated free energy; and understanding 

the sequence determinants of helix kinking and predicting effects on structure will be 

an important issue. These kinks enable the small structural adjustments needed to 

position functional groups precisely, which could facilitate functional diversification 

of a common architecture (Bowie, 2006). The integration of these considerations and 

approaches to predicting 3D structure will greatly improve the value of the predictive 

approach and associated software tools. 
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Glossary 

Me - An Active Server Page (ASP) is an HTML page that includes one or 

more scripts (small-embedded programs) that are processed on a 

Microsoft Web server before the page is sent to the user. An ASP is 

somewhat similar to a server-side include or a common gateway interface 

(CGI) application in that all involve programs that run on the server J 

usually tailoring a page for the user. Typically, the script in the Web page 

at the server uses input received as the result of the user's request for 

the page to access data from a database and then builds or customises 

the page on the fly before sending it to the requestor. ASP is a feature of 

the Microsoft Internet Information Server (lIS), but, since the server-side 

script is just building a regular HTML page, it can be delivered to almost 

any browser. 

BLAST - (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), provides a method for 

rapid searching of nucleotide and protein databases. Since the BLAST 

algorithm detects local as well as global alignments, regions of similarity 

embedded in otherwise unrelated proteins can be detected. Both types of 

similarity may provide important clues to the function of uncharacterized 

proteins. 

Bootstrap - In statistics bootstrapping is a method for estimating the 

sampling distribution of an estimator by re-sampling with replacement 

from the original sample. 

Chime - Chime is a molecular gtaphics browser ph.tg{rilhilJt is freeware 

from MOL information systems. ChIme is in parti6ui~ upOn the molecular 
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graphics rendering and command language in RasMol. However, Chime 

has several additional significant capabilities, such as the ability to render 

solvent-accessible molecular surfaces and animations (Martz, 2002). 

Class - In object-oriented programming, a class is a template definition 

of the methods and variables in a particular kind of object. Thus, an 

object is a specific instance of a class; it contains real values instead of 

variables. The class is one of the defining ideas of object-oriented 

programming. Among the important ideas about classes are: 

- A class can have subclasses that can inherit all or some of the 

characteristics of the class. In relation to each subclass, the class 

becomes the super-class. 

- Subclasses can also define their own methods and variables that are 

not part of their super-class. 

- The structure of a class and its subclasses is called the class hierarchy. 

Compiler - A compiler is a special program that processes statements 

written in a particular programming language and turns them into 

machine language or "code" that a computer's processor uses. Typically, 

a programmer writes language statements in a language such as Pascal 

or C one line at a time using an editor. The file that is created contains 

what are called the source statements. The programmer then runs the 

appropriate language compiler, specifying the name of the file that 

contains the source statements. 

HMM - Hidden MarkQY model - The Hidden Markov Model is a finite 

set of states, each of which is associated with a (generally 

multidimensional) probability distributton. Transitions amon9' the states 

are governed by a set of probabilities called tranSition probabilities. In a 

particular state an outcome or observation can be generated, according 

to the associated probability distribution. It is only the outcome, not the 

state visible to an external observer and therefore states are "hIdden" 

to the outSide; hence the name Hidden Markov Model. 
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HTML - (Hypertext Mark-up Language) is the set of mark-up symbols or 

codes inserted in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser 

page. 

hydrophobicity - The property of being water-repellent; tending to repel 

and not absorb water. 

Linux - Linux (often pronounced LIH-nuhks with a short "i") is an UNIX

like operating system that was designed to provide personal computer 

users a free or very low-cost operating system comparable to traditional 

and usually more expensive UNIX systems. Linux has a reputation as a 

very efficient and fast-performing system. linux's kernel (the central part 

of the operating system) was developed by Linus Torvalds at the 

University of Helsinki in Finland. To complete the operating systemr 

Torvalds and other team members made use of system components 

developed by members of the Free Software Foundation for the GNU 

project. linux is a remarkably complete operating systemr including a 

graphical user interfacer an X Window Systemr TCP/IPr the Emacs editorr 

and other components usually found in a comprehensive UNIX system. 

Although copyrights are held by various creators of Linux's componentsr 

Linux is distributed using the Free Software Foundation's copyleft 

stipulations that mean any modified version that is redistributed must in 

turn be freely available. 

Lipid Bilayer - A double-layer of amphipathic lipid molecules arranged 

with their non-polar hydrocarbon tails facing inward. These bilayers can 

spontaneously form under certain conditions; the plasma membranes of 

animal cells are formed mainly from phospholipid (phosphate-containing 

lipids) bilayers. The structure of the lipid bilayer explains its function as a 

barrier. Lipids are fats, like oil r that are insoluble in water. There are two 

important regions of a lipid that provide the structure of the lipid bilayer: 

the hydrophilic region r also called a polar head region, and the 
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hydrophobic, or non-polar tail region. The hydrophilic region is attracted 

to aqueous water conditions while the hydrophobic region is repelled from 

such conditions. Since a lipid molecule contains regions that are both 

polar and non-polar, they are called amphipathic molecules (Definition 

from Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilLipid bilayer). 

Neural Network - In information technology, a neural network is a 

system of programs and data structures that approximates the operation 

of the human brain. A neural network usually involves a large number of 

processors operating in parallel, each with its own small sphere of 

knowledge and access to data in its local memory. Typically, a neural 

network is initially "trained" or fed large amounts of data and rules about 

data relationships (for example, "A grandfather is older than a person's 

father"). A program can then tell the network how to behave in response 

to an external stimulus (for example, to input from a computer user who 

is interacting with the network) or can initiate activity on its own (within 

the limits of its access to the external world). 

In making determinations, neural networks use several prinCiples, 

including gradient-based training, fuzzy logic, genetiC algorithms, and 

Bayesian methods. Neural networks are sometimes described in terms of 

knowledge layers, with, in general, more complex networks having 

deeper layers. In feed forward systems, learned relationships about data 

can "feed forward" to higher layers of knowledge. Neural networks can 

also learn temporal concepts and have been widely used in signal 

processing and time series analysis. 

Current applications of neural networks include: oil exploration 

data analYSiS, weather prediction, the interpretation of nucleotide 

sequences in biology labs, and the exploration of models of thinking and 

consciousness. 

f.Q.Il - (Protein data bank) is a weekly updated archive of experimentally 

determined three-dimensional structures of biological macromolecules, 

serving a global community of researchers, educators, and students. The 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilLipid
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archives contain atomic co-ordinates, bibliographic citations, primary and 

secondary structure information, as well as crystallographic structure 

factors and NMR experimental data (Berman et al., 2000). 

Perl - (Practical Extraction and Reporting Language) is a script 

programming language that is similar in syntax to the C language and 

that includes a number of popular UNIX facilities such as SED and awk. 

plugin - Plug-in applications are programs that can easily be installed 

and used as part of your Web browser. The Delphi program is using a 

web browser component to show some html output. 

PSI-BLAST - (Position specific iterative BLAST) refers to a feature of 

BLAST 2.0 in which a profile (or position specific scoring matrix, PSSM) is 

constructed (automatically) from a multiple alignment of the highest 

scoring hits in an initial BLAST search. The PSSM is generated by 

calculating position-specific scores for each position in the alignment. 

Highly conserved positions receive high scores and weakly conserved 

positions receive scores near zero. The profile is used to perform a 

second (etc.) BLAST search and the results of each "iteration" used to 

refine the profile. This iterative searching strategy results in increased 

sensitivity. 

RSMP - Root mean square deviation - For a set of data, we can 

compute the mean, and we can compute the deviation of each piece of 

data, i.e. how far it is from the mean. The squared deviation is the 

square of the deviation, and the mean squared deviation is the mean of 

all these squared deviations. 

(Taken from: http://tbesaurus.maths.org/dictionary/map!wordJ3701) 

String - In programming, a string is a contiguous sequence of symbols 

or values, such as a character string (a sequence of characters) or a 

binary digit string (a sequence of binary values). 

http://tbesaurus.maths.org/dictionary/map!wordJ3701
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Variability - The quality, state, or degree of being variable or 

changeable. A quantitative measure of the degree to which scores in a 

distribution are spread out or clustered together. It describes the 

distribution by giving the distance within the distribution. Also measures 

how well an individual score represents the entire distribution. 

UNIX - (often spelled "Unix" in news media) is an operating system that 

originated at Bell Labs in 1969 as an interactive time-sharing system. 

Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie are considered the inventors of UNIX. 

The terms a bove are ta ken from: http://www.whatis.com 

http:http://www.whatis.com
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For the TMCompare paper please see 

Togawa, R.C., Antoniw, J. F. and Mullins, J. G. L. (2001) ‘TMCompare: 
transmembrane region sequence and structure’, Bioinformatics, 

17(12), pp. 1238-1239. 
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Appendix II 

Algorithm descriptions 

1) TMCompare 

The algorithm 

Input: A membrane protein file in PDB format. 

Output: A visual comparison between PDB and Swiss-Prot files, in a textual 

format and 3D structural view. 

1.1. User interface and definitions 

To begin the program, the user operates a file selection menu and chooses the 

PDB file, and then TMCompare begins the processing of the differences between PDB and 

Swiss-Prot files. 

From the PDB file a "DBREF" tag will be used to identify the corresponding Swiss-

Prot file. This tag Is especially important to the conversiDn of the sequence 
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correspondence between the POB and Swiss-Prot file and may be used to define the new 

residue position in the POB file. The figure A.l shows how TMCompare superimposes the 

logical position (sequence) into the physical position (structure) used by the POB file. 

Figure A. 1 - The "OBREF" ta from the POB file and its' use in TMCom are 

Position 2 in POB file corres onds to Position 15 in Swiss-Prot file. 

a 

DBREr l AT SWS P02 94 5 BACR_HALHA 244 

1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
Tag PDB Begin and Sw i s-Pr oi: Sw i ss - Pro t Swi s s -Pro t Be g in a nd 

name code End o f PDB t ag acce s s i on I D e nd o f Swi s s -


Sequence numbe r Pro t sequenc e 


HE I X 1 A GLU 9 GLY 31 1 
HELI X 2 B PRO 37 LE 6 2 1 
H· LI X 3 C TRP 8 0 LEU 1 0 1 
HE I X 4 D GLY 106 ALA 126 1 
HELI X 5 E TYR 131 GLY 15 5 1 
HELI X 6 F PRO 16 5 I LE 191 1 
HELI X 7 G LEU 2 01 LEU 22 4 1 

. ~Q I TGR PEI'i IWLALGT ALMGLGTL YFLVKGMGVS DPDAKK FYA I TTLVPA I AFTMYL SMLLGYGLTMVP 
FGGEQNPIYWARYADWLFTTPLLLLDLALLVDADQGTILALVGADGI MI GTGLVGALTKVYSYRFVWWAI 
STAAMLY ILYVLFFGFTSKAESMRP EVASTFKVLRNVTVVLWSAY PVVWL IGSEGAGIVPLNI ETLLFMV 
LDVSAKVGFGL I LLRSRAIFG 
Swiss-Prot File Informati o n for p02945 

b 
F TRANSMEM 24 42 HELI X A. 

FT 'I'RANSMEM 57 7 5 HELI X B. 


T TRANSME~! 92 1 09 HELI X C. 

FT TRANSMEM 1 2 1 1 40 HELI X D. 

FT TRANSMEM 14 8 167 HELI X E . 

FT TRANSMEM 1 86 20 4 HEL I X F . 

FT TRANSMEM 217 236 HELI X G. 


MLELLPTAVEGVSQ~QITGRPEWIWLALGTALMGLGTLYFLVKGMGVSDPDAKKFYAITTLVPA I AFTMY 

LSMLLGYGLTMVPFGGEQNP IYWARYAm'JLFTTPLLLLDLALLVDADQGTILAL VGADG IMIGTGLVGAL 
TKVYSYRFVWWAISTAAMLYILYVLFFGFTSKAESMRPEVAST FKVLRNVTVVLWSAYPVVWL I GSEGAG 

VPLN IETLLFMVLDVSAKVGFGLILLRSRAIFGEAEAPEPSAGDGAAATSD 

c 

POB file A EWIWLALGTALMGLGTLYFLVKG 

Swiss A HILALGTALMGLGTLYFLV 
Prot file 

This figure shows the importance of the PCB "OBREF" tag. This tag might appear or not 
depending on the particular POB file. In some cases it can have one entry for each sub-unit 
and subsequently more than one "OBREF" entry is found. It provides the information 
required to convert the sequence positions (upper blue arrows). ~) Shows the POB a-helix 
definitions and the OBREF tag. Q) Shows the Swiss-Prot TRANSM EM tag with the TM 
regions definition. f ) Shows how TMCompare aligns the sequence to identify the correct TM 
region using the POB co-ordinates . 
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The RasMol script with the rendering commands are created "on the fly" when 

TMCompare is executed and activated by the buttons available on the interface. The 

following RasMol scripts are used to create the different TM region selections displayed in 

the upper frame. The following script lines are taken from the execution of TMCompare 

running with the PDB code lAT9 (Bacteriorhodopsin). 

Table A.1 - Rasmol script for the 3 defined buttons 
a) Rasmol Script for the left button, for the PDB a-helix display: 

s el ect a ll; Car toon; color ~~ite; 
Select 9- 31; Color [255, 000 ,0 00] ; 
Select 37 - 62; Co l or [000,204 ,000]; 
Select 80 - 10 0 ; Color [ 000,000 ,2 55 ]; 
Select 106 - 126; Color [255,000,255]; 
Select 131-155; Color [255, 128 ,128]; 
Select 165-1 91; Co l or [2 55 ,2 55,000 J ; 
Select 201-224; Color [255,128,000]; 

b) Rasmol script for the middle button, for the defined Swiss-Prot TM 
regions: 

Select all; Cartoon; color White; 
Select 11 - 29; Color [255,00 0 , 000]; 
Select 44 -62 ; Color [000,204, 000 ]; 
Select 79-96; Color [000,000,255 ]; 
Select 108-1 27; Color [255,00 0,25 5J; 
Select 135 - 154; Color [255,128,128 J ; 
Select 173 -19 1; Co l or [255,255,000]; 
Select 204 - 223; Color [255,128,000]; 
c) Rasmol script for the right button , only for the Swiss-Prot TM regions 

hiding the structure surrounding these regions 
Select all ; Cartoon off; color \.mite; 

Select 11-29; Col or [2 55, 000,000]; Cartoon; 

Select 44 -62; Color [000,204,000]; Cartoon; 

Select 79-96; Color [000,000,255]; Cartoon; 

Select 108-127; Color [255,000,255]; Cartoon; 

Select 135 - 154; Color [255,128,128]; Cartoon; 

Select 173-191; Color [255,255 , 000]; Cartoon; 

Select 204 - 22 3; Color [255,128,0 00]; Cartoon; 


In the item (a) the 'select' command uses sequence ranges, which are taken 

directly from the PDB file using a 'HELIX' tag. The items (B) and (c) 'select' command 

uses sequence ranges, which are the result of the conversion using the ' DBREF' tag. 

TMCompare also downloads the Swiss-Prot file from the Swiss-Prot web site. If 

the user chooses the "Network Swiss-Prot file" option, it will download the corresponding 

Swiss-Prot file using the cross-referenced Swiss-Prot accession number (using DBREF 

tag). If "Loca l Swiss-Prot file" is chosen, TMCompare will work with the local Swiss-Prot 

file located in the directory in which TMCompare is running. Figure A.2 shows the network 

option. 
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Figure A. 2 - Option menu in TMCompare 

",r' TMCompare - Examine diffe ",r' TMCompare - Examine diffe 
file lIMit.nt. 6bout tielp file IIMlt.M. 6bout tielp 

., .bocal SwissProt File .bocal SwissProt File 

b!.etwork SwissProt File ., b!.etwork SwissProt File 

~how Text Information ~how Text Information 

This figure shows the menu option for work with local or to download the Swiss
Prot file. The program is using the following web address at the main Swiss-Prot 
web site for downloading the file: htlp:llwww.expasy.ch/cgi-bin/get-sprol
raw.pl?<Swiss-Prol code> 

1. 2. Algorithm implementation 

Main loop 

Using the loaded PDB file, the algorithm performs a loop searching for the 

"DBREF" tag. If a "SWS" string was found in the string, it stores the a-helix 

positions using the HELIX tag (beginning and end of each a-helix). Otherwise, it 

shows only the PDB file information and reads the next "DBREF" entry. After 

manipulating the PDB file, the program manipulates the Swiss-Prot file . It is 

necessary to use the corresponding Swiss-Prot accession number (from "DBREF"), 

and download the Swiss-Prot file from the Internet or local working directory . 

Then it reads the TM regions from Swiss-Prot file using the "FT TRANSMEM" tag 

(the transmembrane regions are obtained using HMMTOP algorithm and the 

predicted transmembrane regions are placed at the FT TRANSMEM tag), and 

stores this information in the program tables (beginning and end of each TM 

region). Also, using the DBREF tag, the program generates the alignments for 

each sequence, see figure A.l. 

With all the information necessary to analyse the PDB and Swiss-Prot files, 

the algorithm creates 2 frames within the user interface form using the Web 

component (upper frame for 3D structure view and lower frame for sequence 

view) . In the sequence frame coloured lines are generated showing the TM and 

Helix regions with corresponding alignments (see figure 6.2). For the 3D structure 

frame the program loads the PDB file and creates 3 buttons with chime scripts 

(see table A.i). The first button will select, colour and show regions of structure 

defined by the PDB alpha helix definition (Using 'HELIX' tag) . The second button 

will select, colour and show the Swiss-Prot TM region (using the "FT TRANSMEM" 

tag) using the correspondent PDB X, Y, Z co-ordinates) and the third button will 

select, colour and show only the TM region (using "FT TRANSMEM" tag) hiding the 

structure outside the TM regions. 

http:lIMit.nt
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2) TMLimits 

2 .1. Definitions 

The basis of the described algorithm rests on first finding the average spatial 

coordinate in terms of X, Y, and Z for the ends of the TM regions at each side of the 

membrane, indicated by Swiss-Prot TRANSMEM tags . The distance between the end of 

each individual TM region and the central point is calculated , and then the vector between 

this central point and the end alpha (CA) of each TM region (i.e. the average rate of 

change of X, Y, and Z per unit distance from the central point) . From these values , and by 

using defined radii for virtual rim atoms, a circular rim is generated , resulting in the 

appearance of a circular face surrounding the central point at each side of the membrane . 

Special attention is given to the beginning and the end of each side of the TM 

region to calculate the central point, as shown in the figure A.3: 

Figure A. 3 - Scheme of loops and alpha helix distribution 

----•• TM regionsfc d eba 

I ~-------------+. Loops 

1st residue 

regl.on ' a ' 
 Las t residue of TM 

r egion 'b ' 

This figu re shows the direction scheme for each TM region with their corresponding 
loop. In order to calculate each side of the membrane, TM regions 'a ' and 'b ' are 
considered, the first a-carbon residue co-ordinate of the TM region 'a' needs to be used 
with the last a-carbon residue of the TM region 'b' and so on. 

For the calculation of the central point and the circle surrounding it, the following 

definitions are used: 

X centre = average X co-ordinate at centre of circle 

Ycentre = average Y co-ordinate at centre of circle 
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Zcentre = average Z co-ordinate at centre of circle 

Xrim = X co-ordinate at edge of circle 

Yrim = Y co-ordinate at edge of circle 

Zrim = Z co-ordinate at edge of circle 

6X = Change in X 

6Y = Change in Y 

6Z = Change in Z 

v6X = average change in X per unit distance (Angstrom) (3D vector) 

v6Y = average change in Y per unit distance (Angstrom) (3D vector) 

v6Z = average change in Z per unit distance (Angstrom) (3D vector) 

Calculating the average X, Y and Z co-ordinates at each side of the membrane 

gives the central point for the membrane protein on a mathematically averaged 

membrane face. The average change in X, Y and Z, per unit of distance is used to 

calculate the series of circles surrounding the central point and is calculated by the 

following formula: 

( Xcoord of a - Xcoord of d ) 

Di stance between ax and d, 

The formula considers the change in X and TM regions 'a' and 'd' (see figure A.3): 

2 .2. Algorithm im plementat ion 

Calculating the averaged position of the m embrane 

Using the loaded PDB file, and after allowing for positional differences for 

amino aCids defined by the "DBREF" tag (the same algorithm used in 

TMCompare), the algorithm calculates the central point for each membrane face 

by taking the first and last X, Y, Z a-carbon co-ordinates for each TM region, and 

calculating the average for each side. This central point is named Xcentre, Ycentre and 

Zcentre. The next step is to calculate the change in X (!'!.X), change in Y (!'!.Y) and 

change in Z (!'!.Z) from this central point to the end of each TM region. This will be 

calculated by considering the sum of the distance difference between each TM 
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region and the centre for each co-ordinate divided by the true distance between 

those parts. 

Using the central X, Y and Z calculated co-ordinates and the 6.X, 6.Y and 

6.Z; the algorithm will create the circles surrounding this point by incrementally 

increasing the radius (R). The rim is calculated by multiplying the radius by 6. 

added by the central point. Using these values a 4 times loop (to build 4 circles 

around the central point) is executed, calculating each pOint and creating the PDB 

like output with the 2 new chains (V and W) composing the wall of the membrane. 

The final result of TMLimits showing the faces of the membrane is 

presented in the figure A.4. 

Figure A. 4 - Output of the TMLimits program 

1 2 3 


This figure shows the output created by TMLimits. 1) Lateral view with the membrane wall. 2) 
The same view but with some rotation. 3) The end-on view; the dot indicated by the arrow is 
the calculated centre point of the TM regions. 

This development is in the process of being converted for inclusion in the 

membrane proteins group web server for public use. 

The development trend for the Internet applications is increasingly visually 

oriented. For structural analysis, it is important that the capabilities to manipulate the 

image (rotate, slab, zoom, etc) are available in order to better understand and more 

clearly study particular proteins. In this project we gave special attention to an important 

aspect of the design philosophy : to provide outputs in explicit graphical form . 

Consequently a user-friendly interface is created which makes the process of investigating 

new structures of membrane proteins more efficient and reliable. 
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3) TMDistance 

The algorithm 

Input: A membrane protein file in PDB format. 

Output: An association matrix. 

3.1. User interface and definitions 

The user selects the distance range (in angstroms) using the selection box and 

TMDistance adopts this parameter for the calculation. The default distance is 3.0 A. The 

user can select one or more PDB files to create the 20x20 association matrix, by pressing 

the 'ctrl' key in the file selection menu. 

The TM regions extracted from the Swiss-Prot file ("TRANSMEM" tag) will be used 

instead of the PDB "HELIX" tag. For this purpose a "DBREF" tag from the PDB file is used 

for the conversion (see figure A.l). If the corresponding Swiss-Prot file is not in the 

working directory, TMDistance downloads the Swiss-Prot file from the Swiss-Prot web site 

(http- :I/www.expasy.ch). 

The internal mathematical structure of the created matrix is a bi-dimensional 

array with 400 positions (matrix [i,j)), corresponding to the 20x20 for the different amino 

acids. 'i' and 'j' vary from 1 to 20 and correspond to the amino acids in alphabetical order 

as follows: 

[1] := 'ALA' [11] := 'LEU' 
[2] := 'ARG' [12] := 'LYS' 
[3] := 'ASN' [13] := 'MET' 
[4] := 'ASP' [14] := 'PHE' 
[5] := 'CYS' [15] := 'PRO' 
[6] := 'GLN' [16J := 'SER' 
[7] := 'GLU' [17] := 'THR' 
[8] := 'GLY' [18] := 'TRP' 
[9] := 'HIS' [19] := 'TYR' 
[10] :='ILE' r201 := 'VAL' 

http:http-:I/www.expasy.ch
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3.2. Algorithm implementation 

Generation of the association matrix 

To create the association matrix, the following steps are executed for the 

chosen PDB file(s). For each PDB file, the algorithm searches for the "DBREF" tag 

entry. Once the tag is found, it searches for "SWS" string to find the appropriate 

Swiss-Prot accession number. If it is necessary the program downloads and saves 

the corresponding Swiss-Prot file in the working directory. If it is necessary 

TMDistance converts the amino acid sequence numbers between PDB and Swiss

Prot files using the information contained in the DBREF tag (see figure A.i). Then 

the algorithm creates and saves a temporary PDB file with the corresponding TM 

region from the Swiss-Prot file saved into the new PDB file (keeping the new 

HELIX tag) to be used in the next step. Using the created PDB file, the program 

reads the spatial co-ordinates for the atom in each TM region. With each residue 

pair in different TM regions, if the ciistance between the two residues is less than a 

user-selected distance (calculated by the distance formula), the relevant residue

pair is added to the internal bi-dimensional array (matrix counter). After all the 

PDB file(s) are read, TMDistance creates the matrix output with the average 

distances represented in the internal bi-dimensional array. 

4) TMRelate 

The algorithm 

Input: A 2Qx20 association matrix and a membrane protein sequence file in the 

Swiss-Prot format. 

Output: Predicted associations between TM regions in a graphical output and a 

predicted 3D model for the TM regions of the whole structure. 
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4.1. User interface and definitions 

To 	begin using TMRelater the user chooses the appropriate overall configuration. 

(i.e. 	the positions in which each possible combination of TM regions are to be tested) by 

pressing the buttons. The program gives an error if the number of TM regions in the 

Swiss-Prot file is less than the number made available in the selected configuration. To 

find how many TM regions are in the Swiss-Prot filer the algorithm counts the 

"TRANSMEM" tags. 

The next required input is the loading of the association matrixr previously 

created and saved by the TMDistance module. This matrix is stored in an internal bi

dimensional array for ready use. 

The final input required is the Swiss-Prot file containing the membrane protein 

sequence and defined TM regions information. Then TMRelate will start to predict the 

associations between available TM regions. 

TMRelate will extract r calculate or associate the following information from the 

Swiss-Prot file: 

o 	 The Swiss-Prot Identification: Extracted using the 'ID' tag from the Swiss-Prot file. 

o 	 The Swiss-Prot accession number: Extracted using the 'AC' tag from the Swiss-Prot file. 

o 	 The Swiss-Prot last updated information: Extracted using the 'DT' tag from the Swiss

Prot file. 

a The Swiss-Prot description: Extracted using the 'DE' tag from the SWiss-Prot file. 

o 	 The amino acid residues sequence: Extracted using the 'SQ' tag from the Swiss-Prot 

file. 

a 	 The amino acid residues sequence length: Calculated by counting the number of amino 

acid in the sequence. 

o 	 The transmembrane (TM) region: Extracted using the 'FT TRANSMEM' tag from the 

Swiss-Prot file. 

o 	 The number of the first and last amino acid of each TM region: Extracted using the 'FT 

TRANSMEM' tag from Swiss-Prot file. 

o 	 The length of each TM region: Calculated as indicated below: 

• 	 TMLength:= (sequential number of the last residue - sequential number of the first residue) + I 

o 	 The lowest TM length: Obtained by calculating the length of each transmembrane 

region, and then selecting the lowest. 

o 	 The sequence loops: Extracted from the amino acid sequence. In the program, every 

amino acid outside the TM region Is considered loop. 
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o 	 The membrane thickness: Calculated by multiplying the lowest TM region length by 1.5 

(the rise along the a-helix for each amino acid is 1.5 A) 
o 	 The N-terminus position based on the inside-positive rule (Von Heijne, 1992): Obtained 

by the ratio between the positive and negative charges of amino acids found on the 

extra-membrane loops. If the positi ve: negative ratio on the inside is higher than that 

on the outside, the N-terminus is inside of the membrane . If the positive:negative ratio 

on the inside is lower than that on the outside, the N-terminus is outside the 

membrane. 

o 	 Designation of an angle for each residue (this angle will be used to simulate the TM 

region rotation): For each residue is given an angle value . This angle corresponds to the 

rotational position in the a-helix. An a-helix has 3.6 amino aCid s per turn, making 100° 

the difference between each amino acid. The angle zero is given for the first residue in 

each TM region and an increment of 100° is added to the next residue position. Starting 

from one side of the membrane, the angle is increased by 100° for each subsequent 

amino acid, and starting from the other side, the angle is decreased by 100° (see figure 

A.S). 

Figure A. 5 - An example of the designated angle values for each TM region 
P0 29 54 ; 

REACTI ON CENTER PROTE I N L CHAI N (PHOTOSYNTHETI C REACTI ON CENTER L SUBUNI T) . 


ALLSFERKYRVPGGTLVGGNLFDFWVGPFYVGFFGVATFFFAALGI I LI AWSAVLQGTWN PQLISVY PPALEYGLGGAPL 

AKGG UvQI ITICATGAFVS\vALREVEI CRKLGI GYH I PFAFAF AI LA Y LTLVLFR PVMMGAWGY AF PYGI WTHLDWVSN'l' 

GYTYGNFHY NPAHM I AI SFFFTNALALALHGALVLSAAN PEKGKEMRTPDH EDTFFRDLVGYSI GTLGI HRLGLLLSLSA 

VFFSALCM I ITGTI WFDQWVDWWQlofIoNKLPWWANI PGGING 

TM region: 1 a _ 32 55 1-0 TM region: 2 84 11 2 0 


GFFGVATFFFAALGIILIAWSAVL ( 2 4 \ GLWQIITICATGAFVSWALREVEICRKLG 129 
Resid u es l Re s ldu es ) 
Di s t a nce Between Re si d ues : 1. 5 A b Di stance Be t ween Resi d ues : 1 .23 A ( h ) 
He l i x T i l t : 9 0 . 00° He lt x Ti. t : 35 . 85" 

11 G : 17.2 5 0 ° p o lar 
1 I u. U 25 0 ° p ol a L 

2 ) F : 15 . 75 100 0 hyd rophobic 2 ) L : 1 6 0 2 ? 60" hydro p h o b lC 
J I F : 1 4 25 2 0 0 0 hy drophobi c 

3 I r..: : 1 4 . 7 9 160'J h y d r o phob Lc 
G : 	 12 7 5 300- p ola r" I 	 4 I Q: 13 55 60 D p ol a r 

5 ) V : 11 2 5 40 0 hyd roph obic 5 1 I: - 1 2.32 32 0 0 hyd r o !)h o bl C 
I A: 9 . 7 5 140 " hydr'op hobi c 

6 1 I : 11 09 2 20" hyd r u p h obic 
7 ) '1' : 8. 2 5 240" h y d r ophob i c 7 1 T : -9. 8 6 1 20" hyd roph o b ic 
8 1 F' : 6 7 5 3 4 0 0 h y d r oph o b i C 

8 I I : - 8. 62 2 0° hydroph o bi c 
9 ) F : 2 5 80° h y d r oph o bic 

9 I c : - 7 . 39 2 80 0 h y d r o phobic 
1 0) 	 F : 7 5 1 8 0 0 hy d rophobic 

10 1 A: - 6 16 180° hyd l·Op hoblC 
11 ) 	 A : 2.25 2 80 0 hy d roph o b i c 

11 1 1': - 4 . 9 3 80° h ydrophoblC 
1 2 ) 	 A: 0 . 75 2 0 ° hydrophobic 1 2 I 	 G: - 3. 70 3 4 0 0 p o l a !:' 
13 ) 	 L : 0 . 75 120 0 h yd r o p hobic 

13 1 	 A : - 2. 4 6 2 4 0 " h ydrop hobic 
1 41 	 G: - 2. 2 5 22 0 0 p o l ar 14 ) 	 F: 1 . 23 140 0 h ydropho bi c 
15 ) 	 I : - 3. 7 5 3 20 0 h y drop h o b ic 15) 	 V: 0.00 40 Q hydrop ho b i c 
1 6 ) 	 1: - 5 . 25 6 0 0 h yd r ophob i C 16) 	 s : .23 3 0 0 0 p o l ar 
17) 	 L: - 6.75 160 0 h y d r ophobl C 17) 	 W: 2 .46 2 00< h y d ::-o p hoblc 
18 1 	 I : -8 . 2 5 260 0 h ydro phobl C 18 ) 	 A: 3 . '10 100 0 h ydrophobic 
1 9) 	 A : -9 . 75 OC hyd roph o b i c 19 ) 	 L : . 9 3 0' hyd.-ophobi c 
2 0 ) 	 W: - 1 1 .2 5 1 0 0 e hydro pho b i c 20) 	 R: . 16 260.:J basi c 

1 ) s: - 1 2 . 75 200 " p olar 21 ) 	 E: 7 . 3 9 160 0 acid ic 
2 2 1 A: - 14 . 2 5 300" hy droph o b i c 

22 1 V: B 6J. 6 0" h y d roph o b i c 
23 1 V: - 1 5 . 7 5 4 0 ° h y drophob i c 

2 3 1 	 E ' 9 8 6 320" a cidi c 
241 	 L : - 17 . 2 5 1 4 0 0 h ydrop hobl C 

24 1 I : 11 . 09 2 2 0 b hydrop h o b 1c 

25 1 c : 1 2 . 3 2 1 2 0 0 h y droph ob i c 

2 6 1 R: 1] . 5 5 2 0 u basi c
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 271 K: 11 . '7 9 2 80 0 basi c 

28) L: 1 6 . 02 1 80 0 hyd r o p ho b i c 
gC 	 d e f 
2 9 1 G : 1 7 . 25 80 " p o l ar 

This is the output from TMReiate with information associated for TMs 1 and 2 of 
photosynthetic reaction centre L subunit, Swiss-Prot code: P02954. a) Indicates the first 
and the last residue number in the sequence. b) The TM region 1 is going from inside to 
outside fixed by the inside-positive rule. Above, for TM2, the orientation is outside to inside 
(0-1); c) Sequential number. d) Amino acid residue one leiter code; e) Depth of the residue 
in the membrane; f) Given angle; g) Physico-chemical residue property; h) distance 
between amino acid residue. 

I 
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The associated angle value for each residue must be between 0° and 360°. The 

increase or decrease of the angle and the angle range control is executed by the following 

code: 

If (helix number is even) then 

Begin 
Angle := Angle - 100 
If (Angle < 0) then 
Angle := Angle + 360 

End 
Else if (helix number is odd) then 

Begin 
Angle := Angle + 100 
If (Angle >::: 360) then 
Angle := Angle - 360 

End 

o Calculation and association of the distance between each residue (The calculated 

distance between each residue is used to simulate the depth of each residue in the 

membrane): In the a-helix each residue receives a distance attribute, and it varies 

according to the TM region length. It is calculated by dividing the thickness of the 

membrane by the number of amino acids in each TM region. The middle of the 

membrane is considered zero. For one side the value increases incrementally for each 

amino acid by the obtained distance. For the other side the value decreases by the 

obtained distance until it reaches the predicted edge of the membrane as defined by the 

membrane thickness value (figure A.S (h)). 

o Calculation of the average theoretical 2D TM region tilt: Calculated by the following 

formula: 

. (NUmber of amino acids in shortest TM region) ) x 180/ 7t 
Helix TILT . - ArcsIne (Number of amino acids in TM region of interest) 

To calculate the association scores for each pair of TM regions, TMRelate considers 

the intra-membrane amino acid depth. For each pair of amino acids in different TM 

regions, if the designated depth values for the amino acids are less than 1.5 A, the 

program will take the appropriate value from the 20x20 matrix. Then an accumulative 

score will be calculated for the predicted association between each pair of TM regions. The 

higher this score the more likely the TM regions are to be compatible for association. 

TMRelate will create a list of associations with correspondent TM pair score as 

show in the table A.2: 
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Table A.2 • The obtained score for each pa ir of TM regions 

i ?cores l?.~~.~_~~nIM._!.~.9Jgr:'?_ i.. m.. 

...T M regi9J"1 number ..?.<::()r.~. .• _ • •••• _
m m 

".... ... 6 Clrl cJ? ... ...... . 1..1.,9..79 _ .. 
._..__ 6 and 7 .. ....-.-.. -- .... . - . 15 .120 

__6 Clrlc:J? .............................................. .... ... _ ..±!?,.4}Q.._.__ 
.._..._	 6 .Clrlc:lJ 15.460 m.m_........... 

4~rlc:!] .. .............._ ....1.? ,4?.Q._..........._......._. ..... 
6..9rlc:!4 .._. J?,§}..<L......._ 
6 and 3 	 15 .660 ........ {~6~ l ...... i.Ei§.Q ~·::·~....:= .. ~ 


2 and 4 	 16 .850 ............... .. - .....................- ...... ... . 
.?(l.rl.dJ ____.._ ._ _ ... ..Jl,.J~...._._ ............. .. 

_._~. Clnd!? _ .. .._..__............ ..........J.7.,..4.?9_..... 
2 and 5 17 .870' 2and] ........ '--.- . ............. .............. -i 7 .900"""- ' 


....................... ... -...............-.._ . 	 ~.. ............... ..." ..--...... . .
.. 

..... 7 and.2 ... ............................. ......................... t7,2.l:Q 
.~cJ1J!3,Q?Q ._.......... . 

4 and 1 _ ... _ - 18.240 .. .. __._..... -.. . ... -.--....... -.- ....-.- ..-. ....~. 


2....ClQd ..l . .... .....1..!3.,8.§9........__............._ , 
5 and 3 18 .920 

... _.I (l.rlc:J=l~~ · · · :.·.:·.·.·.:· . ·•••.:=..................................... _ !.~!4.jQ.. - .... . 

..7_ClQc:J .J 	 .........1...9...299.. 

1 and 3 	 20.170 

This table shows an example of the scores between TM regions 
obtained from TMRe/ate output. The predicted protein is 
bacteriorhodopsin) - Swiss·Prot 10: P02945. After considering 
all the possible pairing of amino acids in different TM regions, 
the algorithm finds the score for each pair of TM regions using 
the association matrix, and places them in ascending order. 

TMRelate can also analyse the pairs of amino acids in possible association 

between TM regions using an option that allows examination of the alignment using the 

amino acid colour code. This coloured alignment (figure A.6) can be used to assess the 

compatibility of TM regions in terms of physical and chemical consistency . This alignment 

is generated using the same routine through which the association score was created . 

When the algorithm finds pairs of amino acids of similar depth, it adds the matrix score 

and shows the association using the amino acid colour code. The colour code used in the 

output is described in the materials and methods chapter. 
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Figure A. 6 - Residues of similar membrane depth (:1:1.5 A) on different TM regions by alignment 
using colour coding 

This is a sample of TM regions using the amino acid colour code. The loaded protein is 
Bacteriorhodopsin with Swiss-Prot accession number: P02945 

The algorithm uses a permutation concept, calculating all possible scores for ea ch 

TM region in each position. The permutation combines the scores between pairs of 

adjacen t TM regions. A lO-dig it string list is used to genera te the permutations . This 

string represents th e position in "end on view" of the predi ct ed membrane protein (figure 

A.7). 

Figure A.7 - 10-digit string and the corresponding end on view configuration 

---12345 67 • ~ 

&
~ 

3 4 

234175--6- .. 1 7 5 

- 6 

This figure shows the 10-digit string used in the algorithm. The dash (-) represents the 
non-used position , and the number represents the TM region. The digits on the left 
shows how the algorithm is operating internally, and the circles with numbers on the 
right, shows how the user views the end on configuration. 
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The algorithm uses a sequential text file containing the permutation list. The 

reason for this is to avoid the extensive processing time required to build the permutation 

list and to discard the repeated ones. 

The permutation needs to discard repeated combinations, such as the following: 

1 2 345 6 7 

A 
1 2 - - 3 4 5 6 7 

In the example above, when the 3rd and 4th positions are changed around, the 

resulting permutation is the same. To create the permutation file, a 'Perl' program from 

the web site: http)/www rocketaware.com/perl / perlfaa4/How do permute N elements 01 a hlm 

(Christiansen & Torkington , 1997) based on a Unix platform was used and to discard the 

repeated position a Unix sort command with the 'unique' parameter was used. 

Table A.3 shows the permutation file with different numbers of TM regions: 

Table A.3 - An examE!le of the permutation file 
2 'I'M regiOlt~ 5 'I'M regions 7 'I'M regions 8 'I'M regions 
- - -- - 1 2 - - ---12345 -- 1234567 - - 12345678 
--·-----21 ---- 12354 - -1234576 --12345687 
---- --1 - 2 - - - -12435 ---1234657 --12345768 
-- -- - 12 - - - - - 12453 - - 1234675 --1234 5 786 

2 --- 1 ----- 5432- - -1 -- 765432 -- -1 87654312-
2--1----·- - 5432 -- 1 --- 765432- - 1 - 8765432 -- 1 
2 - 1 ------ - 5432-1-- -- 765432-1 -- 8765432-1 
21 - --- - -- - 54321----- 7654321--- 87654321 - 

This table shows a sample of the permutation files for 2, 5, 7 
and 8 transmembrane regions. A dash (-) is used to indicate 
positions that are not in use for a TM region. 

For each number of TM regions the following files were created: 

Table A.4 - The permutation file size statistics 

Fi le Name umber of Number of unique File size 
permutations (1O!) permutations 

=- ~~~~::=~=-~-~: ~~..-'f'~'--', ;: ~~ ~ ': ~~~. ;.-- H ~ ~"":' 7 ;~ T §~~
.... . . . "..... .......... . j _ .._ ....- .....- ... . 

u niCLPerITL4_ J,.Q :.t.!' t ....I...... } .!§?..!3.,~gg . ! . ?,~gg < 6 0 Kb 
u niCLPerrn_5_10.txt · 3,628,800 ! 32,240 ; 355 Kb 

·...."..--;.;;:;iCLPerm:..-i53 o·: t;:;:t·.. · 1 ..........·......" ..·....3, 628;800 1·--"-·· ..· 151;200· 1.772 Kb 

;.;;:;iCLPerm=--'7=iO·:··t ;:;:t ....r" j~· 628;80i5T 604;806 i ' '7:088 Kb 

...... i:.;:;~:<hP~~~$~~C5. ;~~·~:~~= ..:]==~~ .. ~~:==~=~· :f ;§~?:;~.@ .L..... · :=~· I;$~4;IQC5. . :)}·?6} ... Kb 
uniCLPerm_9_10.txt ! 3,628,800 : Not in use 3,628,800 42.525 Kb 

...... . . - .... ... . . .. • . ..... ... .... .. .. .....!........................................ ..3, 628, 800 "+- Not in use 3 , 6 28 , 8 0o 42:525'1<i)u niCLPerm_10_10.txt 

This table shows the number of unique permutations and the file size. For each number of 
TM regions there is a different file. 

mailto:f;�~?:;~.@.L
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The uniq_perm_9_10 .txt and uniq_perm_l0_l0.txt files are not in use, because 

in these two situations, no repeated permutations are generated. For the 10th digit the 

letter 'A' was used as a hexadecimal numbering. 

o 123456789- < - No repeated permutation for this string 

o 123456789A <- Using the letter 'A' for the 10th digit 

To get a score for each TM region aSSOCiation, the algorithm uses the neighbour 

association table. For the 10-digit configuration, the following association table is in use: 

Table A.5 - The neiQhbour association table 

..........JM r~gl2.rl.._._ .~ .~.2.?()c:iJ'~~~g .I!:::1rEOgj 9.rl _ 

....................... .. 1. ........ .L..?,.:'!:.,..? ....... ........... . . 


_....__ _ ?. . . J,?t?L€) 
~,?,€),7 


.~ ................ ...:..),?,§_.... 

? .. :)L?I~J€)'~,~ 


..... €) ............... ... .... .L.?'?t?L?L9.,19 .... 
7 ! 36 10 

t=::::::: := .§ ==:::~r::: 4.:$:~L. · a 
9 L?,§t.?119............. 

10 6.7,9 

In this table the ci rcles @) illustrate the end on view for each TM 
region. Considering the first line: TM region 1 has associations 
with TM regions 2,4,5. The second line: TM region 2 has 
associations with TM regions 1,3,5,6 and so on. 

Another important feature implemented during the development was the user end 

on configuration buttons, which evolved from the linear textual configuration to the end 

on view buttons : 

Figure A. 8 - The development of the configuration buttons 

ABC 

1- - X - - X X I --+ -1- xl-I - -1- -Ix!xl--+ 

This figure shows how the configuration buttons evolved from the original idea. A) The 
user needs to type the configuration in the box. B) The user clicks on the button and 
chooses the required configuration. C) The user selects the appropriate configuration 
using the end-on graphic. 

Improvements were also made to the structure of the permutation file. The use of 

the letter 'A' for the 10th digit made it possible to work with no spaces between each digit. 

The original permutation file used one space between digits, i.e. : [1 234 5 6 7 8910]. 

Now each permutation is represented as: [123456789A]. This change reduced the file 

size by about 40% by merely cutting off the spaces. Also, TMRelate was modified to no 

http:r~gl2.rl
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longer use the 9 and 10 TM permutation files, instead creating its own internal 

permutation for these conditions, again with non-repeated digits. 

TMRelate displays the top 50 scores, and creates a navigation button for viewing 

the next 12 and previous 12 in the list as shown in figure A.9 . 

Figure A. 9 - TMRelate: The user interface 

J\:f!l " ';".t , ' ."'~ "1 ~ ::!o(xl 
Fie 0l>I0,,,,& ""eW i>bo<t 

II' 1",)):. OdeLe" IUOLlIUUUPSIU :::!.J 
fHeliH association ma,ix file loaded Ok. Distance 4,5 Angstroms precursor CBR) l 

.. .J~ ~::::-:::::::-::~::::------- I~Ichoo•• the configUfotoon J[JU.p 
pu>hing the buttons: - ' 1' l'

Score H"llCes I 

I'--r 1 (431.42 )(4J r 2 (431.42 )(4) r 3 (431.42 )(4J r 4 (431 .42 )(4) ~~ m ~ ~ Ii 
16 310 7 3 B
16 320 4 3 
16 780 5 3 
1& . 810 6 7 

~~~~ 
~~~~ 16 . 850 6 4 

17.300 6 2~ ~ CVC00 ~ 17.560 5 7 
17.590 4 1I r 5 (431.42 )(4) r 6 (431.42 )(4) r 7 (431.42 )(4) r 8 (431.42 )(4) 17.600 4 7 
17.660 2 7 
17 730 2 3I I ~A~ 8GD ~ 17.950 4 5 
18.010 4 2~~~~ 18.030 3 1 
18 . 450 6 1 
18 . 710 5 2~ ~ 00J0 00J0 
18 . 760 2 1 r 9 (431 .42)]4) r 10(431 .42114) r 11 (431 .42)]4) r 12(431 .42)]4) 18 . 890 5 1 
19 . 630 7 10RD 0RD ~ GXiD Score classified by 
adjacencies~~~~ 
[2] 74-516-23- [430 . 46] I 
[2] 75-412-63- [430 . 46] I~ ~ 0C0() 0C0() 
[4] 23-514-76- [430 . 66]
[4] 23-516-47- [431 . 16] 
~~l ~~-~~~-~~- ~~~~ ' ~~l ~ 

~ l32 Meono. oI' PN9 A 

This figure shows the TMRelate program running. A) The predicted end on view for the 
Bacteriorhodopsin with Swiss-Prot accession number: P02945. B) The textual information 
related to the scores between TM regions. TM regions 1 and 7 have the highest score, 
indicating the TM region most likely to be associated. 

4.2 . The helix Wheel output 

TMRelate creates a he lix wheel representation using the chosen configuration. For 

this step the algorithm rotates each of the TM regions by 60° at a time, and for each 

rotation a score is calculated. The rotation works like an odometer, in which ea ch TM 

region has a complete turn. After this turn, the next TM region is rotated by 60 0 until all 

TM reg ions have completed one whole turn. For each rotational position, the combinations 

of all the TM Regions are scored . Again the score calculation is based on the 20x20 

association matrix. In the calculation of the score for each pair of TM regions, 2 
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Where RA is decreased by 100 for each consecutive residue, and: 

r ::: radius of the helix::: (3.817719/3.6478)*«(3.817719*3.6»)!PIO)l2, again obtained from 

sampling helical structures. 

In the event that the helix has a starting end on rotation (EOR) calculated by the 

present helix wheel program, then the equation for x is: 

x:: (SIN«EOR+RA)*PIOIl80»)*r 

Similarly, for z: 

z::: SIN«EOR+RA-90)*PIO!lSO)*r 

The only difference between the x and z equations is the prior subtraction of 90 

from the rotation angle. 

4.4. Algorithm implementation 

Main LOOD 

In this step, the algorithm loads a Swiss-Prot file and tests if the number of TM 

regions match with the end-on view chosen by the user. In the next step the 

routine to Calculate the association score is executed (described in the next 

paragraph). The algorithm will execute a permutation procedure if the number of 

TM regions is higher than 8, otherwise, the algorithm loads a correspondent 

permutation file to be used in the program (see table AA). A loop to read the 

permutation list and calculate the association score will then be executed. This 

routine uses the neighbour table and calculates the TM_region_paicscore_array. 

A score between each pair of matched TM regions is calculated, and at the end 

the result is accumulated in the intermediate_tota! counter. For each permutation, 

this total is added in the sorted_outpuClist with SO positions (that is the top 50 

scores). At the end of all permutations, using the sorted_outpuCfist, the program 

shows the top 50 best score configuration in descending order as shown in figure 

A.9. 

Calculate the association score 

This routine calculates the association score between different TM regions using 

the 20x20-association matrix. Using the loaded Swiss-Prot file, the algorithm 

works with each TM region and tries to match residues in each of the TM regions. 

If the assigned depth between residues in different TM regions is equal or less 

than 1.5.8., then, the association score between these two residues obtained from 
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the matrix is added and accumulated to the TM_region_pair_score_array (see 

table A.2 as an example). The routine returns the array containing the score for 

each pair of TM regions (TMJegion_pair_score_array). 

Rotating the TM regions 

This routine rotates the TM regions, searching for the best score after 

trying all possible rotational positions. Again this routine uses the 20x20 

association matrix. For each rotational position, the algorithm performs a loop for 

each residue in each different TM region. If the depth between residues in 

different TM region is equal to or less than 1.5 Aand the angle range between the 

2 residues is equal to or less than 60°, then the association score between these 

two residues obtained from the matrix is added and accumulated to the 

Helix_wheel variable. The algorithm holds the highest score of the rotated 

configuration with the respective angles. At the end of testing all possible 

rotational positions, the arrangement highest rotational score is depicted as a 

helix wheel representation. (figu re 8.1). 

Creating a-helix 3D structure 

This routine builds the 3D structure based on the arrangement with the highest 

rotational score. It uses the rotational angles found by the 

Rotating_the_TMJegions routine. Using the definitions described above it builds 

the CA backbone for each TM region. Special attention is required regarding the 

direction of the TM region, i.e. when it is passing from inside to outside and vice

versa. For each residue, the position of the alpha carbon (CA) is calculated. 

5) TMRelate K 

The algorithm 

Input: A 20x20 association matrix and a membrane protein sequence file in the 

Swiss-Prot format. 

Output: Predicted associations between TM regions in a graphical output and a 

predicted 3D model for the TM regions of the whole structure. 

i 

I 
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5.1. User interface and definitions 


The basic algorithm is the same as described for TMRelate. It uses the same 

permutation algorithm, except for the associations between TM regions, where it uses the 

kPROT scale . The algorithm calculates the aggregate the kPROT score for each TM region 

and uses this value to find the optimal configuration (helix packing). 

To define the helix packing for the predicted membrane protein using kPROT 

scale, the algorithm identifies how many TM regions are buried (TM region that is in the 

interior of the membrane protein) and exposed (TM region that is exposed to the lipid) 

depending on the number of TM regions in the protein. For example, for the 

Bacteriorhodopsin, protein with seven TM regions, the algorithm considers two TM regions 

buried and five exposed. Table A.6 shows the numbers (buried and exposed) used by the 

algorithm . 

Table A.6 - TMRelate K algorithm: helix packing definition 
, , Number of TMNumber of TM Number of TM 


regions in region(s) 
 regions 'exposed' 
Membrane . 'buried' 

.: ="8 · ! -~ · I= l 
5 I 1 i 4 

>- ·---±-=:: 1~ ==~ ~. -=]... u._..... 
8 2 i 6 

r .· ········· ··· · ::~ ~_ ~i ::: :::-: l .. .. ....·.. ·: ...... .... : ~~: ~~:, ,. ":::.:" ~-' 

11 3 ! 8
123 '- -9 

Variation in the overall number of buried and exposed TM 
regions, depending on the numbers of TM regions in the 
protein. 

To predict the helix packing the algorithm calculates a score using the kPROT 

scale and gives a weighting based on the number of associations for each TM region, Each 

association between TM regions contributes 60° to the extent of "buriedness" , Looking at 

figure A.10, TM region 6 has one association with TM 5, and the algorithm considers it as 

60° buried, For TM reg ion 1 there are 2 associations, and 120° buried and so on, 
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Figure A.10 - Buried angle 

83 4 60.
0 

"- I 2 " 12 0. 0 

1, 5 1 
1 7 5 - ~, ./ \ 7 

- - 6 6 . 

A B c 
(A) An example of an end on configuration. (B) Detail for the association between 
TM 6 and TM 5: the buried ang le is 60°. (C) Detail for the association between TM 1,2 
and 7: the buried angle is 120°. 

The following table shows the buried angle for each number of TM region/TM 

region associations: 

Tabl - . -- . . -- - --. --- --~iiL--

Number of TM Buried angle 
region (s ) 

associations 
0 0 0 

1 60 0 

2 120 0 

3 180 0 

4 240 0 

5 3000 

6 360 0 

The buried angle depending on the number 
of TM reg ion associations 

Figure A.11 - Example how the algorithm consider the buried angle
i , 

8
A 

3 4 


1 7 5 

- - 6 


TM Buried angle 
region 

1 120 0 

2 180 0 

3 240 0 

4 120 0 

5 240 0 

6 60 0 

7 300 0 

Taking the conf iguration above (A), the buried 
angle for each TM region is as shown in the right 
hand table. 

The angles shown in the table A.ll would be used for the score calculation. The 

rationale is to use a buried angle range depending on the number of possible associations 

each TM region can have. The buried angle provides a higher weighting for TM regions 

that have more associations, leading to a higher weighted contribution from the kPROT 

aggregate scores. The buried angle is used as in the formula below. 
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kPROTHelixScore := (Buri ed angle/360) * kPROT Score For Thi s TM region 

The following output is obtained from the TMRelate_K program: 

Figure A.12 - The TMRelate_ K user interface 

rn G:@]J 
fie ()pi..", 'Mw !>bolA 

0.008 -!JII [No hoi....ociolOO m.l,i. fie loaded ! !(Prot total for TM 5 
0 . 001 

total for TM 
Click lhe bullon. 10 .J..J.::I lrm 

choose the configu'alion: lJ1' '''r !(Prot
-' 11 ...:- Show PIf!VjlllJ~ 12 0 . 036 

-~--
total for TM~~!~~=• ••• _] 

r 1 (·0.10116] r 2[·0.10)(6] --r "31·0.10][6] ' r 41"010][61 I(prot Total TM 

0.025 I 1 Facing out~ G2a) G2a) G2GX) 0 . 026 6 Facing out 
-0.001 5 Facing out 
-0.008 4 Facing out~~~~ -0.017 Facing out 
-0 . 036 B ~ Buried~ ~ G)(XJ G)(XJ -0 . 093 3 Buried 

r 51 ·0.10)(6] A r 61·0.10116] r 71 ·0.10116] r 8( ·0.10)(6] Score classified by 
adjacenciesG1:ZO G1:ZO ~ ~ (5) 67-234-15- -0 . 10)
(5) 67-235-14- -0 10J~~~~ [5J 67-431-52- -0 . 10J 
(5) 67-432-51- -0.10)G)2O 0ZC) ~ 0ZC) (5) 67-534-12- -0.10)
(5) 67-534-21- -0 . 10] r 91.().10116] r 101·0.10 ][6] r 11 [·0.10116] r 121 .0.10)(6] [5) 71-432-56- -0.10)
(5) 71-632-45- -0 . 10] 
(5) 72-431-56- -0 . 10)~ ~ G2G)() G2G)() (5) 72-631-45- -0.10)

[5) 74-135-26- -0.10]
02J20~~~ [5] 74-235-16- -0.10]

[5] 74-631-52- -0.10J 
[5J 74-632-51- -0 . 10] G:X08 0ZC) 0:0:J 02() 
(5) 74-635-12- -0 . 10]
[5J 74-635-21- -0.10J 
(5) 75-634-12- -0 . 10) 
r51 75-634-21- -0 . 101 .:.I 

2.4A3 """",ds oiapoed ~ 

Th is figure shows the TMRelate_K program executing a prediction for the 
Bacteriorhodopsin protein with Swiss-Prot accession number: P02945. A) The numbered 
circles represent the end on view of the TM regions. B) On the indicated textual 
information, TMRelate_K shows the aggregated kPROT scores for the TM regions of the 
predicted protein. The buried TM regions are predicted to be 3 and 7. 

5 .2 . Algorithm implementation 

kPROT calculation 

The algorithm is similar to TMRelate, in terms of loading the Swiss-Prot 

file, and extraction of information as described in section 4.1 The deviation begins 

when the program calculates the kPROT score for each TM region . To find the 

total kPROT score for each TM region, the program reads the amino acid residues 

in each TM region and adds the corresponding kPROT score from the scale (table 

5.7), at the end of this loop, the aggregate score for each TM region is given. The 

next step is to find the highest scoring configuration using the aggregate kPROT 

scores for each TM region. A loop to read the entire permutation list and calculate 

the association score is executed. This routine uses the weighted neighbour table 

(table A.7) and the calculated kPROT aggregate for each TM region. A score for 

each TM region is calculated according to the following equation : 

http:74-235-16--0.10
http:74-135-26--0.10
http:72-631-45--0.10
http:71-432-56--0.10
http:101�0.10
http:67-534-12--0.10
http:67-432-51--0.10
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kPROT _ TM_Score := (Buried anglel360) *kPROT Score For This TM region 

Then the routine accumulates the partial score into intermediate_total 

counter variable. For each permutation, this total is added into the 

sorted_outpuClist with SO configurations (with the top SO scores). At the end of 

all permutations, using the sorted_outpuUist/ the program shows the top 50 

highest score configurations as shown in figure A.12. The steps taken to build the 

helix wheel representation and the 3D structure are the same as described in the 

TMRelate algorithm. 
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Bac teriorhodops i n 
s wiss-Prot code used to run TMRelat e p0294 5 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model l C3W 
Number of transmembrane regions 7 

Rhodopsin 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P02699 
PDB code used t o e valuate the model lU19 
Number of transmembrane regions 7 

Pr edi c t ion 1 - "horse shoe" configuration: Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Highest Bcoring 
Structural config.obtained 

position using 3 .. OA cut
off matrix 

16/ 2 2 
c oinci dent 
a sso c i at l o ns 
72.73% 

1_ 7 _6_ 5 6 _5_1 _ 7e ~ 
2341765-- 43 2 6517--

Highest scoringHighest scoring 
config.obtainedconfig.obtained 
using 4 .. oi cut-using 3 .. SA cut

off matrixoff matrix 
1 6/22 
co i nc ident 
associat ions 
72.7 3 % 

3_2_5_ 6~ 

7143256-- 

16122 
coinc i de nt 
associa t. i ons 
7 2 . 73 % 

Highest scoring 
config. o btained 
using 4.SA cut

off matrix 

6_4_3_76_5_1_7~ ~ 
4326517 - -- , 512643 7-=-=-=---

1612 2 
c oi nc ident 
a ssoc i a tions 
72.73 % 

Highest scoring 
Stnlctural config.obtained 
position using 3 .. oit. cut

off matrix 
14 /2 2 
coinc iden t 
a s soc iati o ns 
63. 64% 

Highest scoring 
contig.obtained 
using 3 .. SA cut-

o ff matrix 
14/ 2 2 
c o inc iden t 
a s soc i a t ions 
63.64 % 

1_ 2 _3_ 4 4_7_6_1 5_6_3 _ 4e~ ~ 

7651234-- 5324761-- 1275634--

Highest scoringHighest scoring 
config . obtained config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut- using 4.SA cut

off matrix off matrix 
14 / 22 14 122 

co i nc i dent coincident 
a ssocia c. ions a ssoc iatio n s 
63 . 64% 63.64% 

4_2_1_71_2_'_7 e~ 
3654217--6351247 - -

Prediction 2 - "rosette" configuration: Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Highest scoringHighest scoring 
config.obtainedconfig.obtaine d Structural 

position using 3. OA cut- using 3. SA cut-
off~x off matrix 

1 6 /2 4 14 / 24 
co inc i dentco incid e n t 
a ssociat.ionsa s socia t i o ns 

66.67% 58 . 33% e 4 53 2 3 6  3 1 2 

4 5  :2 1  4. 5 e~ 

17-236-45- 76-453-21 76-312-45- --=------ 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. oi cut

off matrix 
18 / 24 
co i nc ide nt 
a ssoc iati o n s 
75 . 0 0% 

3 1 5 

7 6 e 

24-315-76

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
config.obtained config.obtained config.obtainedStructural config.obtained config.obtained 
using 4 . SA cut - position using 3.0A cut- using 4.oi cut- using 4. SA cut-using 3.5i cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix otf matrix off matrix 
16124 14 /2 4 14 / 24 14/2414/24 

Ic oi ncident c o inc iden t coi nci dent c o incid en t c oincid en t 
a ssociat ion s a sso c ia t ions a s s oc ia tions ass oc i a tions assoc i at i ons 
66 . 67% 58 .33% 58. 33 % 58.3 3 % 58 .3 3 % e 1.7161.-1 

4 1 3  5 3 6  3 1 6 - :6 3 5  5 3 2 113151-) 
2 7  1 2  4 2 2 1  1 6  Im m 6
mC::J.-*J 

56-413-27 76-135-24 74-536-12 75-316-4247-635-21 74 - 532-16

Predict ion 3 - unspecified configuration: Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
c onfig.obtained 
using 3.oi cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3. SA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config . obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matri x 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. 5A cut

off matrix 
16 / 24 
coinciden t 
as s ociation s 
66 .67% 

14 /24 
c o inci den t 
as s oc i ations 
58.33 % 

1812 4 
co inc iden t 
a ssoc i ations 
75 . 00% 

14/24 
coinc ide nt 
a s soc i a ti o n s 
58 .3 3% 

1.11>1.-1 

213161-) ~7 5 4 -

6 2 -

13-754-62

e3 1 5 -

2 6 -

74-315-2 6 -- 3 1 5 

- 7 6 

-24 -315-76 

e:2 1 1 -

6 5 -

73-214 -65

( 4 X 5X ) 
~-.,.... ~ 

17-236-45

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring I 
contig.obtainedStructural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 

position using 4.oi cut- using 4.SA cut- Iusing 3. OA cut- using 3.SA cut
off matrixoff matrix o ff matrixott matrix 

14 /2414 / 2 4 12/ 24 14 / 24 
co i nc i dentcoinc i dent c oinc i dent c oinc ide n t 

assoc i a tio n s a sso cia ti on s a ssociatio n s as s ociatio n s 
58 . 33% 50 . 00 % 58.33% 58 . 33 % 

e e 5 3 2 7 2 4  4 3 1 3 2 1 1 3 5 
7 4 3 6  2 6 6 5 2 4  ee m 

75-431-26 16 - 532-747 6 -135-24  15-724-36 74-321-65
- .  -
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Sensory Rhodopsin I I (HR ) 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate p42 l 96 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model I B2 S 
Number of t ransmembrane regions 7 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Halorhodopsin 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate Pl6l02 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model lEl2 
Number of transmembrane regions 7 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest sco ring I 
Structural 

Highest s coring 
config.obtained config.obtainedconfig.obtained CO~fi9 . Ob:ained l 

us~ng 4.5A cut
off matri x 

using 3.5A cut- using 4.0A cut-position using 3.oi cut
off matrix off matrixoff matrix 

12 /22 
coinc i dent 

14/22 14 / 2 2 16122 
coi nc ident 

assoc iations 
c oinc i dentcoincident 

as sociat.ionsa ssoc ia t.ions associat ions 
63 . 64'1, 54 .55'1, 72 . 73 % 63 .64t 

1.1.X6X 51 

~I~I3I,) 2_7_1 _ 37_6_~ _ 1 3_ ' _ 5 _ 6 2_1_5_ ' 
C:JJ.::) ea em 


6542713-- 3762154--7651234-- 5347621--  2173456--

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config . obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. SA cut

off matrix 

12122 
c oinciden t 
associat i ons 
54.55% 

14 / 22 
c oinciden t 
associat ions 
63 . 64% 

1412 2 
coinc i d ent 
as s ociat ions 
63.64 % 

12 /22 
c oinc ident 
a ssocia tions 
54 . 55% 

m1_2_3_4 

7651234--
- - 

e4_5_1_7 

2364517--
-

e6_3_4_ 7 

2516347--
-

m7_3_4_2 

6517342--
-

m7_3_2_ 4 

6517324--

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

aighest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highes t scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3. OA cut - using 3.5A cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4. SA cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 

14124 1 8 / 24 1 6 / 24 18 124 
c oinci den t c oinci d enL coi nc iden t coincident 
a s soc iations assoc iations 03ssoc iations a ssoc l aL ions 
58 . 33% 75.00'1, 66 .67% 75 . 00 % 

~ e" 2 5 -

3 1 -

76 -425-31 __ 

e3 1 5 -

7 6 -

2 4 -315-76
--  -

e4 1 7 -

5 6 -

32-417-56
- -

~2 1 6 -

3 7 -

45-216-37
- - - -

1»X5X-) 

{ 214I- J 
- ~ 

76-135-24 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3.0A cut- using 3.5A cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4.5A cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 

16 124 
co i n cident 
association s 
66 .67% 

16124 
co i nci dent 
a ssociations 
66. 67% 

14 / 24 
c o i n cident 
as s oc iations 
58 .3 3% 

14/24 
coinciden t 
assoc iations 
58.33 % 

•1 3 5 -

2 4 -

76-135-24

e7 3 5 -

6 1 -

'-- ~-735::..6.1-

m4 5 6 -

2 3 -

17-456-23
------ -

e1 5 6 -

4 2 -

_73 - 156-42 -

m4 1 3 -

2 5 -

76-413-25

Predict ion 3 - with unspecified configuration: Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3. oi cut -

off matri x 

Highest s coring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4 . 0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config . obtained 
using 4. SA cut

off matrix 
14124 
coincident 
Qssoc~atiOI'lS 

58.33% 

18124 
coincident 
assoc ia t ions 
75.00% 

16/24 
coinc ident 
associa t.ions 
66.67% 

18124 
cOlncident 
associat ior'!s 
75 . 00'1, 

•1 3 5 -

2 4 -

76 - 135-24 -

e1 2 6 -

3 4 -

75-126- 34 -

e4 ~ 7 -

5 6 -

23-417 - 56 -

e7 1 4 -

6 5 -

23 - 714- 65 -

em3 1 5 -

2 4 -

76-315-2 4 -

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highest s coring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. SA cut

off matrix 

14/ 24 
coinc i dent 
a s s ocia tions 
58 .33% 

16124 
coinc i d en t 
a ssoc iat.i o n s 
66.6n 

14 124 
coin c ident 
asso ciations 
58 .33 % 

1412 4 
co i nc ident 
assoc iatio n s 
58 . 33% 

•1 3 5 -

2 " -

76-135-24 

&451 -

2 3 -

7 6-45 1-2 3

m4 5 6 -

2 3 -

17-456-23

$3 1 2 -

5 6 -

7 4- 312-56

e7 5 2 -

3 6 -

1 4-75 2 - 36
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Aquaporin 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P06 624 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model lYMG 
Numbe r o f t ransmembranOe r egions 6 

Glycerol uptake facil i tator protein 
(Aqua glyceroporin) . 

swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate Pl1244 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model lFX8 
Number of transmembrane regions 8 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe " configuration : 

structural 
pos ition 

Highest s coring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut

o ff matrix 
08110 
c o inci dent 
assoc iation s 
80 . 00% 

- 3 1m 

254---6-31 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

10110 
coi nc ident. 
association s 
100 . 00% 

Highest scoring 
config .obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 
08 110 
c oinc i dent 
assoc iat.i ons 
80. 00% 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
u s ing 4. SA cut

off matrix 
08 /10 
coinc i dent 
a s sociati ons 
80 . 00% I 

Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained cenfig.obtained 
position using 3. OA cu t- using 3.SA cut

off matrix o ff matrix 
16 12 6 16 /26 
coinc i d ent coi ncident 
assoc iation s a s soc iat ions 
61 .54% 61 .5 4% 

Highest sco ring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 
16126 
c oincident 
a s soc i ations 
61. 54% 

e 6 3_2_8 3 6_1_2 3 6_1_ 2147 _ 3_ 8 
75 7e efi 

85436127-26517384-~71461.3B5-- _L~436127--

Highest scoring 
contig.obtained 
using 4.SA cut

off matrix 
16/26 
c o incident 
asso c iatio ns 
61. 54% I e3 

7 
6_1_2 

L- 85436.l:.27~ 

(3 X 1 X2) 

-I-I -Is) 
!- 6 , - 6 3 - 6 3( - X6X4) 

~ ~ m mm 

312---5-64 ~-~-63 I 452---1-63 -

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration : Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config .obtained l 
position using 4.0A cut-using 3.0A cut- using 3.5A cut uBing 4 . SA cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
06 /1 2 08!l2 08!l212 11 2 
coinc ide n t coincident c o i nciden t c oinc i d e n t 
a s soc iations assoc iations assoc i ations a ssoc i a tio n s 
50 . 00% 100.00% 66.6 7% 66. 67% I e .. . mI

1 - ,  1 - 4 2 - 4  6 - 5  2 - 1 

3 6  4 3  3 6  6 2  5 4 m m m 
25-1 -4 -36 65-2-4-13 25-1-4-36 14-3-5-62  63 -2 -1-54 I-

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3 .0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.SA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config. o btained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.SA c ut

off matrix 
16126 
coinc ident 
associa tions 
61. 54 % 

16/26 
coinc i dent 
a s s o ciat. ions 
61 . 54% 

16 /26 
c oi n cident 
a ssoc i a tions 
61 . 54 % 

18126 
coinc ident 
a ssoc ia t ions 
69 .2 3% 

g143_ 7 _ 8 

26513784-

fi6 3 2 8 

5 - -

71463285-

a3 
7 

6_1_4 

25836147-

e8 
2 

6_3 _ 7 

51486372-

a5 
7 

6_1_2 

83156427-

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.01 cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matri x 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4 . SA cut

off matrix 
08110 
c o incident 
associat.ions 
80 . 00 % 

08/10 
coinc i d e nt 
associa t ions 
SO . OO% 

08/10 
CoinC ldent 
assoc iat.io ns 
80.00% 

08/ 10 
coi nc i dent 
oSSoclatl.onS 
80 . 00% 

m a- 6 5 

312--- 4 - 65 

- 1 5 -

3 " -

26--15-34 

~- 5 2 -

- - 4 

316-52 - 4 

~- 1 5 -

- 3 -

62 4 -15--3

m- _ 6 _ 2 _ ' 

315-62 '--

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3 . SA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
USing 4.SA cut

off matrix 
18 / 26 
coincide-nt 
a s s ociatio ns 
69. 23% 

14 126 
c oi nc ident 
a ssociatlons 
53.85% 

12 / 26 
coinciden t 
assoc iatlons 
46 . 15 % 

16 / 26 
c oincident 
a ssoc iat i ons 
61 . 54% 

g1,3_7_ 8 

2 6513784 -

e- 1 2 5 

- 4 8 

736 - 125-48 

m268 -

3 5 -

714268-35

&2 6 5 -

4 3 7 

81 -26 5- 4 37 •- 3 6 1 

- 4 2 

785-361-42 
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Photosynthetic Reac tion Center 
Tbermocbromatium t epi d um 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P 51 7 62 
PDB Code used t o evaluate the model lEYS 
Number of transmembrane regions 5 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Hi ghest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoringl 
Structural c o nfig.obtained config.obtained config .obtained co~fig.ob~ained 

positio n using 3. oi c ut using 3.5A cut - using 4.0A cut us~ng 4.SA cut
off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 

6/ 8 c oinc i d ",nt 6/8 co incid ent 6 / 8 co~nc ident 6/ 8 co incid",n t 
associations assoc i ations association s a s s ocia tions 
75. 00% 7 5 . 00% 7 5. 00% 7 5. 00 % 

m1 _ - _-_ 4 m5_- _ - _1 m1_-_-_2 m3_-_ - _2 m3_-_-_ 2 

2351--4-- 4325 - -1-- 5431--2-- 541 3--2-- ~413--2-- -
-

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtai ned 
using 3. oi cut -

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config . obt ained 
using 3. SA cu t

o ff matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. oi cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5A. cut

off matri x 
6/8 co i nc i d ",n t 
a s soc iati ons 
75 .00% 

6/8 c o i n c i dent 
assoc i a tions 
7 5. 00% 

6 / 8 c oincident 
a s s oc iat ion s 
75.00 % 

6 /8 co i nc i dent 
ass oc i at ions 
75 .0 0% 

131 51 -1 

21 - 141 -) 

(lX-X- ) ~2 - 5 -

1 - -

34-2 - 5-1- -1 - 3 -

2 - -

54-1- 3-2-

e1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

e1 - 3 -

2 - -

45 - 1-3-2-35-2 -4-1-

Pred iction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Rbodopseudamonas viridis 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P06009 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model lDRX 
Number of transmembrane regions 5 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe " configuration: 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural c onfig.obtained config.obtained config.obtained c onfig. o btained 
posi t ion using 3. OA eu t- using 3 . SA cut- using 4 . 0A cut- using 4.SA cut

off matrix off matrix o ff matrix off matrix 
6/8 coincid",n t 6/8 c oinc i dent 6 /8 co i nciden t 6 / 8 co i ncid en t 
assoc iati ons a ssocia t i ons a ssoc iati on s assoc i a ti ons 
75. 00% 7 5 .0 0% 75 .0 0 % 7 5 .00" 

1 _ -_-_ 4 3_-_-_2 3_-_-_23_-_-_1 4_-_-_ 3m m 
 m 
m
m 

2351--4-- 5423--1-- 5124--3-- 5413 - -2- -  5413--2- 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.01 cu t-

off matrix 

Highe st scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3. SA cut

off matrix 

Highe st scoring 
config. o btained 
u sing 4.oi cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.SA cut-

o ff matrix 
6/8 c oinci d en t 
a s soc i a tions 
7 5 .0 0 % 

6 / 8 co inc i den t 
a ssoc iati o n s 
75.0 0 % 

6/8 coincident 
a ssoc i a tions 
7 5. 00% 

6 /8 c o incident 
assoc i a t ion s 
7 5 . 0 0% 

G£L1 
21.-1.41.-) 

0:X:-J:) 
35-2-4-1-

m2 - 3 -

1 - -

45-2-3-1 -

m1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

e1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

e1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2 -

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scori ng 
config .obtained 
using 3. 01 cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3 . SA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obt ained 
using 4.oi cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.51 cut-
off~x 

6 / 8 c 0 1nc iden t 
associati ons 
7 5 . 00% 

6/8 co i n c iden t 
assoc i a t i ons 
75.00% 

6/ 8 co i n c i d ",nt. 
as sociaL i ons 
75.00% 

6/8 c o incident 
a ssoc i a tio n s 
75.0 0% 

1_-_-_ & 

2351 - &--

m 1 _ 5_ 2_

4 3 - 152--

~ ~1 5 - -

2 - -

4 3-15-- 2 -

e-_1_3_

452-13 --

e-_1_3_

&52-1 3 - - -

Structural 
positio n 

Highest scoring 
c o nfig.obtained 
using 3 .01 c ut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.51 c ut -

o ff matrix 

Highest sco ring 
config. o btained 
using 4.0A cut 

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config. o btained 
using 4.si cut

off matrix 
6/8 co i n c i dent 
as s oc i a t i o n s 
7 5.00 % 

4 /8 coincident 
a ssoc i at i ons 
50.0 0 % 

6 / 8 coincid en t 
assoc i at ions 
75. 00 % 

4/ 8 coinc id",n t 
a ssoc i a t i ons 
50 . 00% 

1_-_-_4 

2351- -4-

m - 1 2 -

- 3 -

54--12--3

~ e1 5 - -

3 - -

42 - 15--3-

e3_1_ 2_ -

54-312---

e2_1_3_

54-213---

I 
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Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
cenfig.obtained 
using 3.oi cut

off matrix 

Highest Bcoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highe st s coring 
config.obtained 
using 4 . 0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5A cut

off matrix I 

6/8 coinc i dent 
associat ions 
75 . 00% 

6/8 coinc ident: 
associi;! t ions 
75 . 00% 

6/8 c O:l.nciden t 
a s s ociations 
75 . 00% 

6/8 c o i ncident 
associations 
75 . 00% 

~1 _-_-_ 4 

2351--4--

m3 _ -_-_ 2 

5413--2--

m3_-_-_2 

5413--2--

m3_-_-_2 

5413--2--

m I 
3_-_-_2 

5413--2 --

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural !config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3. OA cut- using 3.5A cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4. SA cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
20 13 8 1813 8 18 138 18/38 

coinc ident c o i nc i den t c oincident. 

29A1687435 A768592431 A213976458 7A65418392 7A65418392 

I 

I 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 
Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3 . SA cut

off matri x 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring I 

co~fig.ob:ained 
USJ.ng 4.SA cut

off matrix 
6 /B c oinc i de nt 
a ssoc i ations 
75 . 00% 

6/8 coincide n t 
asso c iations 
75 . 00 '1> 

6 /8 c OI ncident 
assoc~at ions 

75 . 00% 

6/8 coinci dent 
ass ociations 
75. 00% 

(31511 
2'1 - 1 4 '1 -) ~1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

~1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

~1 - 3 -

2 - -

45-1-3-2-

§3 - 1 -

2 - -

54-3-1-2-

0:JJ:J 
~-2-4-1--

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structurallconfig.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3. OA cut- using 3.5A cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4.5A cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
18138 18 / 38 20 13 8 20 138 
c o i nciden t c o i nc i dent c oi ncide nt coinc i dent 

129468A357 A768592431 A218793654 7A65418392 7A65418392 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 
Predi c tion 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3. OA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.SA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix. 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.SA cut

off matrix 
6 /8 coincide-nt. 
.;I.s s oc i ations 
75 . 00% 

4 / 8 COInc i dent 
a ssc c l a t.i on s 
50 . 00~ 

4/ 8 coinciden t: 
associations 
50 . 00~ 

4 / 8 co i nc i den t. 
a sso c i atio ns 
50 . 00 % 

~1_-_-_ ' 

2351--4 -- 

e1 5 - 

2 - 

4 3 -15- -2 -

m2 _ 1_ ' _ 

53 - 2 14 - - -

~2_1 _ 3_ 

54-213---

~2_1_3 _ 

54-213 - - - 

Highest scoring IHighest scoring I Highest scoring IHighest scoring 
Stru~t~ral ICO~fi9. ob:ained co~fig. ob;ained co~fig .ob::ained CO~fig. ob::ained 
pos~t~on us~ng 3. OA cut- us~ng 3. SA cut- uSJ.ng 4. OA cut- us~ng 4. SA cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
24 /38 20138 20/ 38 20 13 8 
c o inc ident c o incj dent coin c i dent. c oinc i den t 

341 7562A89 A7 68592431 A5 4 8793621 7A65 418392 7A6 5418392 

Photosynthetic Reaction Cent er 
Rbodobacter sphaeroides 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P029 54 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 1RZH 
Number of transmembrane regions 5 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

P- type ATPase 
SwiSS-Prot code used to run TMRelate P04191 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 1T5S 
Number of transmembrane regions 10 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

http:cut-uSJ.ng
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Respi rat ory proteins - Mitochondrial 
s wiss - Prot code used to run TMRelate 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 
Number o f transmembran e regions 

ADP /ADP c a r r ier 
P 02 7 22 
l OKC 
6 

Pre d iction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Highe st scoring 
c o nfig . obtained 
using 4.511. cut-

o ff matrix 
14 11 8 
coincident 
a s soc i a t: ions 
77 . 78 '1, 

6_1_ 2 _~ 

53461 2 ---

Highest scoring 
config . obtained 
using 4.5A cut

off matrix 
6 / 12 
c o i n CI d en t 
associa tions 
50.00 % 

~-2
134

- 5

62-134-5 - 

Respiratory proteins - Fumarate Reductase c omplex 
(Wolinella succinogen e s ) 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate Pl74l3 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model : lQLA 
Number of transmembrane regions 5 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Highes t scoring Highe s t s coring Highest scoringHighest scoring 
config . obt ained config.obtainedStructural config. obtained config. obtained 

, 
position using 3 . SA eu t  using 4.0';' cut- using 4.5A cut-using 3. OA eu t-

off matrixoff matrix o ff matrixo ff matrix 
10 / 14 10/14 I10 11 4 10 114 

co inc i dentc o i n c i d e n l coinc i dent c oinc i d e n t 
a ssoc iatio ns a s s o c iatio n s as s o c iation s a s soc iati o n s 

I71 . 43 % 71 . 43 % 71.43 %7 1. 43% e - 1 3  1_2_3_2_1_5_  -_3_2_ -_ ' _1_e ~~m 
54-1 2 3---541 - 32---  524-13---  523 - 41-- - 34-215---

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highes t sco ring 
c o nfig. o btained 
using 3. OA cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
c o nfig.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
c o nfig .obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

Highest sco ring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5A cut

off matrix 

10114 
c o i n c i d e nt 
a s soc i a tion s 
71 .4 3% 

10 / 14 
coinc i dent 
ass o c i ati ons 
71 . 43% 

10/ 14 
coinc i d e nt 
a s s oc ':'a tion s 
71. 43 % 

10 114 
c o i n c i den t 
a ssoc i(:l:tions 
71 . 43% 

e2_1_5_

34-215---

~ 1 4 -

---532-14

~ 1 4 -

---523-14

~ 1 4 -

- - 523-14 

e1 2 - -

3 - -

54-12--3-

I 

I 
- --- -

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural 
position 

Highest s coring 
c o nfig .obtained 
using 3 . 011. c ut -

off matrix 

Highest ·-scoring 
c o nfig.obtained 
using 3.5A c ut -

off matrix 

Highest sco ring 
config. o b t ained 
using 4.0A c u t-

o ff matrix 

Highest sco ring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5A cut -

o ff matrix 

8 /14 
coinciden t 
associat.ions 
57.14% 

8 / 14 
co i nci dent 
a s s o c l.dtio ns 
71. 43'0 

8 / 14 
c oin c l d e nt. 
a sso c iations 
57 . 14% 

8 /1 4 
c o i nc i dent. 
associ.aci on s 
71 . 4 3% 

e2_ 1 _ 5_

34 -215---

e- 2 4 -

- 1 -

53 -24- -1 -

e- 1 4 -

523-14 - - 

w2 _1 _ 4 _ -

53-21 - 4 -

e- 1 4 -

523 - 14 ---

Structural 
p o sitio n 

6_5_ 4 _ ~ 

123654---

Highest sco ring 
con£ig.obtained 
using 3 . 0A cut 

off matri x 

12118 
coincident 
,assoc iation s 
66. 6 7 

3 _ 4 _1_ ~ 

526341---

Highest sco ring 
config.obtained 
using 3.511. cut

off matrix 

10118 
co incident 
associations 
55.56% 

2 _1_ 5_ m 

634215-- - 

Highest scoring 
config. o btained 
using 4.0A cut -

o ff matrix 

12 11 8 
coi n c i dent 
assoc i ati ons 
66.6 7% 

2_1_3 _ m 

654213 - --

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Structural 
positio n 

Highest sco ring 
config. o btained 
using 3.011. cut -

off matrix 

Highe s t scoring 
config. o btained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

Highest sco ring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut -

off matrix 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4. SA cu t

o ff matrix 

6 /1 2 
c oi n c ident 
.assoc iations 
50 . 00% 

4 / 12 
c oi n c iden t 
a sso c i ot i o ns 
33.33% 

4 112 
coinciden t 
assoc i at ions 
33 .33% 

4 /1 2 
c o i ncid e n t 
association s 
33 . 33% 

e2 - 5 -

3 4 -

16 -2-5- 3 4 -

m2 - 3 -

1 4 -

65-2 - 3-14 -

m2 - 5 -

3 1 -

64-2 -5-31

em2 - 1 -

4 3 -

65-2-1-43

em2 - 1 -

4 3 -

65-2 - 1 - 43

Pre d iction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config. obtained con£ig. obtained config. obtained 

p o sitio n using 3.0A cut- USing 3.5A cut- using 4 . 01 cut
off matrix off matrix off matrix 

6/1 2 6 / 12 6 /1 2 
c OInc ident coincident co ~ nc ident 

assoc iations associations asso c i at ions 
50 . 0 0% 50.00'1, 50.00~ e ~ 4- ~6 - 2- ~ 3 -

2 - 5- 1 4 5 - 23 5- 215 

3 4 - -3 - -1 - - 4 I 
16 - 2 - 5 - 34 - 62-145-3- 6 4 - 2 3 5 -- 1 - 6 3 -21 5 --4 
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V-type ATPase 
swiss -Prot code used to run TMRe l ate P4 34 57 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 2BL2 
Numbe r of t r ansmembrane regions 4 

Formate dehydrogenase - N: Esch erich ia coli 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate P24185 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model lKQF 
Number of transmembrane regions 4 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

Highest Bcoring 
structural config.obtained 
position using 3. OA eu t-

off matrix 
8 /10 coincident 
associations 
8 0 . 00\ 

-_1_3_ 2_1_-_ ~ m 
-24 -13--- 4 3-21----

Highest scoring Highest s coringHighest scoring 
config.obtained config.obtainedconfig.obtained 
using 4.0A cut- using 4.5A cut-using 3.5A cut

off matrix off matrixoff matrix 
10/10811 2 c o incident 10110 
coinc identassoc iations c o i ncident 
Clssocia t ions assoc i ations80 . 00% 
100.00% 100.00% 

2 1 -  -_3_4_  -_3_ 4 _m ~
 w 
12--34---43-21---- 12--34---

-

Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained 
position using 3. OA cut

off matrix 
8/10 coincident 
associa tions 
80.00% 

Highest scoring Highest scoring 
config.obtained config.obtained 
using 4 .0A cut- using 4.SA cut

off matrix off matrix 
8 /10 coincid ent 8 /10 coincident 
a ssoc i a t.ion s assoc i ations 
8 0 . 0 0% 80.00% 

2_3_-_ -_-_4_3 -_-_4_3 -_-_4_3-_-_4_ 3m~ ~ 
~ ~ 
14-23---- -12--43--  -12--43-- -12--43-- -12--43--

Highest sco r ing 
cenfig.obtained 
using 3.SA cut

off matrix 
8110 c o inc i dent 
associati ons 
80.00% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 
Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

Highest scoringHighest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3 .OA cut- using 3. SA cut

off matrixoff~x 
8/108110 

c oinc i den t c o i n c i dent. 
assoc iat.ions a s s ociations 
80.00% 80.00% 

-_1_ 2 _ -_1_2_ 1_3_-_ me m 
24-13----- 1 4 3--12 --- 43-21 - ---

Highest scoring Highest scoring 
config.obtained config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut- using 4. SA cut

off matrix off matrix 
8 / 10 81l 0 
co i ncid en t c o i n e l-de nt 
assoc i a lio n s a ssociati ons 
80.00 % 8 0 . 00\ e 1_3_ - _ m 

24-13-------12--34

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3.0A cut- using 3.SA cut- using 4. OA cut- using 4.. SA cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
8/l0 8 /l 08110 8110 

coincidentc oinc i den t co inc i d e n t c oincid e nt 
as s ociat i ons a s s o c i a tions associations associat i ons 
8 0 .0 0% 80. 00%80 . 00% 80.00% 

2 3 - 

- 4 3 eesms 
14-23---- ---12--43 ---12--43 ----12-34 ----12-34

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 
Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3.oi cut- using 3.SA cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4.5A cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 
8/10 10/108110 10110 
c o incident c oinc ident c o i ncident co i ncld~nt. 

assoc i at i ons associot lonsassociations assoc iations 
50 . 00% 100.00% 100 . 00% 50 . 00% 

e 1 3 - 1 3 -  -_1_2_ -_1 _2_ - _2 _1_
1 - e em e 

24-13--- - 24 -13---- 43 - -12---  4 3- -21-- - 4 3-21- - - - 

Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 
Structural config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained config.obtained 
position using 3.0A cut- using 3.SA cut- using 4.0A cut- using 4.. 5A cut

off matrix off matrix off matrix off matrix 

8110 811 0 8110 c oinc iden t 8 110 coi n ciden t 
c o i n c i d ent. co inc i d en t as s oc iations assoc i a tio ns 
asso c i a ti ons asso c ia t ions BO. OO% 80 . 00% 
80.00% 80 .00% 

m2_3_  _ a s ~ S 
1.4 - 23 ----  -- --13-42 --~-- 4 3 _ - -  = 12-34 _ '-- --- ~2 --43 

-
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Phot osystern I - Tbermosynecbococcus elontatus 
Swiss-Prot code u s ed t o run TMRel ate 12 : P2 5896 
PDB Code u sed to evaluate the model 1JBO 
Numbe r o f t ransmembran e regions 11 

AmtB ammon ia channel (mu t ant) E. coli 
Swiss-Prot code u sed t o run TMRelate 12 P37 9 05 
PDB Code used to eva l uate the model 1U7G 
Number of transmembr a ne reg i ons 11 

Pred iction 1 - One position fixed: Prediction 1: 

Structural IHighest. scoring Highest scoring Highest. scoring Highest scoring 

position config . obtained config.obt"'ined config .obtained config.obtained 
using 3.0A cut- using 3.S.A cut- using 4.0J.. cut - using 4.SA cut

off matrix off matrix off mat rix off matrix 

24/3 8 24/38 24138 7. 4/38 
c oinc ident coinc ident c oin c i dent c oi ncident 

associ a t.ions 

AB12965378-4 I AB52 943168-7 7845A9326B-l 9A138B2476-5 78936A421B-5 -1968247A35B -24B358Al769 -6719834AB52 -6719852AB34 

Prediction 2: 2 : 

-9AB68547132 

Prediction 

a s soc l at ions 

Structura l IHighest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring Highest scoring 


position 
 config.obtained config .obtained config.obtained config.obtained 

using 3.oA cut- using 3.sA cut- using 4.0i>. cut- using (.sA cut-


o f f mat rix off matrix of f matrix off matrix 


2 6 /38 26/38 28 /3 8 26/38 


AB1 2 96537 8 - 4 -84 569327BAl 78436921-BA5 79458A32-6Bl -9B16A327845 913A6824-7B5 1769358A-24B AB5298 3 4 - 671 All719834-652 

Highest scoring Highest. scoring High es t scoring Highest scoringStructural 
contig.obtained conf ig.obtained config.obtained config. obtainedposition 
using 3.0A cut- using 3. 51.. cut- using 4.oA cut- using (.SA cut

off matrix Off matrix o ff matrix off~x 
32 / 42 24 14 2 3 0/ 42 26/4 

co i nc i dent c o i nc i de n t coinc ident coinc ident 

Structural 
position 

-9AB68547132 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.0i>. cut

off matrix 

24 14 2 
c oincident 

Highest scoring 
conf ig. obtained 
using 3.sA cut

off matrix. 

3214 2 
c oinc iden t. 

Highest scoring 
config.obtai ned 
using 4. 0A c ut

off matrix 

30/4 2 
c oincident 

Highest scoring 
config. obtained 
using (.sA cut

off matrix 

26 142 
coinc ident 
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Cytochrome c oxidase, ba3: T. Ther.mophilus 
Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRel ate 12 Q5SJ79 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 1XME 
Number of transmembrane regions 13 

Prediction 1: 

Struct ural 
posit i on 

High e s t scoring 
confi g.obtained 
using 3 . 0}. c u t-

off matrix 

28/ 44 
coinc i dent 

75436A2189BC ' C2871465B39A 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5}. cut

off matrix 

26 / 44 
co i nc i dent 

28A7C965B134 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0}. cut

off matrix 

24 / 44 
co i nc i dent 
associa tio n s 
54 . 55% 

A43251C8769B 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5}. cut

off matrix 

24 / 44 
co i nc iden t 
assoc iati ons 
54 . 5 5% 

A43B51C27698 

Prediction 2: 

Highest scoring 

Struct ural IcO~fig . ob~ained 

position uSlng 3. OA cut
off matrix 

28/46 
co inciden t 
associat i ons 

D54376A289BC , D75A846B9 32C 

Highest s c oring 
config.obtained 
using 3.5A cut

off matrix 

28/46 
coincident 

6 57 84DC2 3AB9 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.0A cut

off matrix 

24/46 
coinc i den t 

A2D4BC563 879 

Highest scoring 
config.obtained 
using 4.5}. cut

off matrix 

24 /46 
co incident 

ABD43C562879 
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Bacteriorhodops in 

SWi ss - Prot code used to run TMRe l a t e 
PDB Code used t o e valuat e t h e mode l 
Number of transm&~rane regions 

K P02 94 5 
1 C3W 
7 

Predic tion 1 - "horse shoe" configur a t i o n: 

Struct ural posit ion 2341765--

Best p redicted result 7 36124 5 --

Resu lt with 20 / 22 coinc ident assoc i a ti ons 

P r ediction 2 - "rosette" configuration: 

Structural position 

Best p r edicted resul t 

Resu l t with 24 /24 co i nc i den t 

Prediction 3 - unspecified 

Structural posi t ion 

Best predi cted result 

Resu l t wit h 2 4 / 24 co i nc i d e n t 

17-236-45

12-734-65 

assoc i at i ons 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
90 . 91 % 

e
7 

2 3 6 

4 5 

e2 

7 3 4 
6 5 

1 00.00% 

conf i gura tion: 

87

17-236 - 45- 2 3 6 
4 5 

e7 

17 - 2 36-45- 2 3 6 

4 5 

as socia t i o n s 1 00.00% 

Rhodopsin 

SWiss-Prot code used t o run TMRelate K P02699 
PDB Code used to e valuate the model 1U19 
Number of transmembrane reg ions 7 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ Structural position 7651234--

~ 

Best predicted result 5214376--- ~ 
~ 

Resul t wit h 16/22 co i nc i dent associat i o n s 72.73% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration : 

6 -
Structural position 76-135- 24 - 1 3 5 

2 4 ~ 
5

Best predicted result 65-17 4 -23- 1 7 4 
2 3 • 

Result wit h 16 / 24 co i nc i dent assoc iati ons 66 . 67% 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified c onfigurati on: 

5

Structural posi t ion 76-135-24 - 1 7 4 
2 3 • 

5

Bes t p r e d i cted result 65-174 -23- 1 7 4 

2 3 • 

Result wi th 16/2 4 co i nc i dent assoc i a tions 66.67% 
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Sensory Rhodop sin II (HR ) 

Swi ss -Prot code used to run TMRelate K P42196 
PDB Code used to eval uate the mod e l IH2S 
NUmber o f trans membrane regio n s 7 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ Structural position 7651 2 34--

~ 
~ Best predicted resul t 7561432--

~ 
Resu lt with 1 6/22 c oi nc i den t assoc i a tions 72.73% 

Pre di ction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

e6 

Struct ural position 76-135-24- 1 3 5 
2 4 

e6 

Best predicted result 76 -153-2 4- 1 5 5 
2 4 

Re s u lt wi t h 18/ 24 co i nc ide n t a ssoc i at i ons 75. 00 % 

Predi ct ion 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

56 

Str uct ural position 76 -135 - 24 - 1 3 5 

2 4 

Best predicted result - 6 - - 752143 ~ 
~ 

Res ult with 14 / 24 c oincident as sociat i ons 58.33% 

Halorhodopsin 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate K P1 6102 
PDB Code used to eva luate the model lE12 
Number of transmembrane regions 7 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configurat ion: 

~ Structural position 7651234--

~ 
~ Best predicted result 4315627--

~ 
Resu lt with 18 /22 coi n c i dent assoc i a tions 81. 82% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

7

Structural position 76-135-24- 2 3 6 

4 5 

e
• 

7 

Best predicted result 67-541-32- 5 4 1 
3 2 

Re su lt : Re s u lt wit h 18/24 co i n ciden t as s oc i a ti ons 75 . 00% 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

7

Structural position 76-135 - 24 - 2 3 6 
4 5 • 

876 

Best predicted result -765 - 14-32 5 - 1 4 
- 3 2 

Re s u lt : Result wi t h 1 2/2 4 c o inc i den t asso c i at i on s 50 . 00% 
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Aquaporin 

Swi ss - Pro
PDB Code 
Number o f 

t 
u 

code used to run TMRela t e 
sed to eva l uate the mode l 
transmembrane regions 

K P06624 
l YMG 
6 

Predic tion 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration : 

1 2 

Struc t u ral posit ion 312---5-64 - - - 5 

- 6 (m

Be st predi c t ed resul t 316- - -4-25 ~ ~ 
Resu lt with 8 / 10 co i nc ident assoc i at i ons 80.00% 

Predi c tion 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

'
5

-
-

St ructural position 25 - 1 - 4-36- 1 - 4 

3 6 5

Be s t predict ed result 54--63 -21- - 6 3 

2 1 e
 
Resu l t with 10 / 12 co i nc ident assoc i at i ons 83 . 33% 

Predi c t ion 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

1 2 

Structural posit ion 312 ---4-6 5 - - - 4 
- 6 5m

&5

Be s t p r e d i cted res u l t -5- -64 -213 - 6 4 
2 1 3 

Res u lL with 8 / 10 coinci d en t assoc i at i ons : 80. 0 0% 

Glycerol uptake f acilita t o r pro t e i n 
(Aquag1yceroporin) . 

SWiss - Prot code used to run TMRe1ate K P11244 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 1FX8 
Number of transmembrane reg ions 8 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ Structural position 26517384-

~ 

~ 
Best predicted result 6 5827341- ~ 
Resu lt with 20 / 26 co i nci d en t assoc iations 76 . 92% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

~ Structural position 26513784-

~ 

6-
Best predicted result 26-175-834 1 7 5 

8 3 4 ~ 
Resu l t wit h 18 / 26 co i nciden t assoc iations 69 . 23% 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified confi guration: 

~ Structural p osition 26513784 - 

5
~ 

34 

Best predicted result 834-57 - 621 - 5 7 
6 2 1 

Res ult wi t h 20 / 26 c oi n c i d e n t assoc i a t i ons 76.92 % 
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Ph o tosynthetic Re action Center 
Thermochromatium t:epi d um 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRe lat e 
PDB Code used t o evaluate the mode l 
NUmbe r of t r ansmembrane regions 

K P51762 
1EYS 
5 

Photosynthetic Reaction Center 
Rhodopseudomonas viridis 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRe1ate 
PDB Code used to evaluate the model 
Number of transmembrane regions 

K P06009 
1DRX 
5 

Prediction 1 - wi t h "ho rse shoe" configurat ion: 

~ St ructur al posi t ion 2351 - -4--

~ 

~ 
Best predicted result 145 - 23- - -  ~ 
Resu lt wi t h 8/8 coinc i d e nt asso c i a tio n s 1 0 0 .0 0% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

$5

Struc t ural position 35-2-4-1-- 2 - 4 

1 - 

Best predicted resu lt 1--24--35- 2 4 - 
3 5 m 

Result with 8/8 c o i nciden t assoc iations 100.00% 


Pr ediction 3 - with unspecified configuration : 


St ructura l p o sition 2351--4--- ~ 

~ 

Best predicted result 1--24 --35 - 2 4 - 

3 5 m 
Resu l t wilh 8 / 8 c oincid ent a sso c iations : 1 00. 0 0% 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ Structural position 2351--4--

~ 

~ 
Best predicted result 145-23--- ~ 
Result with 8/8 coinc iden t a ssociati o n s 1 00 . 00 % 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

$5

Structural position 35-2 -4-1-- 2 - 4 

1 - 

Best predicted result 1--24--35- 2 4 - 

3 5 m 
Result with 8 /8 coinc ident association s 1 00.00 % 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural position 2351--4---~ 
~ 

35 

_Best predi c ted result -35-24--1 - - 2 4 

- 1 

Res ul t wi th 8 / 8 c oinc i den t assoc i a tions: 1 00.00% 
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Photosynthetic Re action Center 
Rbodobacter sphaeroides 

Swi ss-Prot c o de used to run TMRelat e 
PDB Code u sed to evalu a te t h e mod e l 
Numbe r o f t r ansmembrane regions 

K P029 54 
l RZH 
5 

P- type ATPase 

Swiss-Prot code used to r un TMRelate 
PDB Code used to e valuate the model 
Number of transmembrane regi ons 

K P041 91 
1T5S 
10 

Pred ict ion 1 - with "h orse sho e" configuration: 

~ Struct ural posi t ion 23 51 --4 -- 't;ftf 

~ Best predicted result 1 4 5-23---

~ 
Resu lt wit h 8 / 8 coinc ide nt assoc i a tio n s 1 00.00% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

-
3-

-
St ructural position 35-2-4-1-- 1 4 - 

5 - B
Be st predicted result 1--24--35- 2 4 - 

3 5 e 
Re s ult wi t h 8/8 co inc ident associati o n s 1 00 . 00% 

Predic t ion 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

St ructural posi ·t ion 2351--4---~ 
't;ftf 

Be st predict e d result 1--24 --35- 2 4 - 

3 5 e 
Result wi Lh 8/8 c o i nc i d en t as s oci a t ions: 100 .00 % 

Prediction 1 - witb "borse sboe n conf i gur ation : 

Structural position 29A1687435 

Best pre d icted result 921A8 34 7 6 5 


Resu lt wi t h 26/ 3 8 coi ncident associations 68.4 2% 


Prediction 2 - witb "rosette" configuration: 


Structural position 1294 68A357 


Best predicted result 921A834765 


Resu l t wi th 28/ 3 8 coincident a ssociati ons 73.68% 


Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration : 


Structural p o s ition 3417562A89 


Bes t predicted result 923A814 765 


Re s u lL wiL h 2 2 / 3 8 c o i n c i dent assoc i a tio ns: 57.89 % 
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Respiratory proteins - Mitochondrial ADP/ADP carrier 

Swiss - Prot code used to run TMRelate K P02722 
PDB Code used t o evaluate the model 10KC 
Number o f trans membrane reg ions 6 

Predict i o n 1 - with "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ St ructural position 1 23654---

~ 

~ 
Best predict ed result 623154- - - taY 
Result with 1 6/18 coinc i dent associations 88 . 89% 

Prediction 2 - with ":r;:osette" configuration: 

6 

Structural position 16-2-5-34- 2 - 5 

3 4 m
Best predict ed result -1- 326 -45- ~ 

~ 
Resu lL with 1 2 / 12 coinc i dent assoc iations 100.00% 

Predict i on 3 - with u nspecified configuration: 

6 

Struct ural position 16-2 -5-34- 2 - 5 

3 4 m
Best predicted result --1- 326 -45 ~ 

~ 
Result with 12/ 12 coinciden t assoc i ations: 100 . 00% 

Respiratory proteins - Fumarate Reductase complex 
( Wolinella s uccinogenes) 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate K P1741 3 
PDB Code used t o evalu a te t he model 1QLA 
Number of transmembrane regions 5 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" configurat ion: 

~ Structural position 34-215---

~ 

~ 
Best predicted resu lt 21 5-34 -- - 'ffli 
Resul t with 14 /14 co i ncident assoc i ations 100.00% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

~ Structural position 34-215---

e
~ 

2 

Best predicted result -2 --13-54- - 1 3 

5 4 

Result with 14 / 1 4 coincident associati ons 100.00% 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

&7

Structural posi t ion 34 - 215---- 2 3 6 

4 5 

6-2 

Best predicted result --2--13-54 - - 1 3 
- 5 4 

Res u lt wi th 14/14 co i nc i d enL associations: 100.00% 
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V-type ATPase 

Swiss - Prot code used to run TMRe1ate K P43457 
PDB Co de used t o evaluate t h e mode l 2BL2 
Number of trans membrane region s 4 

Prediction 1 - wi th "horse shoe" configuration: 

~ St ructural posi t ion - 24-13---

~ 

~ 
Best predicted result - 12 -- 34-- ~ 
Resu lt with 1 0 / 10 coincident assoc i at i ons 10 0 . 00% 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

~ St ructural pos i t ion 24-13----

~ 

Best predi c ted r esul t ----21- 4 3  B 
Resu l t wi t h 10/ 10 coincident associations 100.00% 

Prediction 3 - wit h unspecified configuration: 

~ Struc tural position 24 - 1 3- ---

~ 

Best predicted res·u l t ---- 34 - 12 ~ 
Result with 1 0/10 coinc ident associ ation s: 100. 00 % 

Formate dehydrogenase-N: Escbericbia coli 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate K P2 41 85 
PDB Code used t o e valuate the model 1KQF 
Number of transmembrane reg i ons 4 

Prediction 1 - with "horse shoe" conf iguration : 

~ Structural position 14-23----

~ 

~ 
Best predicted result -12-43--- ~ 
Resu lt with 1 0 / 1 0 coincident associations 1 00 . 00 % 

Prediction 2 - with "rosette" configuration: 

~ Structural position 14-23----

~ 

2

_Best predicted result -2--13--4- - 1 3 

- 4 

Result wit h 10 / 1 0 co i nci dent associations 100.00% 

Prediction 3 - with unspecified configuration: 

Structural position 14-23----- ~ 
~ 
~ Best predicted result 34-21----

~ 
Resu lt wi Lh 10/10 coinc i dent associa tions: 100.00 % 
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Photosys tern I - Tb e rmosynecbococcus elontatus 

Swiss - Prot code used to run TMRela t e _ K 1 2 P25896 
POB Code used t o evalua te the model 1UBO 
Number o f transmembrane regi ons 11 

Prediction 1 - One fixed position: 

Structu ral posit ion AB1 296 5378-4 

Best predicted res u lt 87 9A1 534B6-2 ~11 

Resul t with 22/38 co inc i dent assoc iations 57.8 9% 

Prediction 2: 

Structural position AB12965378-4 

Best predicted result B6981 53A-742 

Result with 22 / 38 coincident associ at ions 57 . 89% 

AmtB ammonia channel (mutant): E. coli 

Swiss-Prot code used to run TMRelate K 12 P3790 5 
POB Code used to evaluate t he model 1U7G 
Number of transmembrane reg i on s 11 

Prediction 1 - One fixed position: 


Structural position -9AB68547132 


Best predicted result -5387 6129AB4 


Result wi th 20 / 42 coincident as soc i at i ons 47.62% 


Prediction 2: 


Structural position -9AB68547132 


Best predicted result 8532761-9AB4 


Result with 18/ 42 coinciden t associa ti ons 42.86% 
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Cyto chr ome c oxidase , ba3: T. Tbermopbilus 

Swi ss - Pr o t code used to run TMRelate K 12 Q5SJ 79 
POB Code used t o e valuat e the mode l 1XME 

NUmbe r o f t ransmembr ane r e g ions 1 3 

Prediction 1 - TMl to TM12 : 

Structural pos i tio n 75436A2 l 89 BC 

Best p r edict ed resul t CB31627 54A98 

Resu l t with 20/46 coinc i dent associations 43 . 48 % 

Prediction 2 - TM2 to TM13: 

St ructural p osition D54376A289BC 

C432659178AB 

Best pre d icted result CB986275DA34 

Resu lt wi t h 26/46 coi nc i dent associations 56.52 % 
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Apendix IV 


3D evaluation 
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Comparison of actual and predicted structures 

Evaluation using TMEvaluation_3D program at different distance ranges 

create 

distance table 


column represents the number of associations between amino acids in different a-helices of the TM regions. 
The "0/0" column contains the percentage with coincident associations between the native structure and the predicted one. 
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Files used to 
create the 

distance table 
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Files used to 
create the 

distance table 

Files used to 
create the 

distance table 
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